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Dear Colleagues,
On behalf of the organizing committee, it is our pleasure to invite you to the 19th International
Conference on Internal Friction and Mechanical Spectroscopy (ICIFMS-19). The ICIFMS-19
event was initially supposed to take place during 29/6-3/7/2020 at the National University of
Science and Technology “MISIS”, Moscow, Russia, with Igor S. Golovin (NUST MISiS) and
Francesco Cordero (CNR-ISM, Rome) as co-chairmen (http://icifms19.ru). The conference has
been postponed of two years due to the Covid-19 pandemic and the new international situation
forced us to move the organization to Rome, maintaining the established dates 27/06-01/07/2022.
We ask all authors to confirm your abstracts/presentations at the new conference site:
https://icifms19.ism.cnr.it
The conference is the 19th in a series that began in Providence (USA) in 1956 and continued in
Ithaca (USA, 1961), Manchester (England, 1965), Providence (USA, 1969), Aachen (Germany,
1973), Tokyo (Japan, 1977), Lausanne (Switzerland 1981), Urbana (USA, 1985), Beijing (China,
1989), Rome (Italy, 1993), Poiters (France, 1996), Buenos Aires (Argentina, 1999), Bilbao (Spain,
2002), Kyoto (Japan, 2005), Perugia (Italy, 2008), Lausanne (Switzerland 2011), Hefei (China,
2014) and Foz do Iguaçu (Brazil, 2017).
The ICIFMS-19 is a great opportunity for the exchange of experiences and ideas in research
focused on theory, advances and applications of anelasticity in materials physics, high and low
damping materials and on internal friction, mechanical spectroscopy, dynamic-mechanical
analysis and related techniques. We also encourage and invite scientists from neighbouring
research fields to share their expertise, which will make ICIFMS-19 a stimulating event. The
Conference program will consist of plenary, invited and oral (long: 17 min + 3 min discussion and
short: 8 min + 2 min discussion) talks. Abstracts for the talks will be evaluated according to
author’s preference, quality and impact.
To minimize the damage from the pandemic we organized, with the support from Journal of Alloys
and Compounds (impact factor 5.316 in 2020), the publication of the Special IFMS-19 issue in
order to collect topic-related papers both in printed and in virtual book
(https://www.sciencedirect.com/journal/journal-of-alloys-and-compounds/specialissue/10MHG1DWWC1).
It is our pleasure to thank not only the researchers who have contributed to this Issue but also our
reviewers for their hard work. The Special IFMS-19 issue or Proceedings of ICIFMS-19
Conference already includes more than 40 original topical papers (on 1 April 2022) by authors
from seventeen countries and continues the excellent series of proceedings of the previous eighteen
Conferences.
In order to spread the interest in the field of anelasticity, the virtual participation without
presentation is free of charge, while the fee for participating with presentation of a contribution is
only 60 €.
On behalf of the Organizing Committee, we look forward to virtually meeting you!
Igor S. Golovin and Francesco Cordero
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Plenary talks
Coupling of anelastic and dielectric responses
Dragan Damjanovic1*
1

Group for Ferroelectrics and Functional Oxides, Institute of Materials, EPFL, Lausanne,
Switzerland
*dragan.damjanovic@epfl.ch

In this presentation I shall discuss common origins of anelastic and dielectric
relaxation in several ferroelectric and related materials.
In piezoelectric and ferroelectric materials elastic and dielectric responses are
coupled: elastic properties are dependent on electrical and electrical properties on
mechanical boundary conditions. This elasto-electric coupling extends to relaxation
mechanisms, the most intriguing being emergence of relaxation in piezoelectric
properties. The piezoelectric relaxation may exhibit behavior that is not possible in
purely dielectric and elastic counterparts, such as clockwise hysteresis between
pressure and charge or electric field and strain. Evidence of such behavior in
important perovskite oxides, BiFeO3 and modified-PbTiO3 will be presented and
discussed.
The large dielectric relaxation in complex disordered perovskites, such as
Pb(Mg1/3Nb2/3)O3, is thought to be due to presence of dynamic polar nano regions
that evolve with temperature and exhibit the temperature dependent, broad
distribution of relaxation times. Using dynamic mechanical analysis we have shown
recently that polar nano regions in relaxor materials are also elastically active,
exhibiting the same type of elastic relaxation that has been reported for the dielectric
properties. Implication of this result on interpretation of origins of relaxor behavior
in this canonical relaxor and on large piezoelectric properties in this class of
materials will be discussed.
Displacement of non-180° domain walls in ferroelectric phases and polar
nanoregions in paraelectric phases of ferroelectrics contribute or even dominate
dielectric and elastic properties. Often, ensuing anelastic relaxation reveals itself
much more clearly than dielectric relaxation and is essential for interpreting some
delicate emergent phenomena, such as existence of precursors of the ferroelectric
phase in the paraelectric phase. The good example is BaTiO3 and its derivatives,
which will be discussed in some detail.
Finally, exceptionally large mechanical response of some organometallic halide
perovskites will be presented. These materials exhibit strong electrostriction,
piezoelectricity, and photostriction (mechanical deformation induced by light). The
slow mechanical response and its strong frequency dependence suggest that
chemical expansion may play a significant role in electro-opto-mechanical coupling
of these materials.
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Mechanical spectroscopy in amorphous materials: case of bulk metallic
glasses
J. M. Pelletier1, J.C. Qiao2
1

MATEIS, INSA-Lyon, Université de Lyon, France
2
NPWU, Xi’an, China.

Amorphous materials exhibit a specific mechanical behavior due to the absence of
long range order. Therefore, the concepts of point defects, dislocations or grain
boundaries are no longer available. Amorphous materials may concern either
polymers, oxide glasses or amorphous metals and thus either covalent, Van des
Waals, ionic or metallic bonding are involved. Atomic mobility in these materials
can be investigated using mechanical spectroscopy. Various relaxations can be
observed either as a function of frequency or temperature. This point will be
addressed in the presentation. A more detailed insight will be done in bulk metallic
glasses. These materials are the topic of many researches because they possess
excellent mechanical properties, in particular their yield strength. We will briefly
review the main results obtained in various bulk metallic glasses. A physical analysis
of the mechanical response will be presented. Similarities and differences with the
other amorphous materials will be discussed.
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80 years after: new categories of magnetomechanical damping
Sergey Kustov
Departament de Física, Universitat de les Illes Balears, Palma de Mallorca, Spain

Magnetomechanical damping (MMD) in ferromagnets includes three canonical
contributions - microeddy and macroeddy linear non-thermally activated relaxations
and non-linear hysteretic damping. The first and the last of these three categories are
due to the oscillatory motion of magnetic domain walls (DW), whereas the
macroeddy component is derived from the net macroscopic magnetization of a
sample. The concepts of these MMD components date back to 1930-1950-1960 and
no fundamentally new observations have been done since then.
During the last few years, using resonant technique, operating around 10 5 Hz - the
frequency range of the maximum sensitivity to DW related magnetomechanical
effects - two new MMD categories have been uncovered:
low-temperature “freezing” of DWs, resulting in an intense thermally-activated
relaxation and concomitant ΔE-effect;
frequency-independent magnetic transitory damping term, associated with
temperature/structural transition/magnetic field related rearrangement of DW
structure.
The number of MMD categories thus increases from three to five. The disclosed
MMD components offer new interpretations for a number of physical phenomena
still being intensively discussed, like spin and re-entrant spin glass transitions,
formation of tweed in ferromagnetic materials, etc.
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Internal friction at nano-scale and size-effects on damping in shape memory
alloys
J. M. San Juan1*, J.F. Gómez-Cortés1, M.L. Nó2
1

Dpt. Physics of Condensed Matter, Faculty of Science and Technology, University of the
Basque Country, UPV/EHU, Apdo. 644, 48080-Bilbao, Spain
2
Dpt. of Applied Physics II, Faculty of Science and Technology, University of the Basque
Country, UPV/EHU, Apdo. 644, 48080-Bilbao, Spain
*e-mail jose.sanjuan@ehu.es

The short life of the present millennium is characterized by the emergence of a new
paradigm of science, Nanotechnology, which spread across all branches of science,
including Physics and Materials Science. Obviously, nanotechnology constitutes a
challenge to approach the characterization of the material's properties at small scale,
and new experimental techniques were required or improved to successfully face
such challenge. This is also the case of mechanical spectroscopy, which nowadays
is being required to give new insights on the mechanisms controlling the mechanical
properties at very small scale.
In the present talk I will describe the endeavor to measure internal friction at nanoscale. First, I will remember the capabilities of the new techniques of instrumented
nano indentation that were used to test and measure the damping at nano-scale in
shape memory alloys [1,2]. Then, I will describe the observed size-effects on the
mechanical behavior and in particular on damping [2-5], which will be analyzed in
terms of the physics underlying behind such size-effects.
Indeed, damping can be measured at small scale in a broad range of experimental
conditions, for instance in the case of shape memory alloys (SMA) can be measured
not only during the stress-induced transformation by superelastic effect [2-5], but
also in martensitic state [6], and follow the evolution on cycling [7], as in Figure 1
where an example of square pillars and the measure of damping as a function of the
number of cycles is presented.

Fig.1 Example of square pillars of 1.6 micrometer side, milled by FIB, and damping measured
during the stress-induced transformation by superelastic effect, as a function of the number of
cycles performed at 0.2 Hz. Between the cycles 100 and 150 it can be seen a drop of the
damping, which is associated to the unexpected stabilization of the martensite, which
spontaneously reverted to austenite along cycling.

This new methodology open the way to measure internal friction at very small scale,
using the instrumented nano-indenters available in the scientific market, as well as
the ones designed to perform in-situ experiments at the Scanning and Transmission
Electron Microscopes (SEM & TEM). In the last part of my talk I will present how
these techniques were used to measure the long-term evolution of damping [7,8], in
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order to develop nano-dampers for technological applications in Micro Electro
Mechanical Systems.
The door is open to develop Mechanical Spectroscopy at nano-scale, and to close
my talk I will emphasize that still remain many challenges to be faced, in order to
fully pave the road allowing to spread it across the Materials Science Community.
This will be the role of new gamers, the new generation of young researchers.
[1] J. San Juan, M.L. Nó, C.A. Schuh, Advanced Materials 20 (2008) 272-278.
[2] J. San Juan, M.L. Nó, C.A. Schuh, Nature Nanotechnology 4 (2009) 415-419.
[3] J. San Juan, M.L. Nó, J. Alloys & Compounds 577S (2013) S25-S29.
[4] J.F. Gómez-Cortés, M.L. Nó, I. López-Ferreño, J. Hernández-Saz, S.I. Molina,
A. Chuvilin, J. San Juan, Nature Nanotechnology 12 (2017) 790-796.
[5] V. Fuster, J.F. Gomez-Cortes, M.L. Nó, J. San Juan, Advanced Electronic
Materials 6 (2020) 1900741 (1-7).
[6] J.F. Gómez-Cortés, M.L. Nó, A. López-Echarri, I. Ruiz-Larrea, T. Breczewski,
J. San Juan, Physica Status Solidi A 215 (2018) 1800340.
[7] J. San Juan, J.F. Gómez-Cortés, G.A. López, C. Jiao, M.L. Nó, Applied Physics
Letters 104 (2014) 011901 (1-5).
[8] J.F. Gomez-Cortes, M.L. Nó, I. Ruiz-Larrea, T. Breczewski, A. Lopez-Echarri,
C.A. Schuh, J. San Juan, Acta Materialia 166 (2019) 346-356.
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Theory
Logarithmic decrement in
high-resolution mechanical spectroscopy HRMS
Leszek B. Magalas
AGH University of Science and Technology, Faculty of Metals Engineering
and Industrial Computer Science, Al. Mickiewicza 30, 30-059 Kraków, Poland
magalas@agh.edu.pl

A novel high-resolution characterization of the dissipation of mechanical energy
in solids is developed. It is demonstrated that devised high-resolution (HR) fourpoint interpolated Discrete Fourier Transform method provides precise estimation
of the logarithmic decrement,  , computed from exponentially damped sinusoidal
elastic strain signals embedded in additive white Gaussian noise (38 and 80 dB) and
corrupted by time-dependent zero-point drift, ZPD (Fig. 1). In contrast, from the
same experimental and synthetic input data, classical methods for determining the
logarithmic decrement give incorrect results, and these inaccuracies are
quantitatively assessed. This problem is particularly pronounced in situations where
the geometry of the experiment is changing, such as samples subjected to in-situ
plastic deformation in a mechanical spectrometer; freshly deformed samples;
experiencing a phase transformation and precipitation of hydrides during internal
friction measurements; during/after fatigue, electron, or neutron irradiation; or
experiencing fine microstructure evolution, especially during measurements as a
function of temperature and/or during long-term isothermal holding (ageing
experiments). The SNR ranging from 75 to 80 dB refers to high-resolution
mechanical spectroscopy (HRMS) and novel high-resolution mechanical
spectrometer.
Figure 2 illustrates that different shapes of apparent internal friction ghost peaks
can be experimentally observed by using different measurement times of free
decaying oscillations corrupted by ZPD and classical methods to compute the
logarithmic decrement (e.g. the RA method: regression of the amplitudes of
decaying peaks as a function of the period number.)
The high-resolution, HR, method yields unsurpassed accuracy, precision, and
resolution in high-resolution mechanical spectroscopy, HRMS. Also, the estimation
errors of the logarithmic decrement are decidedly lower (few orders of magnitudes)
compared to classical methods of computing the logarithmic decrement. The
proposed high-resolution, HR, method can be successfully used to study materials
in a wide range of damping conditions (  ranging from 4×10-9 to 0.5) and for
resonant frequencies, f0, from 0.01 Hz to 90 Hz. The evolution from standard
mechanical spectroscopy and internal friction measurements to today's state-of-theart high-resolution mechanical spectroscopy, HRMS, is reported.
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Fig. 1. Estimated values of the logarithmic
decrement,  =0.001, computed by the
reference-resolution (RR), high-resolution
(HR), enhanced-resolution (ER), YM, and
Yoshida (Y) methods for exponentially
damped sinusoidal signals embedded in noise
and corrupted by the same magnitude of ZPD.
The estimates are plotted for two different
measurement timespans N=25 and N=50, and
1000 realizations; the bars, which contain
1000 points are horizontally shifted to
improve visibility with respect to the
measurement timespan. f0T= 1.0123456789
Hz, SNR=80 dB.

Fig. 2. Effect of different measurement times (L=15 s, L=20 s, and L=25 s) on the apparent shape
of the ghost peak at around 162 K computed by the classical RA method and OMI method from
free decaying oscillations corrupted by linear ZPD. Note that the magnitude of ZPD varies as a
function of the measurement time, L. + illustrates genuine internal friction peak, ▲ is the
logarithmic decrement,  , computed by the RA method for the signal lasting 15 s,  denotes
 computed by the RA method for the signal lasting 20 s,  states for  computed by the
RA method for the signal lasting 25 s,  denotes  computed by the OMI method; the curve ()
estimated from the OMI method overlaps with the genuine internal friction peak (+).
f 0  1.0 Hz, SNR=38 dB.

A decrease in noise from 38 to 80 dB does not modify the mean estimates of the
logarithmic decrement estimated from the high-resolution, HR, method. It visibly
decreases dispersion of internal friction points and increases the resolution of
internal friction spectra. The HR method achieves the goal of obtaining a highresolution spectral estimate, thereby making high-resolution internal friction spectra
and high-resolution mechanical spectroscopy available.
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Thermo-kinetic modelling of the giant Snoek effect in carbon-supersaturated
iron
P. Maugis1*
1

Aix-Marseille University, CNRS, IM2NP, France
*philippe.maugis@im2np.fr

Snoek relaxation in interstitial bcc solid solutions is the origin of the Snoek
peak in frequency-dependent and temperature-dependent internal friction
measurements. The internal friction profiles of low-carbon steels show a linear
dependence of the peak height with carbon content. However, recent Monte Carlo
simulations of frequency-dependent internal friction exhibited a non-linear giant
peak height at high carbon contents. To investigate this effect in temperaturedependent internal friction, we developed a thermo-kinetic mean-field theory of the
Snoek relaxation phenomenon. By taking into account the collective behavior of the
interstitial atoms, our theory predicts:
1) A non-linear dependence of the peak height with composition when
approaching the order-disorder transition of the alloy;
2) A shift in the temperature of the peak;
3) A composition-dependent activation enthalpy of the relaxation time.
The theory is exemplified by the case of carbon-supersaturated iron.

Fig. 1. Snoek relaxation profiles for various carbon contents computed with our linearized
model. The oscillation frequency is f = 1 Hz.

[1] P. Maugis, Giant Snoek peak in ferrite due to carbon-carbon strain interactions,
Materialia 12 (2020) 100805.
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Modeling the Snoek peak in bct-martensite
P. Maugisa, L. Huanga
a

Aix Marseille University, CNRS, IM2NP, Marseille, France

Snoek relaxation in bcc crystals is the delayed strain response to an applied stress
resulting from the interaction of the interstitial atoms with the stress field. It is
responsible for the Snoek peak observed in internal friction measurements of ferrite.
However, although martensite is carbon supersaturated, several authors denied the
possibility of Snoek relaxation in bct-martensite. We investigated this matter by
means of Monte Carlo simulations and mean-field thermo-kinetic modeling. Our
results show that Snoek laxation does occur in bct-martensite. The computed Snoek
profiles of temperature-dependent and quency-dependent internal friction exhibit
unexpected features: both peak height and peak temperature decrease when the
carbon content is increased. We explain this behavior in the frame of the linearresponse approximation. Our theoretical predictions are in qualitative agreement
with experiments.
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Ab initio total energy calculation of a BCC iron cell containing a three of
dissolved carbon atoms and internal friction in Fe-C solid solutions
A.A.Mirzoev*, Ya.M. Rydnyi
South Ural State University, Chelyabinsk,Russia
*mirzoevaa@susu.ru

The main mechanism of internal friction in bcc lattice solid solutions of Fe-C system
is the classical Snoek relaxation. The damping due to C is an anelastic relaxation
caused by carbon atoms between two different octahedral sublattices in bcc iron due
to quite strong attractive interactions of carbon atoms at the corresponding
coordination shells. A simple model, which describes distribution of carbon atoms
on sublattices was proposed by Zener and then transformed into a more elaborate
microscopic mean-field theory of carbon ordering (MFTCO) by Khachaturyan [1].
The main parameters of the theory are the Fourier coefficients of the interaction
potential between carbon atoms in the iron lattice, which allow us to determine the
distortion tensor λ of the iron lattice caused by carbon atoms. The principal values
λ1, λ2, λ3 of tensor permit to determine the tetragonal lattice distortion along the Zaxis by the formula [2]:
az = a0[1 + λ1(n1 + n2) + λ2n3],
(1)
where λ1 and λ2 are two components of the λ-tensor not equal to each other (λ2= λ3);
a0 is the lattice parameter of the pure α-iron and n1, n2 and n3 arethe related
occupation probabilities of three octahedral sublattices. When the Khachaturyan
theory was developed, real carbon-carbon interactions were impossible to obtain
theoretically. Only one contribution from the so-called strain-induced interactions
was available, which could be estimated from the microscopic theory of elasticity.
Nowadays, carbon-carbon interactions can be reliably obtained by first-principles
calculations and this allows to consider a more detailed picture of carbon ordering
in bcc and bct iron. The latter is the aim of the present investigation. The total
energies of the iron supercell containing three carbon atoms in various
configurations and the corresponding values of the tetragonal lattice distortions are
determined. The calculation results are compared with dependence (1), and the
values of λ1, λ2 are found. It is shown that the calculation results are in good
agreement with the published data.
[1] A. G. Khachaturyan, Theory of Structural Transformations in Solids, (1983).
C.D. Eee, F.G. Hhh, J. Appl. Phys., 33 (1999) 133-136.
[2] M.S. Blanter, I.S. Golovin, H. Neuhäuser, and H.-R. Sinning, Internal Friction
in Metallic Materials,A Handbook. Springer Verlag, 2007, p. 540.
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Mobility of dislocations in the iron-based C-, N-, H-solid solutions measured
using internal friction: effect of electron structure
V.G. Gavriljuk*, V.N. Shyvaniuk, S.M. Teus
G.V. Institute for Metal Physics, Kiev, Ukraine
*gavr@imp.kiev.ua

Snoek-Köster (S-K) relaxation and the amplitude-dependent internal friction (ADIF)
in the interstitial iron-based solid solutions are studied in terms of mobility of
dislocations. The effect of interstitial elements on the S-K relaxation amplitude, as
well as on the internal friction background measured in the ADIF experiments, is
analyzed as consequence of a change in the electron structure.
The electron structure of the - and -iron containing carbon or nitrogen and
hydrogen has been ab initio calculated using the Wien2k program package based on
the Kohn-Hohenberg-Sham density functional theory. It was obtained that carbon in
the both iron phases decreases the density of electron states at the Fermi level,
whereas nitrogen and hydrogen increase it [1-4].
Correspondingly, using the measurements of electron spin resonance in the -iron
alloys, the concentration of free electrons is found to be decreased by carbon and
increased due to nitrogen and hydrogen [5, 6]. On the account of a strong binding of
these elements to dislocations, the concentration of free electrons is suggested to be
locally changed in the vicinity of dislocations encased in the clouds of interstitial
atoms. Consequently, a change in dislocation properties is expected, namely in the
line tension which controls mobility of dislocations. Therefore, it should reveal itself
in relaxation phenomena of which mechanism is related with dislocation vibrations.
Such a correlation was found for the S-K relaxation caused by carbon and nitrogen
in the iron martensite [7], see Fig. 1. At equal contents of interstitials in the solid
solution, the S-K relaxation amplitude is higher in case of nitrogen in comparison
with carbon, which is consistent with the earlier obtained results in the pure iron [8].
In case of S-K relaxation caused by hydrogen in the -iron, the convincing data were
obtained in [9], see Fig. 2.
Examples for the ADIF in austenitic steels are presented in Figures 3 and 4. The area
swept by the vibrating dislocations significantly increases by nitrogen and hydrogen
in comparison with carbon.
The both, S-K relaxation and ADIF, evidence a change of the dislocation line tension
in its correlation with C-, N- and H-effect on the electron structure.
[1] S.M. Teus, V.N. Shyvanyuk, B.D. Shanina, V.G. Gavriljuk. Phys. Stat. Sol. (a)
204 (2007) 4249-4258.
[2] V.G. Gavriljuk, B.D. Shanina, V.N. Shyvanyuk, S.M. Teus. J. Appl. Phys. 108
(2010) 083723.
[3] V.G. Gavriljuk, B.D. Shanina, V.N. Shyvanyuk, S.M. Teus. Corrosion Reviews
31 (2013) 33-50.
[4] S.M. Teus, V.G. Gavriljuk. Mater Letts 258 (2020) 126801
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[5] V.G. Gavriljuk, B.D. Shanina, N.P. Baran, V.M. Maximenko. Phys. Rev. B 48
(1993) 3224-3231.
[6] B.D. Shanina, V.G. Gavriljuk, S.P. Kolesnik, V.N. Shyvanyuk. J. Phys. D: Appl.
Phys. 32 (1999) 298-304.
[7] V.G. Gavriljuk, V.N. Shyvanyuk, B.D. Shanina. Acta Mater 53 (2005) 50175024.
[8] K. Kamber, D. Keefer, C Wert. Acta Metall 9 (1961) 403-414.
[9] K. Takita , K. Sakamoto. Scripta Metall 10 (1976) 399-403.

Fig. 2. S-K relaxation caused by hydrogen in the
-iron [9]
Fig 1. S-K relaxation caused by carbon
and nitrogen in martensitic steels [7].

Fig. 3. The ADIF in carbon and
nitrogen austenitic steels.

Fig. 4. Effect of hydrogen on the ADIF in austenitic
steel [6].
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Atomic model of incommensurate intercrystalline boundary migration
V.G. Kul’kov
National Research University «Moscow Power Engineering Institute» (MPEI)
Volzhsky Branch, Lenin St. 69,Volzhsky, 404110 Russia
vikulkov@yandex.ru

Incommensurate grain boundaries belong to the boundaries of the general type.
There are no appear periodic structures in them, so they cannot be described using a
coincidence site lattice. Such boundaries in the literature are called non-special,
arbitrary, irregular. The concepts of incommensurate structures formed in the region
of the intercrystalline boundary can be successfully used in the study of many grain
boundary processes, such as the formation of point defects, intercrystalline sliding,
diffusion, heat capacity, internal friction, faceting of the boundary and others. In the
proposed communication, based on the development of the concept of the
incommensurate atomic structure of the boundary, a model of its migration is
considered.
A model of rebuilding of the atomic structure of the tilt boundary during its
migration is proposed. The picture of the mutual superposition of atomic rows on
the surfaces of two crystallites at their conjugation is considered. Zones with
possible locations of atomic series are formed. They are divided into types in which
there may be vacant places for the placement of atomic rows in the amount of 0, 1
or 2. Under the influence of a thermodynamic driving force, a rebuilding of the
structure takes place. Certain rows of one crystallite move into new positions of
another crystallite. The transition can be carried out in two different ways. One of
them is carried out by the formation and propagation of double kinks, similar to the
sliding of dislocations. Such a transition allows the row to move to the nearest
location at a distance approximately equal to the lattice period. There is also a need
for transitions of atomic series over long distances of several units or tens of the
translation period. This is done by diffusion.
The processes of generation and disappearance of vacancies in the migrating grain
boundary are considered. The role of redundant vacancies appearing at the boundary
in accelerating the process of self-diffusion along the border is discussed. The vast
majority of vacancies in the boundary are of non-thermal origin, and are determined
only by the geometric atomic structure of the migrating boundary. The expression
for the boundary diffusion coefficient does not contain a multiplier depending on the
activation energy of vacancy formation. It is shown that the effective diffusion
coefficient in the migrating boundary can exceed its value in the stationary boundary
by one or two orders of magnitude.
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On Internal Friction due to Elastic Waves Radiation during
Dislocation Bending Vibrations in the Peierls Relief
V.V. Dezhin
Voronezh State Technical University, Voronezh, Russian Federation
viktor.dezhin@mail.ru

In present work, consideration of small bending vibrations of an infinite
dislocation in a nondissipative medium is continued. It was believed that braking of
dislocation oscillations was caused only by radiation of elastic waves. Presence of
the Peierls relief in real crystals is taken into account. Expression for inverse
generalized susceptibility of dislocation is found, which differs from expression
obtained in [1] by a constant  P , where  P is the Peierls stress. Internal friction
2
W d
W is radiated
was calculated by the formula Q 1 
. Here W 
2W0

energy for oscillation period,  d is dislocation density, W0   02 2 is total
vibration energy of unit volume,  is dislocation vibration frequency,  0 is
amplitude of alternating stress in the crystal,  is shear modulus. To find average
energy emitted per unit time per unit length of dislocation, we use formula from [2]
2

W  ( 2) Im  (k z ,  ) b , where  (k z ,  ) is generalized susceptibility of
dislocation, k z is wave vector component along dislocation line,  is amplitude of
variable external stress acting on the dislocation, b is the Burgers vector length.
Presence of two different cases for elastic waves radiation k z   cl and
 cl  k z   ct is established. Fig. 1-4 shows dependence of internal friction on
frequency of dislocation bending vibrations for aluminum crystal. It can be seen that
internal friction due to elastic waves radiation is very small compared to total
dislocation internal friction [3]. Figures 1-4 show the resonant peaks of internal
friction.

Fig. 1. Frequency dependence of internal friction at
screw dislocation bending vibrations; 1 –
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k z   cl of infinite

k z  103 m-1, 2 – k z  108.2 m-1

Fig. 2. Frequency dependence of internal friction at
screw dislocation bending vibrations; 1 –

 cl  k z   ct

of infinite

k z  108.5 m-1, 2 – k z  109 m-1

Fig. 3. Frequency dependence of internal friction at k z   cl of infinite
edge dislocation bending vibrations; 1 – k z  10 3 m-1, 2 – k z  10 7.5 m-1.

Fig. 4. Frequency dependence of internal friction at  cl  k z   ct of infinite
edge dislocation bending vibrations; 1 – k z  107.6 m-1, 2 – k z  107.9 m-1

[1] I.L. Bataronov, V.V. Dezhin, A.M. Roshchupkin, Bulletin of the Russian
Academy of Sciences: Physics, 57 (1993) 1947-1955.
[2] L.D. Landau, E.M. Lifshitz, Statistical Physics, Part 1 (Course of Theoretical
Physics, Vol 5), (Butterworth-Heinemann, Oxford, 1980).
[3] M.S. Blanter, I.S. Golovin, H. Neuhäuser, H.-R. Sinning, Internal Friction in
Metallic Materials (Springer-Verlag, Berlin, 2007).
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Amorphous materials
Heritage of A.V. Granato: interstitialcy theory, its origins and current state
V.A. Khonik
Voronezh State Pedagogical University, Voronezh, Russia
v.a.khonik@vspu.ac.ru

Professor Andrew Vincent Granato (1926-2015) is widely known as an author of
the string model of dislocations in crystals. Derived in the 50s of the past century, this
model has been hitherto (!) cited in any textbook on defects in solids and every expert in
the field knows Granato-Lücke model of dislocation damping.
However, it is much less known that in 1992 Granato suggested the Interstitialcy
theory of condensed matter states (ITCM), which is now considered as one of the most
promising approaches to the understanding of defects and relaxation phenomena in noncrystalline metallic materials. The origins and current state of this theory are considered in
this work.
In the 70s of the past century, Granato and his group worked on the effect of
irradiation on generation and interaction of defects in crystals. They performed a unique
experiment – measurements of all elastic moduli of Cu single crystals during soft neutron
irradiation at liquid helium temperature. They found that irradiation produces isolated
Frenkel pairs that leads to a decrease of the elastic moduli. At that, the shear modulus C44
falls much faster. It was proved that this effect is due to dumbbell (split) interstitials (called
also interstitialcies) occurring upon irradiation. The extrapolation towards long irradiation
times showed that at defect concentration of about 2-3% the shear modulus should fall
down to zero. Meanwhile, the zero (or vanishing) shear modulus is a signature of liquids.
After years of thinking, Granato arrived to a hypothesis that melting of crystals is
intimately related to the rapid multiplication of dumbbell interstitials. He calculated the
Gibbs free energy and found that there exist either stable or metastable structural states
depending on temperature and interstitial concentration. In particular, a metastable state
occurring at high defect concentration above the melting temperature is interpreted as an
equilibrium liquid.
In the liquid state, interstitial defects can no longer be detected according to their
geometrical pattern in crystals – two atoms trying to occupy the same potential well.
Nonetheless, they remain identifiable structural units and retain all properties characteristic
of dumbbell interstitials– specific low-frequency vibration modes and related high
formation entropy, high susceptibility to the applied shear stress resulting in a strong
decrease of the shear modulus and specific strain fields.
These interstitial-type defects become frozen upon melt quenching and various
relaxation phenomena in solid glass can be interpreted as a result of thermoactivated
changes of the concentration of these defects. Quantitatively, the ITCM is based on two
simple equations relating the unrelaxed shear modulus and defect formation enthalpy with
the defect concentration. A comprehensive application of this approach to metallic glasses
provides numerous impressive examples of quantitative explanations of experimental
results, as reviewed in the present work.
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Effect of mechanical and thermal cyclic loading on the structure and
properties of bulk metallic glasses
D.V. Louzguine-Luzgin1*
1

WPI Advanced Institute for Materials Research, Tohoku University, Aoba-Ku, Sendai 980-8577,
Japan
2
Mathematics for Advanced Materials-OIL, AIST-Tohoku University, Sendai 980-8577, Japan
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This presentation will review recent research results in the field of dynamic
mechanical loading of bulk metallic glasses (bulk amorphous alloys) [1,2] and
crystal/glassy composites [3] obtained by our research group and other researchers
[4,5]. The mechanical loading was performed using a dynamic mechanical analyzer
at different frequencies to induce structural changes within the glassy phase at room
temperature. The thermal and mechanical relaxation spectra as well as
thermodynamic characteristics were recorded before and after room-temperature
elastic cyclic loading. A double-stage structure relaxation was observed using the
dynamic mechanical analyzer on heating. The structure changes within the glassy
phase were studied using X-ray diffractometry and high-resolution transmission
electron microscopy. The cycling loading at room temperature leads to drastic
changes in the atomic structure of the bulk metallic glassy samples. In particular, it
caused partial nanocrystallization of Zr-based samples, which in turn influenced the
relaxation behavior. Thermal cycling was also performed between ethanol at room
temperature and liquid nitrogen [6]. Both temporary surface and long-term
volumetric effects were observed on mechanical and thermal cycling.
[1] D.V. Louzguine-Luzgin, M.Yu. Zadorozhnyy, S.V. Ketov, J. Jiang, I.S. Golovin, A.S. Aronin,
Influence of cyclic loading on the structure and double-stage structure relaxation behavior of a ZrCu-Fe-Al metallic glass, MSE(A), 742 (2019) 526–531.
[2] D.V. Louzguine-Luzgin, V. Yu. Zadorozhnyy, S.V. Ketov, Z. Wang, A.A. Tsarkov, A.L.
Greer, On room-temperature quasi-elastic mechanical behaviour of bulk metallic glasses, Acta
Materialia, 129 (2017) 343–351.
[3] J. Jiang, D.X. Wei, T. Wada, D.V. Louzguine-Luzgin, H. Kato, The mechanical cycling
behavior of TiNi based crystal/glassy alloy in the superelastic mode, Journal of Alloys and
Compounds, 768 (2018) 176-180.
[4] J.C. Qiao, J.M. Pelletier, Dynamic mechanical relaxation in bulk metallic glasses: a review,
Journal of Materials Science & Technology 30, (2014), 523-545.
[5] W. H. Wang, Dynamic relaxations and relaxation-property relationships in metallic glasses,
Progress in Materials Science, 106 (2019) 100561.
[6] S. V. Ketov, A. S. Trifonov, Y. P. Ivanov, A. Yu. Churyumov, A. V. Lubenchenko, A. A.
Batrakov, J. Jiang, D. V. Louzguine-Luzgin, J. Eckert, J. Orava & A. L. Greer, On cryothermal
cycling as a method for inducing structural changes in metallic glasses, NPG Asia Materials, 10
(2018) 137–145.
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Dynamic mechanical analysis of zirconium-based amorphous alloys
R.A. Sergiienko1, O.A. Shcheretskyi1, A.M. Verkhovliuk1,
V.Yu. Zadorozhnyy2,3,M.Yu. Zadorozhnyy2, A. Sharma2*
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Physico-Technological Institute of Metals and Alloys, National Academy of Sciences of
Ukraine, 34/1, Vernadsky Ave., Kyiv-142, 03680, Ukraine
2
National University of Science and Technology «MISIS», LeninskyProsp., 4, 119049, Moscow,
Russia
3
Erich Schmid Institute of Materials Science, Austrian Academy of Sciences, Jahnstrasse 12,
8700, Leoben, Austria
*rsruslan17@gmail.com

To understand the nature of the phenomena that occur during the heating of
amorphous alloys, studies of the transition of zirconium-based alloys from an
amorphous to a crystalline state using dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA) are
promising and important [1]. The DMA method was used to study the features of
structure formation in cast bulk (20×2×1 mm) and ribbon (18×1.5×0.030 mm)
samples during their heat treatment and under load. DMA studies were carried out
by the three-point bending method for bulk samples and under tensile load for ribbon
samples using DMA 242C instrument the German firm NETZSCH under the
following conditions: dynamic stress (bending)of 4 Н, static stress (tension) of 6 Н,
at a constant frequency of1 Hz and different heating rates of 2 ºС/min, 5 ºС/min, 10
ºС/min. When a sample of the Zr65Cu17.5Ni10Al7.5alloy was heated to 325°C, an
increase in the elastic modulus E I was observed. With further heating, the elastic
modulus decreases and at 404 ºС takes a minimum value. The loss factor tanδ begins
to grow up markedly from a temperature of 387 °C and reaches its maximum at
395 °C. At a temperature of minimum on the curve of E I and maximum on the curve
of tan δ, the alloy has maximum plastic properties; it is close to or slightly higher
than the glass transition temperature (tg), which is confirmed by differential scanning
calorimetry (DSC). During crystallization of the Zr-Cu-Ni-Al alloy system, the
elastic modulus EI increases, and the loss factor tan δ decreases [2]. Irreversible
changes are induced by heating above the crystallization temperature, since the
sample becomes crystalline.
When heating a ribbon sample under tensile load, a mode of behavior in the
parameters of the elastic modulus and loss factor (EI and tan δ) is similar to that for
the bulk sample. In contrast to the bulk sample, a change in the length of the ribbon
sample during heating occurs abnormally (Fig. 1). At the beginning a decrease in
sample length (dL) is observed and appears minimum at 239 °C, then the sample
length gradually increases, and dramatic dL growth occurs above 300 °C (Fig.1).
Figure 2 shows the dependence of the elastic modulus E I (Fig. 2a) and loss factor
tanδ (Fig. 2b) of the Zr65Cu17.5Ni10Al7.5 alloy on the heating rate. The bulk sample
was successively heated to 250 °C at different rates, and then cooled to 50 °C. The
first three heating were carried out at 10 ºC / min; with each subsequent heating, the
elastic modulus and loss factor increases; therefore, the values of EI and tan δ
significantly differ from each other, which can be explained by gradual relaxation
processes occurring in the sample.
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Fig.1. DMA curve of sample length (dL) versus temperature of amorphous alloyZr65Cu17,5Ni10Al7,5

During subsequent heating, when the relaxation processes in the annealed sample
are almost over, the curves taken at different speeds of 2 ºС/min, 5 ºС/min and 10
ºС/min (the last heating) approach and overlap, from which we can conclude that,
after completion of the relaxation processes, EI and tan δ are practically independent
of the heating rate.

Fig.2. Influence of the heating rate and temperature on the elastic modulus E I (a) and loss factor
tanδ (b) of amorphous alloy Zr65Cu17,5Ni10 Al7,5 (1) – the first heating, (2) – the second heating,
(3) – the third heating

The authors gratefully acknowledge the financial support from: the Russian
Foundation for Basic Researches, project no. 18-52-53027 and the Austrian Science
Fund (FWF) under project grant I3937-N36. In part, the work was carried out with
financial support from the Ministry of Education and Science of the Russian
Federation in the framework of “Increase Competitiveness” Program of NUST
“MISiS” (grant number К2-2020-020).
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A. V. Soloviova, Metallofiz. NoveishieTekhnol., 33 (2011) 1323-1332.
[2] R.A. Sergiienko, O.A. Shcheretskyi, V.Yu. Zadorozhnyy, J. Alloys Compd., 791
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Surface analysis and magnetic response of amorphous (PrDy)(FeCo)B
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We developed new type of round and lens-shaped microwires, containing α-Fe core
and (PrDy)(FeCo)B shell as well as free of the α-Fe phase microwires, which
structural, chemical and preliminary magnetic analyses [1] (Fig. 1 a, b). Cooling rate
controls over the microwire cross-section shape, phase composition, presence of
magnetic inner core and surface magnetic domains. We present mapping of chemical
composition and the mapping of the longitudinal and transversal magnetization
components in the α-Fe/PrDy)(FeCo)B microwires.

(a)

(b)
Fig.1. The SEM images of α-Fe/(PrDy)(FeCo)B.

The (PrDy)(FeCo)B microwires were grown by pendant melt drop technique. These
microwires contain amorphous phase as well as inclusions 2-14-1 and 2-1 magnetic
phases and Pr, Dy oxides. MOIF and MOKE techniques revealed coexistence of the
longitudinal magnetization of the inner core with radial magnetization of the surface
domains. Scanning nanoindentantion revealed internal stresses, core-shell structure,
gradient of Young modulus and nanohardness change along the cross-section.
Interplay of structure and magnetic properties is revealed. Difference between core
and shell mechanical and magnetic characteristics, magneto elastic anisotropy on
interface, large positive magnetostriction of the rare-earth shell provide necessary
conditions for magneto-impedance spectroscopy in alternative magnetic field and
possible new effects in internal friction. Contact of the crystalline Fe core with
amorphous rare-earth shell causes large internal stresses controlling interface
magneto-crystalline anisotropy.
The study was supported by the Russian Foundation of Basic Researches “Stability” (project 2032-70025) and grant of President of Russian federation for leading research schools 2644.2020.2
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Motivated to create a germanium analog to nearly two-level-tunneling-system
(TLS)-free amorphous silicon [1], six germanium films, all about 350nm thick, were
deposited by molecular beam epitaxy onto substrates held at temperatures between
room temperature and 280°C. The internal friction and speed of sound of the films
was measured between 375 mK and 300K. Although the intent was to study
amorphous thin films, those grown at 200°C and higher were shown to be at least
partially crystalline. The tunneling strength C, a measure of the interaction between
phonons and two-level tunneling systems, decreased monotonically with increasing
substrate growth temperature, and for films grown on substrates at temperatures
above room temperature, C was below the glassy range. The lowest value for an
amorphous film, for the 160°C -grown film, was C=1.910-5. which is one order of
magnitude higher than the lowest accomplished in e-beam a-Si. We conclude that
the lower crystallization temperature inhibits taking full advantage of an elevated
substrate temperature for increased surface mobility in a-Ge to reduce TLS.
[1] X. Liu, D. R. Queen, T. H. Metcalf, J. E. Karel, F. Hellman, Phys. Rev. Lett.
113, 025503 (2014)
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Comparing amorphous silicon prepared by electron-beam evaporation and
sputtering toward eliminating atomic tunneling states
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It has previously been shown that amorphous silicon (a-Si) thin films can be
produced free of tunneling two-level systems (TLS) by e-beam evaporation onto
substrates held at elevated temperatures, and there appears to be a strong
anticorrelation between the atomic density of these films and the number density of
TLS. We have prepared a-Si films with higher atomic density using magnetron
sputtering at substrate temperatures comparable to those used in the e-beam studies.
We compare the atomic densities measured using Rutherford backscattering and the
shear moduli, the speeds of sound, and the densities of TLS calculated using internal
friction measurements at cryogenic temperatures of sputtered a-Si films to those of
the e-beam films. Our results show that despite their higher atomic densities,
sputtered a-Si films prepared at elevated substrate temperatures have lower speeds
of sound and higher densities of TLS, which we attribute to the different film growth
mechanism from that of e-beam evaporation. We conclude that a collaborative
improvement of both local structure and network connectivity, determined by atomic
density and speed of sound, respectively, to approach their crystalline values is
required to eliminate atomic tunneling states.
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Dynamic mechanical behavior of (La0.7Ce0.3)65Al10Co25 bulk metallic glass:
Influence of the physical aging and heat treatment
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Dynamic mechanical relaxation behavior of (La0.7Ce0.3)65Al10Co25 bulk metallic
glass was studied by using dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA). The experimental
results demonstrated that (La0.7Ce0.3)65Al10Co25 bulk metallic glass displays a
pronounced slow β relaxation. Influence of the physical aging and heat treatment on
the internal friction of the metallic glass were also analyzed. Physical aging below
the glass transition temperature Tg and in-situ heat treatment introduce a decrease of
the atomic mobility of metallic glasses, which is closely associated with the
annihilation of defects (structural heterogeneity) of the metallic glasses.
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We report measurements of the internal friction and shear modulus of glassy
Cu49Hf42Al9 at sub-hertz frequencies (0.03–1 Hz) and at a high frequency of
560 kHz at temperatures from the room one up to well above the glass transition
temperature Tg. It is found that an increase of the frequency in this range results in a
drastic decrease of the internal friction and shear modulus relaxation both below and
above Tg. The relaxation kinetics is analyzed within the framework of a classical
phenomenological approach in terms of the real and imaginary parts of the dynamic
shear compliance both for the initial and relaxed states of the glass under
investigation. A law describing the frequency dependence of the imaginary
compliance component in the whole frequency range investigated is determined. A
new method for the determination of the Gibbs activation energy of relaxation is
derived. The underlying activation energy spectrum determined on this basis is
found to smoothly increase with the activation energies accessible in the experiment.
A change of the activation energy with temperature below and above Tg is
determined. The phenomenological analysis is combined with a physical
interpretation of the relaxation, which is assumed taking place due to the activation
of interstitial-type defects (essentially elastic dipoles) frozen-in from the melt upon
glass production. It is argued that there exist at least three mechanisms of energy
losses, which are related to changes of the dipoles’ orientation in the same energy
states and transitions between their low- and high-energy states.
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Ferromagnetic microwires are very attractive for wide range of applications
exploiting their anisotropic magnetic properties and miniature dimensions [1]. In
particular, Co-rich microwires produced by rapid quenching techniques may have a
well-defined circular anisotropy and extremely high permeability, which is
promising for the development of high-sensitivity sensors of low magnetic field,
stress/strain and temperature. In the absence of a crystalline structure the magnetic
anisotropy has a dominant contribution coming from the magnetoelastic interactions
which explains stress-sensitive magnetic responses for both low and high frequency
excitations. The magnetomechanical properties can be tuned by various annealing
treatments affecting the saturation magnetostriction, internal stress distribution and
induced anisotropy [2-4]. In this work we discuss the conditions how to realize
thermally stable and stress-sensitive magnetic hysteresis and magnetoimpedance
(MI) in microwires of a number of compositions based on CoFeSiB amorphous
alloy.
Varying the Fe-content within few atomic percents, the saturation
magnetostriction in these alloys can be made almost zero and extremely soft
magnetic properties realized at this condition ensure huge sensitivities of the
magnetically related effects. However, the amorphous state is thermally unstable:
heating by moderate temperatures in the industrial range of below 80 C produces
internal stress relaxation causing enormous changes in the magnetoelastic
anisotropy. Such behavior hinders all the technical applications. To avoid
uncontrolled structural relaxation various annealing treatments are employed.
Annealing originates the changes in chemical and topological short-range orders
which can be used to optimize the induced anisotropy and magnetostriction. This
makes it possible to realize a unique combination of the easy anisotropy axis and the
magnitude and sign of the saturation magnetostriction. For example, current
annealing of amorphous wires with moderate current intensities induces a
circumferential easy anisotropy and positive magnetostriction. The application of
tensile stress along the wire contributes to long-range axial anisotropy and strongly
affects the re-magnetization process and magnetoimpedance as shown in Fig. 1 [4].
Therefore, this magnetic configuration is desirable for stress/strain sensing with the
use of microwires and is in the focus of this work.
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Figure 1. Effect of tensile stress on magnetoimpedance of glass-coated amorphous
Co71Fe5B11Si10Cr3 microwires after current annealing (a) at 50 mA for 60 min, (b) at 60 mA for
60 min. Frequency is 50 MHz.

References:
K.Mohri, T. Uchiyama, L.Panina, M. Yamamoto, K. Bushida, Recent Advances of
Amorphous Wire CMOS IC Magneto-Impedance Sensors: Innovative HighPerformance Micromagnetic Sensor Chip. J. Sensors 2015 (2015), 1–8.
A. Zhukov, M. Ipatov, M. Churyukanova, M. Talaat, A. Blanco, V. Zhukova,
Trends in optimization of giant magnetoimpedance effect in amorphous and
nanocrystalline materials. J. Alloys Compd. 727 (2017) 887–901.
C.Gomez-Polo, M. Vázquez, Structural relaxation and magnetic properties of Corich amorphous wire. J. Magn. Magn. Mater. 118 (1993) 86–92.
M.G.Nematov, A.M.Adam, L. V. Panina, N.A.Yudanov, A.Dzhumazoda,
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Al-based metallic glasses (MGs) are of great interest for the various technological
applications because of their superior mechanical strength and low density.
Deformation-induced structure changes and crystallization of the Al85Y8Ni5Co2
rolled at room and elevated temperature were studied recently [1,2]. It gives to us an
opportunity for the further investigation in this field.
The ingot of the Al85Y8Ni5Co2 alloy was prepared by arc-melting the mixtures of Al
99.99 mass% purity, Y 99.9 mass% purity, Ni 99.9 mass% purity and Co 99.9
mass% purity in an argon atmosphere purified with a Ti getter. Ribbon samples of
about 40 μm thickness and about 4.5 mm width were prepared by rapid solidification
of the melt on a single copper wheel at the wheel tangential velocity of 42 m/s. The
samples with a working length of 18.5 mm were studied by using a dynamic
mechanical analyzer (DMA), Q800 TA Instruments. They were studied on heating
up to 673 K at the heating rate of 5 K/min. A sinusoidal-type elastic tensile
deformation (±0.4N – variable loading force) was applied at the oscillation
frequency of 3 Hz in order to measure the storage modulus (E’), loss modulus (E”)
and the internal friction (Q-1) of materials.
Al85Y8Ni5Co2 metallic glassy ribbon samples subjected to cold rolling showed a
stronger β-relaxation peak and faster deformation on heating compared to those
studied in the as-prepared state. Application of dynamic loading leads to mechanical
deformation starting at a lower temperature compared to static load. The resonance
processes are found to be possible due to simultaneous superposition of the thermal
and mechanical vibration components. Such an effect can lead to increased fluidity
and premature failure of the sample at certain frequencies. The model for estimation
of deformation rate, reaction force, the main values of DMA, thermal capacity,
sound speed etc. is proposed here. By the model equations, deformation of as-cast
and rolled Al85Y8Ni5Co2 MG is related to thermal (DSC) maximum as a function of
loading frequency and heating rate. The main relationship of this alternatively can
be given graphically (in Fig.1).
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Fig.1 The calculated curve of the normalized heat capacity of the studied metallic glass. The entire view of the plots
in the interval from 300 to 553 К is shown in the inset.

Simulation of DMA experiment permits estimation of the sound speed in MG
specimen, for example, that simplifies acoustic investigation of ribbon MGs and
other materials at the same conditions. The analysis of Non-Newtonian types of flow
is carried out at non-isothermal DMA. As a result, the rheological mechanisms of
deformation are proposed for the as-cast and rolled alloys. The proposed model
permits systematization of different aspects of structural relaxation by the consistent
mathematical reasoning. This work can be interested from the fundamental and
applied viewpoints in physics and engineering.
This work was supported within the framework of the program of the Ministry of
Science and Higher Education of the Russian Federation «Russian Academic
Excellence Project», and also by the Russian Science Foundation (grant No. 22-2200226). The authors sincerely thank A. Bazlov and A.G. Igrevskaya for assistance
in preparation and cold rolling of the Al samples.
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[2] V.S. Zolotorevsky, A.I. Bazlov, A.G. Igrevskaya, A.S. Aronin, G.E.
Abrosimova, D.V. Louzguine-Luzgin, JOM, 71, 11, 4079 (2019);
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Dynamic mechanical relaxation processes are very important to understand physical
and mechanical properties of metallic glasses. In the current work, dynamic
mechanical behaviors of La43.6Ce18.4Ni24Al and Cu46Zr46Al8 metallic glasses were
investigated by mechanical spectroscopy. Unlike Cu46Zr46Al8 metallic glass,
La43.6Ce18.4Ni24Al14 glassy system shows an evident slow β relaxation process. In
addition, physical aging below the glass transition temperature Tg induces a
reduction of intensity of the β relaxation. Evolution of the concentration of “defects”
of metallic glasses was analyzed in the framework of Interstitialcy theory. Our
research provides a new insight on understanding of the correlation between the
structural heterogeneity and β relaxation of metallic glasses.
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Domain walls (DW) have been realized as interesting objects only recently. But
presently research on various DW related issues is boosting.
Here, we will review some recent results on DW effects in perovskites, e.g.
manifested in the dynamic elastic response of SrTiO3 [1,2], PbZrO3 [3] and LaAlO3
[4], the intermittent strain drop behavior of slowly compressed twinned
ferroeleastics [5,6], etc. Like in many other aspects, also the DW behavior of SrTiO 3
is extremely interesting. DWs in SrTiO3 do not freeze down to lowest temperatures.
Domains float collectively in a complex, smooth landscape with long relaxation
times [7]. This glassy behavior vanishes with temperatures decreasing to zero
Kelvin. We will discuss to what extent these effects are influenced by the proposed
ferroelectric transitions [8] in the DWs of SrTiO3.

Fig. 1. Real (left) and imaginary (right) parts of Y*=Y'+iY'' of SrTiO 3. From [2].
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Domain walls and precursors in ferroelectric and ferroelastic materials are of great
importance for the optimization of ferroic devices and new applications.
Significance of domain walls stems from their ability to have functional properties
absent in the bulk [1]. This reduces the size of devices to that of boundaries, i.e.
some nanometers. Moreover, precursors of ferroelectrics are envisioned to form the
basis for new devices [2, 3]. Any of domain wall- or ferroic-precursor-based device
requires knowledge about phase transitions, formation of these mesoscopic
structures and their evolution under variables such as temperature. We present
results on twin walls, ferroelectric and ferroelastic precursors, relaxors ferroelectrics
and their potential applications [4, 5]. Resonant Piezoelectric Spectroscopy (RPS) is
shown to be a convenient investigative tool [4 ,5, 6, 7]. It simultaneously measures
elastic and piezoelectric properties related to domain walls and ferroic precursors
and correlates the onset of phase transitions and the formation of these structures
with piezoelectric properties. Examples are given for ferroelastic, ferroelectric, and
relaxor materials, including SrTiO3, CaTiO3, LaAlO3, BaTiO3-based materials,
PbSc0.5Ta0.5O3, and PbMg1/3Nb2/3O3.
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The metal-organic halide perovskites are the object of great interest since it has
been recently found that they have excellent photovoltaic properties, and can
therefore be used to create cheap and efficient solar cells, photodetectors and LEDs
with a wide range of colors. Much of the research is focused on two issues: the scarce
stability of the materials and the mechanisms that allow the photocarriers to have so
long lifetimes. These phenomena are closely connected to the structural
transformations and to the dynamics of the reorienting organic cations, both of which
can be studied by anelastic measurements [1,2].
The anelastic spectra of MAPbI3 (MAPI, MA = methylammonium = CH3NH3)
and FAPbI3 (FAPI, FA = formamidinium = CH(NH2)2) have been measured on
samples obtained by pressing the powders and electrostatically excited on their free
flexural modes at kHz frequencies. Both perovskites are cubic at and above room
temperature ( phase), with freely rotating FA and MA cations and undergo two tilt
transitions of the PbI6 octahedra into a tetragonal ( phase and orthorhombic ()
phase, accompanied by losses of the orientational degrees of freedom of the MA and
FA. All these phenomena are clearly visible in the anelastic spectra (Fig. 1), together
with an additional phase transition (I) in FAPI at low temperature. According to the
Landau theory of phase transitions with coupling between the rotation angle of the
octahedra  and the ensuing strain  of the form 2, at a tilt transition with order
parameter  the elastic constant associated with  undergoes a steplike softening, as
observed at the  transitions in Fig. 1. The stiffening at the  transitions is
unexpected, but actually observed in few oxide perovskites when entering the Pnma
phase with a-b+a- tilts (the rotations of the octahedra about the cubic axes are
alternately  along a and c and in-phase along b). It has been suggested that this
behaviour is due to a sort of blocking of the tilt degrees of freedom due to the
concomitant in-phase and out-of-phase tilts, but this explanation can reasonably
account, at most, for a complete loss of the softening associated with the tilted 
phase (up to the horizontal dashed lines in Fig. 1). Instead, FAPI and MAPI restiffen
well above the value in the untilted  phase. At least this excess restiffening, if not
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more, has to be attributed to the freezing of the residual rotational degrees of freedom
of the FA and MA molecules.
In MAPI the stiffening below T is partly due to the modulus defect of an
intense thermally activated relaxation, identified with the residual reorientation of
the MA major axis with strong antiferroelectric correlations, since their electric
dipoles do not cause a concomitant dielectric relaxation [1]. In FAPI, instead, the
freezing of the reorientation of the FA major axes must progress together with the
order parameter of the transition, since the stiffening, though rather structured, does
not show a dependence on frequency of the relaxation type and is accompanied by
a drop of Q-1 rather than a peak. This fact points to a coupling between FA orientation
and tilt of the surrounding octahedra larger than in MAPI, in agreement with the
larger size of FA. As a consequence, the β/γ transition in FAPI is not a traditional
displacive transition as octahedral tilting normally is, but has a dominant kinetic
component due to the FA reorientation. This is evident also from the fact that its
temperature and the shape of the elastic anomaly depend on sample and thermal
history and may even show an inverted thermal hysteresis.

Fig. 1. Anelastic spectra of MAPI and FAPI. The various structural phases are indicated with
their conventional names, symmetry groups and octahedral tilt patterns in Glazer’s notation.
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Materials with perovskite-type structure are well known for undergoing series of
phase transitions during temperature or pressure change, wherein the tilt-scheme of
the network of corner-connected octahedra typically changes with respect to an
untilted cubic parent structure. Rare-earth scandate perovskites (REScO3, RE = Pr–
Dy) defy this trend, as they crystallize at temperatures above 2000 °C [1] in an
orthorhombic structure (Pnma) and do not undergo any known phase transitions
when cooled to room-temperature. Due to their high chemo-physical stability and
because their lattice parameters can be tuned by (partly) exchanging the RE [2], they
are widely used as substrate materials for epitaxial growth of other perovskites. The
thermoelastic properties of substrates are of great importance as they can be used to
estimate interfacial stress that may develop between substrate and thin-film during
temperature change. Thus, we used resonant ultrasound spectroscopy and inductive
gauge dilatometry to determine the elastic stiffnesses, elastic wave attenuation and
thermal expansion coefficients of single crystal NdScO 3, SmScO3, TbScO3 and
DyScO3 in situ from 103 K to 1673 K [3]. Our sets of elastic stiffness coefficients
are indicative of high internal consistency, e.g. c11 > c33 > c22 and c66 > c44 > c55 hold
for all crystal species at room temperature. The crystals are elastically softest along
the direction of the dominant zigzag chains of corner-connected octahedra, [010],
because longitudinal stress likely translates to increased tilt of the octahedra, rather
than bond compression. With increasing charge density caused by decreasing REradius, the crystal species become stiffer and have higher elastic Debye
temperatures. The anisotropy of the elastic behavior approaches tetragonal
symmetry with rising temperature, which is probably caused by decreasing structural
tilt as the orthorhombic structures become more and more similar to a hypothetical
tetragonal high-temperature phase [3]. The shear resistance c44 has anomalous
positive temperature coefficients at low temperatures; the relevant temperature
ranges are shifted to lower temperatures with increasing RE-radius. This resembles
the characteristic behavior of the critical parameter of an orthorhombic to
monoclinic phase transition involving shear of the (100)-plane. c[101] and c[011] are
two effective resistances of plane waves propagating parallel [101] and [011] with
respective displacement vectors subparallel [-101] and [0-11] that have positive
temperature coefficients at low temperatures in the case of TbScO3. This is
indicative of at least one additional competing structural instability for TbScO 3
which may activate a phase transition involving shear of the (120)-plane. Only
magnetic phase transitions at very low temperatures are known for these REScO3
discussed in our work, so increasing pressures may be required to activate phase
transitions associated with these instabilities [3]. Our raw data on the thermoelastic
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properties should facilitate crystal growth of the REScO3 and allow to choose an
appropriate substrate for epitaxial growth at non-ambient conditions more easily.
Remarkably, the attenuation of most eigenmodes of NdScO 3, SmScO3 and TbScO3
is largely independent of temperature in the entire investigated temperature range
with inverse quality factors typically in the range of 0.3×10-4 to 1.0×10-4. Only for
DyScO3 we observe a slight increase in attenuation at about 1050 K (Fig. 1). This
may be caused by an increase in ionic conductivity. DyScO 3 has the largest
octahedral rotations of all REScO3 discussed here [3], which were shown to create
low-energy migration pathways and the increase in the unit cell volume with
temperature reduces the migration-energy barriers [4].

Fig. 1. Attenuation of selected eigenmodes of a DyScO3 sample labeled according to their
eigenfrequency at room temperature and type of temperature change.

[1] H.M. Christen, G.E. Jellison, I. Ohkubo, S. Huang, M.E. Reeves, E. Cicerrella,
J.L. Freeouf, X. Jia, D.G. Schlom, Appl. Phys. Lett. 88 (2006) 262906.
[2] R. Uecker, D. Klimm, R. Bertram, M. Bernhagen, I. Schulze-Jonack, M.
Brützam, A. Kwasniewski, T.M. Gesing, D.G. Schlom, Acta Phys. Pol. A 124 (2013)
295-300.
[3] C. Hirschle, J. Schreuer, S. Ganschow, I. Schulze-Jonack, J. Appl. Phys. 126
(2019) 165103.
[4] R. Gao et al. Adv. Mater. 32 (2020) 1905178.
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The diffusion and aggregation of oxygen vacancies (VO) in perovskites are still
poorly understood, even though they are involved in a wide range of applications
and phenomena, from solid state electrolytes for fuel cells to ferroelectric fatigue.
The only case where a satisfactory picture has been obtained is cubic SrTiO 3-,
through fitting of the anelastic spectra at several O deficiencies [1]. In this manner
it has been shown that the activation energy of 1 eV, commonly identified with the
barrier for VO diffusion, is actually associated with pairs and larger complexes of
VO, which are stable also for  < 0.01 and above 600 K, while the barrier for the
hopping of isolated VO is only 0.6 eV. Similar clean results cannot be obtained in
highly doped perovskites, as ionic conductors are, or in the presence of structural
phase transitions, including the ferroelectric (FE) ones, because the anelastic spectra
become very complicated and/or dominated by domain wall relaxations.

Fig. 1. Anelastic spectra of two samples of BaTiO3- with 0 ≤  ≤ 0.016.

Recently, similar anelastic spectroscopy measurements have been presented in
BaTiO3- bars electrostatically excited on their flexural modes after various
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treatments at >1000 oC in reducing CO atmosphere [2]. It was shown that the VO
lower the Curie temperature TC without affecting the amplitude of the elastic
softening (Fig. 1), which is directly related to the piezoelectric coefficients. This
demonstrates that the FE state persists into the metallic state, and can be probed by
purely elastic measurements, whereas traditional methods are made ineffective by
the screening from the free charges. In addition, the introduction of V O lowers the
losses in the ferroelectric phases, presumably by pinning the motion of domain
walls, and gives rise to thermally activated peaks (P1-P4 in Fig. 1) that, similarly to
SrTiO3-, must be due to the hopping of isolated, paired and otherwise aggregated
VO.
Here we extended the range of O deficiency enough to lower TC below the peak
at lower temperature (P1) attributed to the hopping of free V O. The anelastic spectra
of two samples are measured exciting their 1st (2.2 kHz) and 3rd (12 kHz) flexural
modes during the same run. Their preliminary analysis suggests a picture similar to
SrTiO3-, though with additional peaks, with peak P1 due to the hopping of free V O
over a barrier of 0.71 eV, P2 associated with pairs of VO and P3 and P4 due to minor
defects that saturate immediately with increase of , for example reorientation of
complexes of one and two VO trapped by a Ba vacancy.
[1] F. Cordero, Phys. Rev. B, 76 (2007) 172106.
[2] F. Cordero, F. Trequattrini, F. Craciun, H. T. Langhammer, D. A. B. Quiroga
and P. S. Silva Jr., Phys. Rev. B, 99 (2019) 064106.
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The mechanisms of increasing the effective dielectric constant of ferroelectric
superlattices, consisting of barium titanate and barium zirconate layers, are
considered in comparison with the characteristics of the materials that make up the
lattice in bulk. Experimental studies of the temperature dependence of the real and
imaginary components of the permittivity of barium titanate / barium zirconate
superlattices [1] show the presence in them of a maximum ε corresponding to a
ferroelectric phase transition, at temperatures of ~ 393 0 C, significantly exceeding
the transition temperature for bulk (120 °C) and film barium titanate samples. Thus,
there is a huge excess of the temperature of the transition to the ferroelectric state in
comparison with one of the parent materials - barium titanate. The value of the
dielectric constant ε for the investigated superlattice reaches at a maximum values
of the order of 11 thousand units. With an increase in the frequency of the measuring
field, the value of the specified maximum decreases continuously. In this case, the
position of the specified maximum on the temperature scale remains unchanged.
The description of the behavior and contribution of the interacting layers of the
considered superlattice to its characteristics as a whole is carried out on the basis of
an analysis of the thermodynamic potential of materials with a perovskite structure.
It is shown that the key factor in the increase in the dielectric constant of the
perovskite-like ferroelectric superlattices under consideration is mechanical
deformations that change the structure of individual superlattice layers, arising in
them due to the difference in the sizes of unit cells that make up the lattice of crystal
layers. These stresses lead to the formation of longitudinal polarization in the layers
of barium titanate and to the related contribution of the transverse component of the
dielectric tensor to the effective permeability of the superlattice in the direction
normal to the plane of the layers. At the same time, the misfit stresses of the lattice
layers cause a mechanical stress-induced transition of the non-ferroelectric barium
zirconate layers in the superlattice to the polar ferroelectric state, and the
contribution of the crystalline component of this material to the total dielectric
constant of the superlattice associated with softening near the phase transition.
The onset of a phase transition to the ferroelectric phase in deformed barium
zirconate was also demonstrated by ab initio calculations in [2], where it was indeed
shown that the action of mechanical compression leads to the loss of stability of the
initial unstressed phase for barium zirconate. Along with the dielectric response,
mechanical deformations arising in the layers of the BaTiO3 / BaZrO3 ferroelectric
superlattice due to the difference in the sizes of the unit cells of its constituent
crystalline layers, significantly (by several hundred degrees) extend the temperature
interval of the existence of a polar state in them. Thus, the mechanical stresses
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arising from the mismatch of the lattice parameters of adjacent layers act as a certain
internal displacement field.
1. Alexander Sidorkin, Lolita Nesterenko, Yaovi Gagou, Pierre Saint-Gregoire,
Eugeniy Vorotnikov and Nadezhda Popravko. Dielectric Properties and Switching
Processes of Barium Titanate – Barium Zirconate Ferroelectric Superlattices.
Materials, 11, 1436 (2018).
2. A.I. Lebedev. Ground state and properties of ferroelectric superlattices based on
crystals of the perovskite family. Physics of the Solid State, 52, 1351-1364 (2010).
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Low-frequency internal friction in ferroelectric Ba 0.8Sr0.2TiO3 and
Ba0.8Sr0.2TiO3 + 0.2 mass. % La ceramics
S.A. Gridnev, I.I. Popov, M.A. Kashirin, A.I. Bocharov
Voronezh State Technical University, Voronezh, Russia

The temperature dependences of internal friction and Young’s modulus
in ferroelectric Ba0.8Sr0.2TiO3 ceramics under bending oscillations were investigated
at frequencies of the several hertz. The effect of the heating rate and the frequency
of oscillations on the internal friction peak height near the Curie temperature was
studied. The fluctuation model of low-frequency internal friction is used to explain
the obtained dependences and to estimate the nuclei volume of a new phase arising
at a phase transition. After a dc electric field switched on in the ferroelectric phase,
the time decrease of internal friction was observed, which had an exponential form.
The addition of 0.2 mass. % La in Ba 0.8Sr0.2TiO3 led both to an increase in the
internal friction level in the ferroelectric phase and to a decrease in the internal
friction maximum near the Curie temperature. In the first case, this was explained
by a decrease in the interaction energy of charged point defects with ferroelectric
domain walls, and in the second case, by the pinning of domain walls
by lanthanum ions.
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Na0.875Li0.125NbO3
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The temperature and amplitude dependences of internal friction Q−1 and shear
modulus G for the Na0.875Li0.125NbO3 solid solution were studied in the temperature
range of 300–700 K. It was found that the material undergoes two structural phase
transitions near temperatures T1 ≈ 620 K and T2 ≈ 559 K. Both low-temperature
phases are ferroelectric one, whereas the phase above the temperature T1 is
paraelectric one. It is shown that the main contribution to mechanical losses
below T1 is related to the motion of domain walls. The Q−1 maxima observed near
temperatures T1 and T2 are satisfactory described within the framework of the lowfrequency fluctuation mechanism of internal friction. The amplitude dependences
of Q−1 are in agreement with the Friedel dislocation model.
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Magnetoelectric response and internal friction in two-layer ceramic
composites based on Mn0.4Zn0.6Fe2O4 magnetostrictor and
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Magnetoelectric (ME) and anelastic properties of two-layer ceramic composites
based on Mn0.4Zn0.6Fe2O4 magnetostrictor and PbZr0.53Ti0.47O3 piezoelectric at DC
magnetic field strengths of 0–220 Oe, temperatures of 293–393 K, and volume
fractions of PbZr0.53Ti0.47O3 of 0.40–0.67 were studied. It was found that a converse
ME coupling coefficient α31 increases with the DC magnetic field strength Н1,
passes through a maximum with the volume fraction ν, and decreases as
temperature T rises. Dependences of α31 on Н1, ν, and T are explained using a model
of effective parameters of a heterogeneous medium. The inverse correlation is
revealed between α31 and an internal friction at resonant frequencies. Dependences
of the internal friction on Н1, ν, and T are associated with the interaction
of ferroelectric domain boundaries with crystal-lattice defects.
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Depolarization of ferroelectric materials measured by their piezoelectric and
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Depolarization in ferroelectric materials limits their piezoelectric applications and
needs careful calibration for device constructions [1-5]. With BaTiO3 and
PbSc0.5Ta0.5TaO3 as prototypic ferroelectrics we demonstrate how to apply Resonant
Piezoelectric Spectroscopy [6, 7], RPS, to measure the direct and the converse
piezoelectric effects as a function of temperature to detect depolarization via the
collapse of the piezoelectric effect and the anomaly of elastic moduli. Comparison
of the RPS data with in-situ d33 measurements on a BaTiO3 ceramic shows that the
temperature evolution of the longitudinal piezoelectric coefficient d 33 can be
determined with high accuracy. This makes RPS a complementary and convenient
method for the investigation of polar phase transitions.

Fig. 1. Schematic of RPS used for investigation of direct and converse piezoelectric effects. An AC voltage applied
across the sample through the wires attached to the electrodes on parallel faces of the sample generates mechanical
resonances of the sample, which is picked up by the piezoelectric transducer, which acts as the detector. The same
wires can be used for in-situ electrical poling of the sample. Alternatively, the AC voltage can be applied across the
piezoelectric transducer to generate mechanical resonances. The voltage develops across the sample due to the direct
piezoelectric effect of the sample and is collected via the wires attached to the electrodes on opposite faces of the
sample. The same arrangement can be used for RUS measurements if a second transducer is attached to the upper
tube in contact with the transducer so that elastic resonances can be excited mechanically.
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It was already known in 1950s that substitutional solute atoms in bcc iron have
characteristic influences on the Snoek relaxation of C and N, often giving rise to a
new peak. With the proper theories developed in the following two decades, such
influences can be understood as arising from local interaction between the two solute
species, i.e., trapping of the mobile interstitial solute atom by the substitutional
solute atom (see [1] for historical review). Since this interaction is one of the key
factors in determining the microstructure and mechanical properties of steels, it
could be useful if one can obtain quantitative information on the atomic interaction
from how the relaxation spectrum is affected. This is the aim of our foregoing work
on the dilute Fe-Cr-N and Fe-V-N alloys [2, 3].
In the present study, on the two systems mentioned above we have systematically analysed the relaxation spectra obtained by isothermal forced-vibration
measurements as a function of frequency and by resonant free-decay measurements
as a function of temperature on the basis of the kinetic theory [4] to show that they
are essentially equivalent and can thus stand quantitative discussion. Yet there
remains ambiguities in the exact microscopic mechanism, i.e., the trap site of the
interstitial solute atom and its reorientation route(s) cannot be determined from the
kinetic theory. To solve this problem we have prepared single crystals of Fe-Cr-N
alloys and measured the anisotropy in the strength the extra peak. The results
indicate that the favourable configuration is the first neighbour N-Cr pair. With this
piece of information one can verify the evaluation of the interaction energy with ab
initio calculations.
[1] H Numakura, M Koiwa, M3D: Mechanics and Mechanisms of Material
Damping, ASTM STP 1304, 1997, pp 383-393.
[2] X-S Guan, Y Nishizawa, K Okamura, H Numakura, M Koiwa, Mater Sci Eng
A 370 (2004), 73-77.
[3] H Numakura, Arch Metall Mater 60 (2015), 2061-2068.
[4] M Koiwa, Philos Mag 24 (1971), 107-122.
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In dual-phase carbon steels, which consists of ferrite (α) and martensite (α′),
the partitioning of carbon atoms and their distribution in each phase are an important
factor in the mechanical properties. We proposed earlier a method for nondestructively evaluating the concentration of carbon in solution in the ferrite phase
by measuring the mechanical loss of two-phase Fe-C alloys [1]. In the present work,
we studied the applicability of the method to materials close to practical steels, i.e.,
ternary two-phase alloys containing either Si or Mn.
We found that the mechanical loss spectrum measured at low frequencies (~
1 Hz) as a function of temperature is essentially similar to that of binary Fe-C alloys.
Differences are in the magnitudes of the characteristic effects of the constituent
phases: the Snoek relaxation due to carbon in solution in the former, and the
mechanical loss due to the latter, which increases with temperature at temperatures
above the Snoek relaxation. By considering the effect of the alloying element on the
strength of the Snoek relaxation, we found that the concentrations of carbon in
solution in the ferrite phase estimated from the height of the Snoek peak
satisfactorily agree with those expected from the phase diagrams, together with the
volume fractions of the two phases. In addition the mechanical loss effect due to the
martensite phase was studied in some detail by measurements as a function of
temperature and of frequency. It is found to be a relaxation effect, and is attributable
to stress-induced movements of C atoms in the martensite phase.
[1] K. Honda, K. Nakano, H. Numakura, T. Yokoi, D. Maeda, N. Yoshinaga, K.
Ushioda, Solid State Phenom., 184 (2012), 87-91.
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Abstract: Fe-18Ga based alloys with high magnetostrictive coefficient and
mechanical strength could be applied in the fields of sensors, actuators, energyharvesters and spintronic devices. The unique magnetostrictive property was mainly
attributed to the formation of some metastable lower symmetry phases (e.g. modified
D03 phase, a structure with Ga atoms short-range order occupying the adjacent bodycentered positions along [100] directions [1]). Therefore, understanding the hightemperature order-disorder phase transition of Fe-18Ga-based alloys is a key issue
to reveal the origin of high magnetostriction and to pave the way for the
improvement of functional properties such as damping capacity and
magnetostriction. Herein, we mainly report the investigations of the hightemperature order-disorder phase transition of Fe-18Ga-based alloys via techniques
of internal friction (IF) measurement, resistance test, magnetostriction test, and
synchrotron radiation XRD. An intense IF peak (Ptr) was observed around 580oC [2,
3], which is associated with the order-disorder phase transition of Ga atoms in the
matrix. Careful analysis indicated that the Ptr peak is composed of two subpeaks,
corresponding to the D03/B2 transition and B2/A2 transition, respectively, as shown
in Fig. 1. The appearance of B2 phase, which may transform into a metastable lower
symmetry phase in quenching, provides evidence of high magnetostriction in Fe18Ga based alloys.
Meanwhile, the high damping capacity of Fe-18Ga alloy can be achieved without
ultra-high temperature annealing, which is quite different from the traditional
ferromagnetic high damping alloys such as Fe-Cr based alloys where such a
annealing is necessary and would degrade the mechanical properties of materials.
The damping capacity versus strain amplitude of binary Fe-18Ga alloys with
different heat treatments is presented in Fig. 2. The damping capacity of waterquenched Fe-18Ga alloys is apparently higher than that of the annealed sample,
which is attributed to the disappearance of 90o domains and the appearance of flower
pattern domains in the annealed sample. Besides, the maximum damping capacity
decreases from 0.023 to 0.008 with the increase of quenching temperature from
700oC to 1100oC, which is due to different microstructure states.
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Fig. 1 Variation of internal friction versus temperature indicating the Ptr peak in
Fe-18Ga alloy and the schematic diagram of phase transition based on the twophase model.

Fig. 2 Comparison of damping behaviors between samples water-quenched (Wq)
from 700oC, 800oC,900oC,1000oC, and 1100oC and annealed (An) at 1000oC.
[1] T.A. Lograsso, A.R Ross, D.L Schlagel, A.E. Clark, M.Wun-Fogle, J. Alloys
Compd., 350(1-2) (2003) 95-101.
[2] M. Sun, X.P. Wang, L. Wang, H. Wang, W.B. Jiang, W. Liu, T. Hao, R. Gao,
Y.X. Gao, T. Zhang, L. Wang, Q.F. Fang, C.S. Liu, J. Alloys Compd., 750 (2018)
669-676.
[3] M. Sun, Y.X. Wu, W.B. Jiang, W. Liu, X.P. Wang, Y.X. Gao, R. Liu, T. Hao,
W. Wen, Q.F. Fang, Intermetallics, 111 (2019) 106496.
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Anelasticity of Fe-(16−21)at% Ga-RE (rare earth RE = La, Tb, Dy, Er, Yb elements)
alloys at room and elevated temperatures is studied in a sub-resonance mechanical
spectroscopy. Two thermally-activated and two transient effects are recorded in
most of the studied alloys. To explain these phenomena, structure and phase
transitions in several binary and ternary Fe-Ga alloys are investigated. The
D03 ordering of rapidly cooled alloys with the A2 structure at heating at around
300 °C and the disordering at heating and the D03 ordering at cooling around 500 °C
for annealed samples are proved using three in situ techniques: neutron diffraction,
vibrating sample magnetometry, and internal friction and supported by positron
annihilation experiments. Thermally activated transitory effects are tentatively
explained by stress-induced reorientation of Ga-Ga, vacancy-vacancy pairs, and
carbon atoms jumps.
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As cast Fe-Ga alloys with metastable A2 structure with D03 and B2 clusters [1] are
subjected to several phase transitions at heating from B.C.C.-derived phases (A2,
D03, B2)  F.C.C.(L12)  H.C.P.(D019)  B.C.C. (equilibrium) phases [2]. These
structures are shown in Fig. 1 for alloys with about 27%Ga. At cooling from 600°C
the equilibrium L12 phase remains unchanged until room temperature. For alloys
with Ga > 30%, additional phases: -Fe6Ga5 in as cast state and -Fe6Ga5 after
annealing.

Fig. 1. Sequence of phase transitions from D03 (a) to L12 (b) to D019 (c) and to A2 (d)
structures. Transition temperatures and deformation strain accompanied these transitions are
given near arrows.

For Fe-Ga alloys with Ga content from 25 to 33 at.% the metastable phases (B.C.C.
derived phases are indicated as D03 structure in diffraction patterns) transform to
equilibrium L12 phase at T > 450°C if heating rate is 2 K/min. These phases play a
key role in the formation of functional properties of Fe-Ga alloys: the A2 and D03
phases have positive- and the L12 has negative magnetostriction [3].
In this work we used temperature dependent internal friction (TDIF) tests to record
first order phase transition between B.C.C. derived and F.C.C. phases. VSM,
dilatometry, DSC were used to support this study and to interpret the TDIF results.
The results of in situ neutron diffraction tests carried out earlier on the same samples
[4] were also used to interpret the results.
Temperature dependent internal friction and modulus of elasticity (Fig. 2a,c) and
VSM and dilatometry (first derivative) curves (Fig. 2b,d) help to assign several
anelastic effects to different structures or to phase transitions. Values of temperature
dependent modulus are given in arbitrary units due to insufficient stiffness of DMA
apparatus. Absolute values of elastic moduli were calculated using velocities of
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longitudinal and shear ultrasonic waves measured with an error of 0.1% on a laser
ultrasonic flaw detector (Fig. 2a).

Fig. 2. Temperature dependent internal friction and modulus of elasticity (a, c) and VSM and
dilatometry (first derivative) curves (b, d) for Fe-26.9 and 32.9Ga, respectively. Heating rate
2K/min (DMA), 5K/min (dilatometry) and 6K/min (VSM).

Parameters of two thermally activated (P1 and P2) and two transient (PTr1, PTr2)
effects, as well as the nature of these effects will be discussed in the presentation.
The work is supported by RFBR project № 18-58-52007.
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Fe-Ga alloys exhibit unique functional properties such as magnetostriction and high
damping that can be adjusted by the phase transitions (D03 to L12) through a proper
compositions and heat treatments. In this paper, the effect of phase composition on
the internal friction (IF) and magnetostriction in Fe-27Ga alloys were systematically
investigated. It was found that proportion of L12 phase in the biphase (L12/D03) Fe27Ga alloys can be controlled by adjusting the annealing temperature and holding
time. Two temperature-dependent IF peaks, i.e., a Snoek-type relaxation peak (P1)
associated with the stress-induced jump of interstitial C atoms in the bcc-derived
D03 phase and a Zener-type relaxation peak (P2) associated with stress-induced jump
of Ga-pairs in the D03 phase were observed. The height of both peaks decreases
gradually with the increasing content of L1 2 phase. The absolute value of
magnetostriction at an applied magnetic field higher than 2000 Oe and the
amplitude-dependent IF at a strain amplitude up to 10−3 decreases at first and then
increases with the increasing content of L1 2 phase. With the increasing strain
amplitude, magneto-mechanical damping of D03 phase increases at first and then
decreases, while that of the L12 phase increases monotonously. This indicates that
the magnetic domain walls of D03 phase can move easily under a low stress, while
those of L12 phase can be driven only when the stress is high enough. Such
researches could provide a design concept for high damping Fe-Ga alloys to meet
the requirements in different application fields such as micro-vibration field, strong
vibration field, magnetic or non-magnetic field.
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The internal friction (IF) phenomena were systematically studied in a temperature
range from room temperature (RT) to 800 °C for Fe-(0−30) at% Ga alloys annealed
at 480 °C for 14 days, which include the magnetic-related high damping plateau
(HDP) and the point of ferro-paramagnetic transition (Tc), grain boundary
relaxations, Zener relaxations, and the IF peaks associated with phase transitions. It
was found that the rapid decay temperature of the HDP decreases with increasing
Ga content, which is consistent with the variation of the Curie point (Tc), and the
HDP disappears when the Ga content is greater than 18 at%. In the long-term
annealed Fe-30at%Ga alloy, a frequency-independent phase transition IF peak was
observed and its mechanism was suggested as the phase transition of L12→A2/B2.
The phase transitions in Fe-(0–30 at%)Ga alloys evaluated by the IF technique are
in good agreement with the equilibrium phase diagram. In addition, a new relaxation
peak was observed before the displacive phase transitions of L12→D019 and
L12→A2/B2, and its mechanism could be related to Zener relaxation in the FCC
structured L12 phase.
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Abstract: Due to appropriate mechanical properties, corrosion resistance, and good
thermal stability (-190-300oC), ferromagnetic high damping alloys (FHDAs) are
widely used to reduce noise and vibration, especially as structural components in
nuclear power plants to ensure long-term safety. For the magneto-mechanical
hysteresis damping (MMHD), the energy loss (∆U) consumed by MMHD in unit
volume is proportional to the saturated magnetostriction (𝜆𝑠 ) and the internal stress
(σ) opposing the movement of DWs, that is, ∆U=K𝜆𝑠 σ, where K is a dimensionless
factor. Therefore, the alloy with high magnetostriction can dissipate more energy if
the internal stress distribution is the same. Fe-Ga alloy, as a newly developed
magnetostrictive material, exhibits 2-3 times the saturation magnetostriction (𝜆𝑠 ) of
traditional Fe-Cr, Fe-Al based alloys. And the magnetostriction of Fe-Ga alloy can
be further improved by trace rare earth doping (<1 at%) from 50-100 to 125-250
ppm. Therefore, rare earth doped Fe-Ga alloy has great potential to become a high
damping material with high performance.
Herein, we will report the investigations of the damping behaviors of Fe-18Ga-xLa
(x=0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, and 1at.%La) alloys. With the increase of La content, the
Laves phase (LaGa2) in the matrix increases gradually, and the resistance opposing
the domain movement increases as well. Combined with the results of X-ray
Diffraction, neutron diffraction, and magnetic domain observation, the resistance
mainly comes from three parts: the average stress related to the lattice distortion of
the matrix, the average stress related to the increasing area energy of domain walls
(DWs), and the average stress related to the increasing demagnetization energy
induced by the Laves phase. Different from the traditional method of reducing
internal stress through annealing to improve the damping capacity, the proper
internal stress barriers are necessary to Barkhausen jumps to dissipate energy.
Therefore, proper doping to balance resistance and mobility of DWs is a reliable
way to improve damping capacity. Meanwhile, a revised phenomenological model
for magneto-mechanical hysteresis damping was proposed, which can not only have
a good fitting effect but also evaluate the actual microstrain in FHDAs.
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Irradiation-induced precipitation of MnNiSi-rich phases (MNPs) is the main cause
of irradiation embrittlement in low-copper/copper-free reactor pressure vessel
(RPV) steel [1-3]. In this work, the evolution of precipitation and re-dissolution
process of MNPs in Fe-1.35%Mn-0.74%Ni-0.19%Si (wt%) RPV model steel
subjected to the aging treatments (400 °C, 500 °C, 600 °C and 700 °C for 200h,
respectively) was studied through the internal friction (IF), tensile and nanohardness tests. The IF measurement results show a phenomenon in Fig. 1 that IF
peak of grain boundary (GB) sliding appears (initial sample, aging at 400 °C) disappears (aging at 500 °C, 600 °C) - reappears (aging at 700 °C) with increasing
isothermal aging temperature. Tensile strength and nano-hardness results show as
well that there are distinct changes in the samples aged at 500 °C, 600 °C. According
to the above results, it is concluded that the disappearance of IF peak of grain
boundary sliding may be due to the precipitation of the MNPs phase at the grain
boundaries in the samples aged at 500 °C, 600 °C, which hinder the sliding of grain
boundaries, while the subsequent reappearance of IF peak in the sample aged at
700 °C may result from the re-dissolution of MNPs phase.
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Fig. 1 The internal friction curves for Fe-1.35%Mn-0.74%Ni-0.19%Si samples as-prepared and aged at 400 ºC, 500
ºC, 600 ºC and 700 ºC for 200 h, respectively.
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Since the development of the grain oriented silicon steel (GOSS), several
thermomechanical treatments and new production methods have been developed for
improving the magnetic quality of iron silicon alloys [1-3]. The high silicon iron
alloys, with silicon content around 6 – 6.5 wt.% exhibit high magnetization, low
coercive force and a good degree of brittleness for technological applications[3].
Often the thermal treatments for iron silicon steels for electrical applications involve
the annealing at elevated temperatures for controlling the second recrystallization,
texture or the appearance of ordered phases. Indeed, the improvement of the
magnetic quality requires a better understanding of the structure-properties
relationship in soft magnetic materials.
In the present work, commercial samples of composition Fe-6 wt.% Si and Fe-3.1
wt.% Si (grain oriented, GOSS), have been studied. The microstructure from the
samples was determined by means of neutron thermodiffraction (NTD) studies.
NTDmeasurementswere performed at the D20 installation in the Institute LaueLangevin (ILL), from room temperature (RT) up to 1073 K with a neutron
wavelength of 1.3Å. In addition, neutron diffraction (ND) studies were also carried
out at RT under a magnetic field up to 6T. The magnetic properties have been
determined by a computer-controlled A.C. digital hysteresis recorder, at 20 Hz, “in
situ” as a function of temperature from RT up to 405K with a heating rate of around
1 K min-1. The dislocation dynamics, involving also the interaction with the domain
walls, was studied through mechanical spectroscopy (MS) studies. MS
measurements [4,5] (damping, Q-1, and natural frequency, f; f2 being proportional to
the elastic shear modulus) were performed in an inverted torsion pendulum, as a
function of temperature, frequency and strain. MS studies were performed also as a
function of temperature under the application of a direct magnetic field, HDC, of 30
kA m-1.
We are reporting an improvement in the magnetic quality of iron silicon alloys due
to an enhancement in the mobility of the domains walls controlled by the increase
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in the dislocations mobility. In addition, the improvement was found in quenched
samples and also in samples which were previously thermally treated to achieve the
highest magnetic quality.
It will be demonstrated that the improvement in the coercive force H c, up to around
370 K, shown in Figure 1, is controlled by an increase in the mobility of the domain
walls due to the increase in the dislocation’s mobility enhanced by the movement of
vacancies. In addition, the subsequent increase in Hc is promoted by different kinds
of interactions processes among domain walls, dislocations and point defects, which
decrease the domain walls mobility. The dislocation dynamics as a function of
temperature controlled by the degree of order, interactions with vacancy complexes
and point defects are discussed both for ordered and disordered alloys.
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Fig.1. Coercive force, Hc, measured “in situ” as a function of temperature. Circles: Fe-6wt.%Si,
annealed at 1273 K during 1 hour under a vacuum of 10-5 Pa followed by quenching in water at
RT. Fe-3-1 wt.% Si, annealed at 1073 K during 1 hour under a vacuum of 10-5 Pa followed by
slow cooling in the furnace (usual for the heat treatment of electrical grade GOSS [1]). Lines are
a guide for the eyes.
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Contact laser ultrasonic spectroscopy includes thermooptical excitation of a probe
ultrasound pulse in a special absorber located in a thin near-surface layer and
subsequent detection of wideband acoustic signals transmitted through the object or
reflected on its defects (pores, microcracks) on the base of the piezoelectric effect [1,
2]. The duration of ultrasonic pulse is about 70 ns, the pressure amplitude reaches
0,1 MPa. This makes it possible to measure ultrasonic wave velocity with high
precision usually better than 0,1%. Laser-excited ultrasonic waves of various types
(longitudinal, shear, Rayleigh) were used for the residual stress investigation [3].
All acoustic measurements of residual stresses are based on the dependence of the
ultrasonic wave velocity on the stress in the solid under study (acoustoelastic effect). If
the sample is loaded in the z direction, the stress value  zz can be calculated from the
measured velocity of the longitudinal acoustic wave propagating in the same direction
on the base of the following equation:
 zz  K|| (Vz  Vz 0 ) / Vz 0 .
(1)

Here Vz and Vz 0 are acoustic wave velocities propagating along z axis in the stressed
media and in stress-free isotropic solid correspondingly. In a case of ultrasonic wave
propagation perpendicular to the stress direction z the sum of stress values  xx and
 yy along axes x and y takes the form:

 xx   yy  K (Vz  Vz 0 ) / Vz 0 .

(2)

The no known coefficients of acoustoelastic effect K || and K  in eqs (1) and (2)
have to be determined from special calibration experiments.
Three samples of austenitic steel ANSI 321 pipe were investigated before thermal
loading at the temperature of 300°C and the pressure of 14 MPa and after 20 hours
of thermal loading application. The calibration experiments were carried out with
metal plate (produced from the same stainless steel ANSI 321) 2,4 mm thick. The
results of these experiments are shown in Fig. 1 where the ultrasonic wave velocity
was treated as a function of a stretching stress. In the range 0 – 250 MPa the
deformation is linear function of ultrasonic velocity. For the stainless-steel ANSI
321 K1  (2,0  0,2) 105 MPa 1 .
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Fig. 1. The wave velocity and the plate deformation as function of the stress for ANSI 321.

Fig. 2 shows the time transformation of stress distribution. Red regions correspond
to compressive stresses, green and blue regions show stretching stresses.

Fig. 2. Stress transformation distributions at different time after loading.

Our results show that contact laser ultrasonic spectroscopy is very promising
technique for measurements the alloys residual stresses and the inner structure
investigation (microcracks, porosity, metal grain structure degradation).
This work is supported by NUST MISIS Competitiveness Program by the Ministry
of Science and Higher Education of the Russian Federation (K2-2019-004) and by
RFBR project № 19-35-90063.
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Cemented carbides are excellent hard materials used for nearly a century for cutting
tools and wear resistant parts applications. This study presents investigations made
on WC-Co cemented carbides using mechanical spectroscopy. This technique
allows studying microplastic deformations in pure or composite crystalline materials
through internal friction spectrum. It makes it possible to identify defect related
dynamic phenomena associated to the different material phases. The characteristic
spectrum of WC–6wt.%Co measured in the 700-1400 K temperature range at 1 Hz
exhibits three peaks (hereinafter referred to as peak P1, P2 and P3)(see Fig. 1(a) ).
In this frequency range, peaks P1 and P2 appear respectively at 920K and 1125K,
while the peak P3 appear at 1350K. Previous studies [1], [2] showed similar
characteristic internal friction spectra for WC-Co materials. The two first relaxation
peaks P1 and P2 were attributed to the cobalt phase. The third peak P3 appears at
about 1350 K at 1 Hz and it is associated with grain boundary sliding of the hard
phase [1]. The crystallographic structure at room temperature of cobalt in WC-Co
was usually reported to be f.c.c, with a large number of h.c.p. stacking faults
bordered by partial dislocation [3], [4]. Mari [1] has proposed that the Co relaxation
peak P2 could be influenced by a para-ferro magnetic transition. According to [5]
such magnetic transition would also be responsible for a spinodal decomposition in
the tungsten rich cobalt phase. The peaks P1 and P2 were both associated with the
dragging of W atoms by dislocations. The shift in temperature observed between
those peaks was explained by a change in the associated dislocation free length. At
low temperature, the W-rich zones in the cobalt would act like strong pinners and
reduce the mean free length of the dislocations. At higher temperatures, the W zones
dissolve and the greater dislocation mean free length would correspond to the cobalt
mean free path in f.c.c. structures. In a new study [6] on submicron grain size WCCo, a new microstructure of the cobalt phase has been found. It showed nanotwins
in polycrystalline Co twinned nanodomains. The long-range order f.c.c. structure
observed up to now in WC-Co materials was replaced by a harder and more brittle
structure, where the twins enhance hardening and block dislocations. For WC6wt.%Co with submicron carbide grains specimens, the activation energy as well as
the limit relaxation time corresponding to the peak P2 are measured in this work.
Fig. 1(b) presents the Arrhenius plot of the IF peak P2 measured in isothermal
condition between 3mHz and 4Hz in a high temperature inverted torsion pendulum
from 1300K to 1000K. This figure reveals an anomaly between two temperature
ranges: above 1140K, the limit relaxation time 𝜏0 is found to be 10−12 s, while below
this temperature limit the latter is equal to 10−13 s. In order to verify or refute the
magnetic origin of this anomaly, several experiments were conducted. First of all,
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the magnetic transition of WC-10wt.%Co specimens was measured and a Curie
temperature of approximately 1130K was found. A second set of experiments was
then carried out on magnetically polarized samples to test the magnetic effects on
the relaxation peak P2. These results were also compared with measurements made
under a permanent magnetic field. The authors are convinced that these last
observations, added to research published in previous works [6], allow a
reconsideration of the microstructure defect model related to P2 relaxation peaks in
WC-Co. The latest observations do not refute the model combining dislocation
dynamics and W-rich zone dissolution; nonetheless, the variation of the relaxation
time depending on temperature ranges may suggest a second interpretation based on
point defects. The relaxation could be interpreted as a stress-induced reorientation
of solute W-atoms clusters, and therefore correspond to a Zener relaxation
mechanism.

Fig. 1 – (a) WC-6wt.%Co Internal Friction spectrum as function of the temperature
(b) Arrhenius plots for the Relaxation peak P2, measured in isothermal mode on WC-6wt.%Co
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Different families of shape memory alloys (SMA) were developed because the
high number of applications related to shape memory and superelastic properties.
The more known SMA are those of the Ti-Ni system and the Cu-Al-based, but
several alternative SMA families were also investigated, and among them the FeMn-Si-Cr-Ni family attracted the interest because of their low cost. In this iron-based
SMA, the shape memory effect is associated with the martensitic transformation
between the austenite (FCC) and the -martensite (HC), which can be well identified
by internal friction measurements [1]. Although the  martensitic transformation is
non-thermoelastic and do not exhibit superelastic effect, these alloys found several
applications based on the shape memory effect [2, 3] and the research was focused
on obtaining large recovery strain [4, 5]. In addition, the convergence of the
composition of these SMA with the Fe-Mn steels, exhibiting TRIP (Transformed
Induced Plasticity) and TWIP (Twinning Induced Plasticity) behavior [6], gave
place to a renewed interest in this shape memory steels. At present, the new paradigm
of Additive Manufacturing [7], has also irrupted in SMA, being mainly focused on
the Ti-Ni system [8] and particularly using the powder bed technologies [9].
However, in this Fe-M-Si-Cr-Ni SMA, only a partial -martensitic transformation,
with a low latent heat, takes place, making difficult its investigation by conventional
techniques like differential scanning calorimetry (DSC), which is widely used in
many studies of SMA. On the contrary, mechanical spectroscopy offers a powerful
tool to study the -martensitic transformation in this shape memory steels.
In this work, the study of the -martensitic transformation was approached, by
mechanical spectroscopy, in two alloys with different chemical composition of Mn
and Si wt%, Fe-20Mn-5Ni-8.5Cr-5Ni and Fe-16Mn-6Si-9.2Cr-5Ni, produced by
conventional casting and rolling, in comparison with another third alloy with a
balanced intermediate composition, Fe-19Mn-6Si-9.2Cr-5Ni, produced by additive
manufacturing using the Laser Metal Deposition (LMD) technique.
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The presence of the -martensitic transformation and its evolution of cycling
were followed through internal friction and dynamic modulus measurements. An
internal friction peak is associated with the forward and reverse -martensitic
transformation during cooling and heating respectively, as well as a change of the
dynamic modulus, as it is shown in Fig. 1a. In parallel, the microstructure of the
sample, as well as the apparition and evolution on cycling of the -martensite, was
observed by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) in back scatter mode as well as
through in-situ cooling and heating experiments inside the SEM. As an example, a
SEM image of the -martensite is shown in Fig. 1b.
Finally, the correlation between the internal friction peak strength associated to
the -martensite, with the electron microscopy observations was analyzed and
discussed.

Fig. 1. (a) Internal friction spectra and dynamic modulus, measured during cooling and heating,
showing the peaks associated to the forward and reverse -martensitic transformation. (b) Back
scatter SEM image of the -martensite variants produced during cooling.
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Mechanical spectroscopy is a well-known technique that allows the measurement of
the mobility of crystal defects. The defect movement produces damping i.e. energy
dissipation during a periodic excitation cycle. Magnetic effects, in particular in
ferromagnetic materials, cause damping as well. This damping is amplitude
dependent in ferromagnetic alloys.
In this study, Amplitude Dependent Internal Friction (ADIF) measurements are
made in a free pendulum capable to produce high strain amplitude oscillations up to
2x10-2. Temperature scans are realized in a forced pendulum at a strain amplitude of
1x10-5 and at 1 Hz.
In fig. 1, the spectra measured in pure iron as a function of temperature are shown.
Fig. 1a shows a Temperature Dependent Internal Friction (TDIF) spectrum up to
1250 K in two following cycles. The first cycle just stopped after the Curie
temperature (expected at 1040 K) and the second one was carried out above the bccfcc transformation expected at 1180 K. Fig. 1b shows the modulus (in arbitrary units
since measured in forced pendulum) as a function of temperature. Upon heating,
one can observe a relaxation peak at around 780 K, which might be attributed to a
grain boundary sliding effect. From Fig. 1a, it can be inferred that the onset of the
ferromagnetic transition can be detected by mechanical spectroscopy via a sudden
increase of damping. However, the transition is well visible only upon cooling
(paramagnetic -> ferromagnetic transition). A slope change, corresponding to the
Curie temperature, is also detected in the modulus. Notice that on first heating (the
sample had been quenched from 1173 K) and a dip is observed in the modulus at
around 1020-1040 K.

a)

b)

Fig. 1. TDIF measured in two successive cycles in pure iron: first heating-cooling cycle up to 1100 K and second
heating-cooling cycle up to 1250 K. a) Measure of the mechanical loss.
b) Measurement of the relative shear modulus.

The bcc-fcc transition is marked by a sharp peak both on heating (1176 K) and on
cooling (1163 K). The transformation of 1st order is hysteretic. The modulus shows
a sharp dip in correspondence with the internal friction peak.
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ADIF experiments were realized on the same sample. A magnetic field of 0.056 T
was applied axially around the sample. As presented in fig. 2, a strong ADIF effect
is observed without magnetic field with a maximum at a strain of 5x10 -4. The effect
disappears completely when a magnetic field is applied.

Fig. 2. ADIF measured in pure iron.

The features obtained in ferromagnetic alloys constitute a guideline to determine the
characteristics of damping in magnetic transitions. In this paper, we also analyze the
internal friction in a carbon steel martensite Fe-1.23wt%C,0.64wt%Cr. This material
has been treated in order to make (Fe,Cr)3C spheroidal precipitates that are insoluble
and that account for 12vol%. As confirmed in [1], the actual composition of the iron
matrix is just below the eutectic and a certain amount of ferrite remains above the
eutectic temperature. It is found that the Curie temperature of ferrite produces a
strong drop of the internal friction (Fig. 3a) and a modulus increase (Fig. 3b). The
ferrite to austenite transition produces some complex effects according to the solid
solution state of carbon. When the alloy is kept above the eutectic point (heating
cycle n+1 in fig. 3) a simple hysteretic behavior is observed.

a)

b)

Fig. 3. TDIF measured in a 1.2wt%C steel a) Internal friction measured in two successive cycles. In the second the
sample is not cooled below the Curie temperature. b) Shear modulus corresponding to measurements in a).

[1]
I. Tkalcec, D. Mari, W. Benoit, Correlation between internal friction background and the
concentration of carbon in solid solution in a martensitic steel, Mater. Sci. Eng. A. 442 (2006) 471–475.
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.msea.2006.03.115.
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Enhancement of the magneto-mechanical properties in directional solidified
Fe80Al20 alloys by doping Tb is demonstrated. The ΔE effect of 9.1%,
large magnetostriction of 144 ppm, magnetostriction sensitivity of 0.28 ppm/Oe,
ΔG effect of 5.4%, and magneto-mechanical coupling of 29.74% reached for
Fe79.9Al20Tb0.1 alloy are beneficial for applications. The increased magnetostriction
with increasing the Tb content x from 0 to 0.1 is related to the increased degree of
(110) texture with Tb doping. Notably, the increased magnetostriction sensitivity,
resulted from the increased magnetostriction with Tb-doping, leads to the
enhancement of ΔE and ΔG effects. Nevertheless, the degraded (110) texture for
higher Tb content (x = 0.15) results in the reduction of magneto-mechanical
properties. Summarized with the experimental measured and theoretically estimated
results, the micro eddy-current mechanism mainly governs the change of damping
capacity with H for frequency of vibrations ~ 2.0 kHz resulting from the
magnetic domain wall motion. Moreover, the amplitude and temperature
dependences of internal friction and elastic modulus data, measured by DMA,
including damping capacity and Young’s modulus, at a frequency of 0.1–30 Hz
could characterize hysteretic damping and anelastic effects at heating. The result of
this study suggests a cost-effective and simple method to obtain Fe80Al20 based alloy
with excellent magneto-mechanical properties via proper Tb-doping.
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Phase transition and defect relaxation behavior of a Fe-7Mn-0.1C
medium manganese steel have been systematically studied mainly by using internal
friction (IF) technique. From temperature-dependent IF curves in both heating and
cooling processes, two relaxation IF peaks (the P1 located at ~ 200 °C on heating
and the P2 at ~ 550 °C on cooling) and two phase transition IF peaks (the Ptr1 located
at ~ 670 °C on heating and the Ptr2 at ~ 300 °C on cooling) were observed.
The P1 peak disappears when the cementite (θ) particles and/or
retained austenite (γR) exist in the microstructure, and is associated with the SnoekKê-Köster relaxation (SKK relaxation). The P2 peak is suggested to be originated
from grain boundary relaxation in austenite (γ). The formation mechanisms of
the Ptr1 and the Ptr2 come from reverse austenitic transformation (RAT) and
martensitic transformation (MT), respectively. In addition, the apparent asymmetry
of the Ptr1, the variation of peak height, the difference between
the Ptr1 and Ptr2 peaks, and the effect of IF studies on the mechanical properties are
discussed in detail in the present work. These results provide a valuable reference
for the design of high-performance medium Mn steels.
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A Fe-16Cr-2.5Mo (wt.%) damping alloy was prepared by spark plasma sintering
(SPS). For comparison, this alloy was also fabricated by vacuum induction melting
followed by forging and annealing (VIMFA). The comparative study on
microstructure and properties of SPS and VIMFA alloys has been conducted. The
results show that the high compactness of SPS alloy is obtained. With increasing the
sintering temperature, the dissolution of Cr and Mo in -Fe phase is promoted and
the homogeneity of microstructure is dramatically ameliorated. The lower saturation
magnetization but higher coercivity are exhibited in SPS alloys than in VIMFA one.
There is still favorable damping capacity for SPS alloys despite lower than that for
VIMFA one, slightly rising with increase in sintering temperature and extension in
holding time. The SPS alloys possess higher compression strength than VIMFA one,
rising with increase in sintering temperature.
[1] X. Hu, X. Li, B. Zhang, L. Rong, Y. Li. Mat. Sci. Eng. B-Adv., 2010, 171(1-3):
40-44.
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Shape memory alloys (SMA) are considered as High-Damping Materials
(HDM) due to the martensite interface mobility [1]. The superelastic effect (SE) is
a thermomechanical property distinctive of SMA, and results from the stressinduced martensitic transformation on the austenite phase, being completely
reversible when the stress is released. The output signal during one SE cycle draws
a hysteresis loop on the stress-strain field, and this loop area offers a quantitative
way to measure the dissipated energy per cycle, using the loss factor , as the index
ratio between dissipated energy (hysteresis cycle area) and the total applied energy
(load area). The damping behavior at macroscopic scale was widely measured in
many different families of SMA. However, damping applications in micro and nano
technologies, for instance in Micro Electro-Mechanical Systems (MEMS), represent
a new challenge for the use of SMA as HDM. The mechanical damping capacity
was studied in Cu-Al-Ni SMA at the nano-scale using nano-compression tests on
micro-pillars, getting outstanding results in terms of a superlative damping capacity
(ultrahigh damping >0.2) [2], exhibiting long-term reliability (>5000 cycles) [3,4].
In addition, new size-effects appear when decreasing the dimension of the samples
[2,5].
In this work, we used an instrumented nano-indenter to perform nanocompression tests in micro and nano pillars of SMA, in order to study the
superelastic damping capacity at very small scale. Several series of pillars were
milled, in previously growth single crystals, by Focused Ion Beam (FIB) technique
from 2 m down to 250 nm. The study was carried out on different ternary and
quaternary SMA, not explored yet in this field of damping at micro/nano scale, such
as Cu-Al-Be, Cu-Al-Ni-Be, and Cu-Al-Ni-Ga. We compare loss factor results at the
nano-scale with previous findings in the Cu-Al-Ni alloy, as well as with its
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macroscopic counterparts. The influence of the other incorporated elements in the
Cu- based SMA is analyzed and discussed.
As an example of the FIB milled pillars, Figure 1a exposes a Cu-Al-Ni pillar
of 900 nm in diameter and its superelastic response under a nano-compression test.
The superelastic cycle is plotted in Figure 1b in both kind of axis, stress-train and
load-displacement. Thus, it can be appreciated the small critical load to provoke the
stress-induced transformation as well as the small displacement of about 160 nm
involved in the fully closed cycle. The enclosed area inside the cycle evidences an
ultra-high damping, which is analyzed along the present work for the different SMA
studied at micro and nano scale.

Fig. 1. (a) Single crystal [100] oriented pillar with 900 nm in diameter. (b) Superelastic response
on the load-displacement and strain-stress axis, measured on the showed pillar.

[1] J. San Juan, M.L. Nó, J. Alloys & Compounds 355 (2003) 65-71.
[2] J.M. San Juan, M.L. Nó, C.A. Schuh, Nat. Nanotechnology 4 (2009) 415-419.
[3] J. San Juan, J.F. Gómez-Cortés, G.A. López, C. Jiao, M.L. Nó, Appl. Phys.
Lett. 104 (2014) 011901.
[4] J.F. Gómez-Cortés, M.L. Nó, I.R. Ruíz-Larrea, T. Breczewski, A. LópezEcharri, C.A. Schuh, J.M. San Juan, Acta Mater.166 (2019) 346-356.
[5] J. San Juan, M.L. Nó, J. Alloys & Compounds 577S (2013) S25-S29.
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The unique properties of Shape Memory Alloys (SMAs) can be of great interest in
a wide variety of fields, and all of that comes from the microscopic mechanisms that
are responsible for the reversible martensitic transformation. SMAs are considered
as high damping materials due to the motion of martensitic interfaces and there are
previous works that study the way of developing high damping SMAs [1], and to
this end, mechanical spectroscopy is a powerful tool to study the mechanisms
responsible for the dissipation of mechanical energy. However, the damping
behavior of SMAs is rather complex, and the internal friction spectrum during a
thermoelastic martensitic transformation can be explained as the addition of three
contributions [1,2]: the transitory or kinetic term, which is strongly dependant on the
temperature rate (𝑇̇), the oscillation frequency (𝜔) and the applied stress amplitude
(𝜎0 ); the isothermal term, associated to the transformation itself; and the intrinsic
term due to the contribution of each phase (austenite and martensite). From the
theoretical models explaining this behavior, a lot of information can be obtained
about the thermo-mechanical properties of the SMA, and in the present work our
interest is focused on the Clausius-Clapeyron (C-C) coefficient, which in the firstorder phase transitions depicts the change of the transformation temperature with the
applied stress. This parameter is critical in SMAs because determines the stressinduced transformation controlling many of their applications. In the present work
we demonstrate that the C-C coefficient can be determined by mechanical
spectroscopy and the corresponding methodology is developed.
The experimental study is focused on the NiTiHf High-Temperature SMA, and we
profit from the advantage of the non-destructive nature of the internal friction
measurements, which is specially relevant in the case of NiTiHf alloys because the
high cost of production. In addition, this HTSMA transforms at 550K, making the
direct measurements of C-C coefficient challenging, and determining this coefficient
through mechanical spectroscopy is really helpful.
The material used within this work was a Ni49.5Ti35.5Hf15 (at.%) alloy produced by
induction melting at INGPULS GmbH. Samples for mechanical spectroscopy
measurements were cut into rectangular cross section rods (0.9 × 5 × 50 mm3). The
experiments were performed in a sub-resonant torsion pendulum designed to work
in a range of temperatures between 90K and 1150K, with frequencies between 10 -4
and 10Hz as described in reference [3].
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From the internal friction measurements it is possible to obtain the transformed
volume fraction of martensite n(T), the start and finish temperatures of the direct and
reverse transformation (Ms, Mf, As and Af), as well as the softening of the dynamic
modulus, as it is depicted in Figure 1. The transformation peaks were analysed and
the transitory term was isolated in order to obtain the C-C coefficient through the
model for martensitic transformation [4].
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Fig. 1. Internal friction spectra and dynamic modulus variation curve, showing the martensitic
transformation. This particular measurement was done with a heating/cooling rate of 2 K/min
and a frequency of 3 Hz. Nevertheless, these parameters were changed in a large range, in order
to analyze the spectra through the theoretical model of Gremaud et al. [4]. From the series of
spectra, the Clausius-Clapeyron coefficient was determined.

[1] J. San Juan, M.L. Nó, J. Alloys & Compounds 355 (2003) 65-71.
[2] J. San Juan, R.B. Pérez-Sáez, Mater. Sci. Forum, 366-368 (2001), 416-437.
[3] I. Gutierrez-Urrutia, M.L. Nó, E. Carreño-Morelli, B. Guisolan, R. Schaller, J.
San Juan, Mater. Sci. Eng. A, 370 (2004), 435-439.
[4] G. Gremaud, J.E. Bidaux, W. Benoit, Helv. Phys. Acta, 60 (1987), 947-958.
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In the last decades there has been a growing interest in developing new
intermetallic families, which would be able to improve the specific performances of
superalloys at high temperature, and the -TiAl were developed to fulfill the required
performances. In particular, the creep resistance should be improved and
consequently the study of the diffusion mechanisms and the associated relaxation
processes becomes very useful to get a deep understanding of the physics involved
during creep. Mechanical spectroscopy was used to study these diffusion
mechanisms and previous works on several -TiAl alloys showed a relaxation peak
P(2) associated to the diffusion of Ti in the 2 phase [1,2], as well as an internal
friction background at high temperature, which is associated to the creep behavior
[3]. Thus, in order to optimize the mechanical behavior at high temperature, the
diffusion processes of the different atomic species and its mutual interaction, must
be understood. In particular, we focused our attention on Nb, which is a common
alloying element in many -TiAl alloys. Then, the aim of the present work is to do a
quantitative analysis of the influence of Nb, on the diffusion of Ti in the 2 phase.
Three different -TiAl alloys with a variable amount of Nb, between 5 and 9
at.%, were studied by mechanical spectroscopy up to 1300 K and at different
frequencies between 2 Hz and 10-3 Hz. The internal friction spectra were measured
in a low frequency mechanical spectrometer [4] under high vacuum, 2· 10 -5 mbar,
to avoid oxidation. In the frame of the present research work, previous data from the
literature of internal friction on -TiAl samples, with 4 at.% Nb [1] and without Nb
[2], were also considered. In all cases, the concentration of Nb in the 2 phase was
precisely measured in a Field-Emission-Gun (FEG) Scanning Electron Microscope
equipped with microanalysis, or in a Transmission Electron Microscope FEI-TITAN
Cube 300 kV equipped with the four detectors X-ray microanalysis system.
The series of spectra measured in the -TiAl with 5 at.% of Nb is shown, as an
example, in Figure 1. To precisely measure the activation energy of the peak P(2),
appearing in all the different alloys, the high temperature background (HTB) was
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subtracted following the method previously described [2], in order to isolate the
relaxation peak, and then the activation parameters were determined by conventional
methods. This procedure was performed for all measured samples.

Fig. 1. Internal friction spectra measured on a sample of -TiAl with 5 at.% of Nb, where the
relaxation peak P(2), together with its associated modulus variation and the HTB, are shown.

The obtained results show clearly that there is an increase of the activation
energy of the peak P(2) when the Nb concentration increases. An atomic model for
the P(2) relaxation associated to the diffusion of Ti in presence of Nb, is proposed
and discussed at the light of the experimental results. It can be concluded that Nb
increases the activation energy for diffusion of Ti and this influence was quantified
in the present work.

[1] J. San Juan, P. Simas, T. Schmoelzer, H. Clemens, S. Mayer, M.L. Nó, Acta
Materialia 65 (2014) 338-350.
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[3] T. Klein, L. Usategui, B. Rashkova, M.L. Nó, J. San Juan, H. Clemens, S. Mayer,
Acta Materialia 128 (2017) 440-450.
[4] P. Simas, J. San Juan, R. Schaller, M.L. Nó, Key Engineering Materials 423
(2010) 89-95.
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In titanium alloys that are indispensable for structural and biomedical materials, the control of
ω(hexagonal)-phase transformation from body-centered
cubic β phase has attracted much attention, because it can be
V
V
V
V
utilized for the formation of various unique nanostructures.
Conventionally, the ω-phase transformation has been
ΔE{111} :
categorized either as a diffusion-mediated isothermal
~ 0.05 - 0.30 eV
transformation or an athermal transformation that occurs
V
V
V
spontaneously via a diffusionless mechanism. However, we
recently found a new type of diffusionless ω transformation
that isothermally occurs during aging near room temperature
V
V
V
V
V
[1]. Notably, the diffusionless isothermal ω transformation
occurs in locally unstable β regions having fewer βV V atom [111]
β phase
stabilizing elements, formed by quenched-in compositional
Dynamic {111}β collapse
fluctuations.
To clarify the difference in kinetics between the diffusionless Fig. 1. Schematic illustration
dynamic
{111}β
isothermal and athermal ω transformations, we measured the showing
collapse, which is an elementary
change in internal friction during room-temperature aging
process of
diffusionless
and the temperature dependence of internal friction at low isothermal and athermal ω
temperature in Ti-V alloys. The internal-friction transformations in a Ti-V alloy
measurements revealed that the {111}β plane pairs [1].
dynamically collapse in locally unstable β regions formed by
the quenched-in compositional fluctuations, as shown in Fig. 1. The analysis using the Debye
relaxation model revealed that the activation energy of the dynamic {111}β collapse is ~0.05-0.30
eV, and this activation process dominates the transformation rates of both the diffusionless
isothermal and athermal ω transformations, in addition to the nucleation process of ω phase. In the
diffusionless isothermal transformation, the ω-phase nucleation requires relatively high activation
energy owing to the coherent β/ω interface, because it occurs locally unstable β regions,
surrounded by stable β regions. Thus, the transformation occurs at slower rates than the athermal
transformation, which occurs in widely-spread unstable β regions.
[1] M. Tane, H. Nishiyama, A. Umeda, N.L. Okamoto, K. Inoue, M. Luckabauer, Y. Nagai, T.
Sekino, T. Nakano, T. Ichitsubo, Phys. Rev. Materials, 3 (2019) 043604.
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The motion of dislocations in crystals containing impurities in most cases is
controlled by the processes of thermally activated unpinning of dislocations from
weak pinning centers. Experimental study of thermoactivated dislocation motion is
therefore one of the most important tasks of physics of strength and plasticity. Of
particular interest, these studies are due to the possibility of changing the
mechanisms that control the dislocation movement, especially in the range of low
temperatures. Studying the parameters of dislocation motion by experiments on the
mobility of individual dislocations, active loading the crystals, creep, relaxation of
stresses do not provide sufficient accuracy to identify the fine details of the
interaction of dislocations with the pinning centers due to irreversible changes in
the dislocation structure of samples. Acoustic spectroscopy methods, on the
contrary, make it possible to study the same processes in a wide range of
temperatures and stresses more precisely and in a non-destructive manner.
Two sets of pure Mg (99.95%) samples were studied. The samples of the first type
were rolled at room temperature up to 20% of total plastic deformation value. The
samples of the second type were obtained by the warm extrusion at 300˚C with
extrusion ratio 10:1 and deformation rate 5 mm/s. The samples were characterized
by EBSD technique using the Tescan LYRA 3 XMU FEG/SEMxFIB electron
microscope equipped with EBSD detector Nordlys Nano by Oxford Instruments.
Average grain sizes in rolled and extruded samples were 49 μm and 15 μm,
respectively. The samples have strong crystallographic texture that can be
characterized by the basal planes aligned with the rolling or extrusion directions.
Investigations of the acoustic properties of Mg in the frequency range 50 - 350 kHz
were performed by the two-component composite vibrator technique. Longitudinal
as well as torsional standing waves were excited in the samples by piezoelectric
quartz transducers of different cuts [1]. Measurements of the logarithmic decrement
ε , the dynamic Young's modulus E and the dynamic shear modulus G were carried
out at the resonant frequencies of the composite vibrators. Measurements were made
in the temperature range 50.5 - 310 K.
The amplitude dependences of the logarithmic decrement  (ε0) (without
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background absorption) and of the
relative change of the dynamic
Young's
modulus
(E/E)(ε0),
measured at different temperatures in
the extruded Mg samples are shown
in
Fig.1.
When
increasing
temperature from 50.5 K to 250 K,
the critical amplitude 0c of the
amplitude
dependences
onset
decreases monotonically. After that,
0c stops or even shifts to the higher
amplitudes, i.e., a non-monotonic
changes in 0c(T) are observed.
Qualitatively, the same behavior of
0c(T) is observed for the rolled
samples, but the anomalous changes
are observed near 180 K as opposed
to 250 K for extruded samples.
The most probable reason for the
dependence
of
logarithmic
decrement and dynamic elastic
modulus on 0 is the nonlinear effects
Fig. 1. Amplitude dependences of (a) the logarithmic associated with the motion of
decrement  and (b) the relative changes of the
dislocations through local potential
dynamic Young's modulus E/E measured at
different temperatures in the extruded samples.

barriers created by point defects in crystals (interstitial and substitutional impurities
and their clusters, intrinsic interstitial atoms, vacancies, etc.). Analysis of the
obtained results shows that at low enough temperatures the experimental data may
be described within the Indenbom-Chernov theory of the thermally activated
dislocation hysteresis [2]. The agreement of the theory with experiment made it
possible to determine the main quantitative characteristics of the process of
overcoming pinning centers by dislocations: activation energy, energy of the binding
of dislocations with pinning centers, activation volumes. The data obtained at
temperatures higher than 250 K for the extruded samples and 180 K for the rolled
samples may confirm change of the microscopic mechanism that governs the
dislocation motion in the deformed magnesium at these temperatures.
[1] V.D. Natsik, P.P. Pal-Val, S.N. Smirnov, Acoust. Phys., 44 (1998) 553-560.
[2] V.L. Indenbom, V.M. Chernov, Phys. Stat. Sol. (a), 14 (1972) 347-354.
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Internal friction and elastic properties of Ti polycrystals due to
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B. K. Kardashev*, V. I. Betekhtin, A. G. Kadomtsev, M. V. Narykova
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*
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Practical use of nanostructured materials is due to their enhanced mechanical
properties as compared to coarse grained polycrystals. Of special interest among
metallic materials is titanium that can be used in medicine for implants. For this
application titanium of high strength with a low modulus of elasticity close to that
of bones is required. Elastic properties of Ti are of great importance but they have
been insufficiently studied up to now.
This work deals with the studies of acoustic properties of titanium and its alloys
processed by severe plastic deformation (SPD). The evolution of the Young’s
modulus and logarithmic decrement (internal friction) resulting from the
transformation from a coarse-grained state to an ultrafine-grained one due to SPD
and further annealing was investigated. Composite oscillator technique was used for
the acoustic measurements in a wide strain amplitude range so that one was able to
see the start of non-linear micro-plastic behavior of the material. The microstructure
was studied in detail by scanning electron microscopy and electron backscatter
diffraction methods. Parameters of nanoscale porosity were measured by smallangle X-ray scattering. In addition, densities of titanium and its alloys in various
structural states were determined by the precision method of hydrostatic weighing.
A lot of SPD methods were used to obtain various structural characteristics of
titanium and its alloys. The samples were investigated after an equal-channel angular
pressing and various modes of transverse screw and longitudinal rolling.
We used in our experiments various sets of α-titanium: VT1-0, Grade 4 and PT3-V.
A β-titanium alloy (Ti-26Nb-7Mo-12Zr) was also studied before and after the
rolling.
The main goal of our study was to reveal the factors that affect the evolution of the
elastic and anelastic properties as a result of transition from the coarse-grained to the
nanostructured ultrafine-grained state due to SPD. As experiments showed, the main
changes of the investigated properties can be attributed to fresh dislocations,
nanoporosity, high internal stresses, and an initial material coarse grain (equiaxed or
lamellar) structure before SPD processing.
The study was funded by RFBR, project 18-08-00360.
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Mechanical spectroscopy of Zr-bearing Al-based alloy
A.G. Mochugovskiy, A.V. Mikhaylovskaya*, I.S. Golovin
National University of Science and Technology MISIS, Moscow, Russia
*mihaylovskaya@misis.ru

Due to attractive combination of mechanical strength, corrosion resistance and low
density, Al-Mg based alloys are widely used in aircraft, shipbuilding, railway,
automobile, and other industries where light weight is a critical requirement. These
alloys are typically alloyed by small additions of transition metals (TMs) to increase
their strength due to precipitation hardening and recrystallization resistance. TMs,
like a Zr, form the supersaturated Al-based solid solution at the casting stage and
nanoprecipitates after subsequent heat treatment. The precipitates increase a
recrystallization temperature and lead to a fine-grained structure owing to Zener
pinning mechanism. Chemical composition of the alloys and heat treatment
influence significantly on the precipitation mechanism and the dispersoids’
parameters. Therefore, a detail study is required to understand the influence of the
heat treatment conditions on precipitates, grain structure, and mechanical properties
of Zr-bearing alloys.
This study aims to compare the mechanical properties, and recrystallization behavior
and characteristics of the L12 structured Al3Zr precipitates in the Al-3Mg-0.25Zr
(wt%) sheets pre-annealed using different regimes: one- and two-steps annealing.
Due to its high sensitivity to structural transformations including recrystallization
kinetics, the mechanical spectroscopy was applied to explain the material behavior.
The microstructure and temperature dependent internal friction (TDIF) were
analyzed to evaluate the differences in recrystallization kinetics and tensile
properties and to study the mechanical behavior at ambient and elevated
temperatures. The Al based α-solid solution is the main microstructural component
in as-cast state, while the Zr-bearing phases were not found. The as-homogenized
pieces were subjected to the hot-rolling at 360 °C with the reduction of thickness of
85 % and the cold-rolling with the reduction of 70 % to the final sheet thickness of
1 mm. TDIF curves were obtained in dynamical mechanical analyzer DMA Q800
TA Instruments.
TEM study demonstrates that the one-step annealing of as-cast alloy provides
discontinuous and continuous precipitation of the Al3Zr with rarely distributed
continuously formed dispersoids. The two-steps annealing leads to the formation of
high density continuously formed precipitates with a mean size of 7 nm.
The recrystallized grain structure and IF “pseudo” peak (P r) is recorded at about
370°C at TDIF curves for one-step annealing modes (Fig.1a,b). The Pr peaks
temperature coincides with an intense hardness decrease. The weak Pr peak is
observed for the samples pre-treated in short time two-steps (Fig. 1 c), and the Pr
peak was not recorded for the sample subjected to two-step annealing mode with a
long-time first step (Fig. 1 d).
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Fig.1. TDIF curves at heating and cooling (inserts) and hardness curves as a function of
temperature of 30 min annealing for cold rolled samples of Al-Mg-Zr alloy pre-annealed at
360 °C for 8 h (a), 420 °C for 8 h (b), 360 °C for 4 h+420 °C for 4 h (c),
and 360 °C for 32 h+420 °C for 4 h (d)

The samples pre-annealed in two-steps mode demonstrated non-recrystallized grain
structure with a high fraction of low-angle grain boundaries up to temperature of
520°C. The IF background is mainly controlled by dislocation relaxation in the cold
rolled state and by the vacancies in the annealed state.
It is shown, that the two-step homogenization provides a high density of the L1 2
precipitates and increases the recrystallization resistance. As a result, the YS of
240±3 MPa and UTS of 300±2 MPa at room temperature are achieved in annealed
sheets, that is 1.5 times higher than that is of for one-step homogenization. The work
clearly demonstrates that the mechanical spectroscopy is an effective tool to study
recrystallization kinetics and to identify the optimal regimes to achieve required
microstructure and advanced properties.
The work was financially supported by the grant RFBR № 20-33-70170/19
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Internal Friction and Electron Microscopy Study of the Precipitation
Strengthening Al-Er-Yb-Sc Alloys
R.Yu. Barkov*, O.A. Yakovtseva, I.S. Loginova,
A.S. Prosviryakov, A.V. Mikhaylovskaya, A.V. Pozdniakov
NUST “MISiS”, 119049 Russian Federation, Moscow, Leninskiy ave. 4,
e-mail: barkov@misis.ru

A great attention is paid to the effect of the erbium and ytterbium on the structure
and properties of aluminum alloys. Er and Yb improve the strengthening effect due
to increasing the L12-type nanoprecipitates density. Present study is focused on
investigation of the microstructure evolution, strengthening effect, mechanical
properties, and electrical conductivity of novel Al-Er-Yb-Sc alloys. The mechanical
spectroscopy method is successfully involved to understand the precipitation
kinetics in the studied alloys.
The internal friction (IF) (Q -1) vs temperature and deformation dependences were
measured on a DMA Q800 TA Instruments. Optical, scanning, transmission electron
microscopy techniques and X-ray diffractometry were used to analyze a
microstructure of Al-0.3Er0.3Yb0.05Sc (AlErYbSc005) and Al-0.3Er0.3Yb0.2Sc
(AlErYbSc02) alloys. The electrical conductivity was tested using the “double
bridge” method. A tensile yield stress (YS), an elongation (), and a Vickers
hardness were measured.
The aluminum-based solid solution (in short, Al) and Al3(Er,Yb) eutectic particles
with size of 50-200 nm were detected in as-cast structure of the alloys. Scandium
(0.05% or 0.2wt.%) completely dissolved in Al. Concertation of Er and Yb in Al
was 0.2-0.3% according to a SEM-EDX data. Annealing at 300 °C for 3 h provided
a significantly higher increase in hardness compared to that of 370 °C annealing for
high-Sc AlErYbSc02 alloy. This alloy exhibits more significant hardening effect
compared to that for low-scandium one. The intense hardening during annealing at
300 °C was the result of a predominantly homogeneous nucleation of the coherent
L12 nanoprecipitates of the Al3(Sc,Er,Yb) phase with a size range of 4-8 nm (Fig.
1). Selected area electron diffraction (SAED) pattern with L1 2 and Al phase reflexes
are shown in Fig. 1.
The HV(Tann) curves demonstrated the hardening effect in a range of 100-350 °C
and softening at higher annealing temperatures. The softening is the result of
recrystallization and related phenomena. The values of the activation energy
H=0.74–0.80 eV and the characteristic relaxation time τ0=1.910-10–3.110-11 s for
the IF background are typical of dislocation relaxation. The IF pseudo-peak due to
recrystallization was not observed in the studied temperature range of 30-400 °C.
However, the recrystallization occurred at the higher temperatures, that was
confirmed by hardness and microstructural analyses. The recrystallization start
temperature is in the range from 400 to 450 °C in the low-Sc alloy and it is higher
than 450 °C in the high-Sc alloy.
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Fig. 1. TEM images of the AlErYbSc02 alloy after annealing at 300 °C for 3 h (SAED pattern in
[011] zone axis and EDS spectra from nanoscale precipitate)

The Q-1 vs deformation curves for as rolled, annealed at 300 °C for 1 h (peak of HV)
and annealed at 550 °C for 1h (recrystallized state) samples are shown in Fig. 2. IF
background in the AlErYbSc005 alloy is significantly decreased (Fig. 2a) after
annealing at 300 °C while HV values are not increased at annealing at 100-300 °C.
On the contrary, in the AlErYbSc02 alloy the IF decreases less significantly and
hardness increases after annealing in the temperature range of 100-350 °C (Fig. 2b).
The increase in the hardness, observed at annealing of as-rolled sample in high-Sc
alloy, is accompanied with additional precipitation of the L1 2-dispersoids. Their
formation is stimulated by a high concentration of the lattice defects accumulated at
rolling.

Fig. 2. Deformation dependences of Q-1 of the (a) AlErYbSc005, (b) AlErYbSc02

The YS of the annealed alloys is in the range from 142 to 231 MPa,  – from 3.6 to
13.5 %, and electrical conductivity – from 54.8 to 60.9% IACS depending on
scandium content and annealing parameters. The YS values did not change
significantly after annealing at 300 °C for 100 h. The studied alloys exhibit a high
thermal stability of the tensile properties. The present study demonstrates that the
mechanical spectroscopy method is sensitive to the microstructural parameters and
is effective for studying the precipitation kinetics; the method can help researchers
to understand the precipitation behavior and properties of materials.
The study was supported by Russian Foundation for Basic Research
Grant # 20-33-70170.
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Enhancing damping capacity and mechanical properties of Al-Mg alloy by
high strain rate hot rolling and subsequent cold rolling
Zhenzhen Lia, Hongge Yana,⁎, Jihua Chena, Weijun Xiaa, Huaming Zhub, Bin Sua,
Xinyu Lia, Min Songc
a
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b
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c
State Key Laboratory of Powder Metallurgy, Central South University, Changsha 410083, PR
China

The damping capacity of high Mg alloyed Al-Mg alloy (Al-9.2Mg-0.8Mn-0.2Zr0.15Ti) prepared by high strain rate hot rolling (HSRR) and subsequent cold rolling
(CR) are carefully studied. Both the strain am
plitude dependent internal friction (ADIF) at room temperature and the temperature
dependent internal friction (TDIF) at elevated temperature are detected by a dynamic
mechanical analyzer (DMA). The results indicate that the subsequent cold rolling
can significantly improve the damping capacity of the alloy. The as-CRed alloy
exhibits higher strength and better damping capacity than the as-HSRRed alloy, with
the ultimate tensile strength (UTS) of 606 ± 6 MPa, the elongation to rupture of 11.6
± 0.6% and the Q-1 value of 0.019 at room temperature with the strain of 1 × 10 -3
and the frequency of 1 Hz. The room temperature damping of the as-CRed alloy is
mainly ascribed to the low stacking fault energy (SFE), the high dislocation density
and the finer broken second phase particles. Moreover, the as-CRed alloy also
presents excellent high temperature damping, with the maximum Q -1 value of 0.212
± 0.003 at 361 ℃ with the frequency of 1 Hz. The relatively high damping capacity
of the cold rolled sheet for a given frequency and temperature can be attributable to
the special microstructure characteristics including the high dislocation density, the
elongated lamellar grains with shear bands and the high fraction of LAGBs.
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1

Abstract.
The Al-51 at.% Zn alloy shows an eutectoid transformation and for this
concentration it is the seat of a total transformation of the eutectoid mixture.
The measurements we performed on this material, by isothermal mechanical
spectroscopy, were carried out over a very wide range of frequencies (10 -5- 50 Hz)
and the results obtained show that it presents different relaxation peaks as a function
of temperature between room temperature and 540K. During heating, two peaks P1
and P2 appear in this temperature range below the eutectoid transition temperature
(550K), which proves that they are characteristic of the transformation of the
eutectoid mixture α-β into a solid solution α at 550 K.
The two peaks P1 and P2 are thermally activated; P1 decreases and disappears with
increasing temperature while P2 appears and increases continuously up to the
eutectoid transition temperature.
In this study, we will show that our observations in Scanning Electron Microscopy
(SEM) have clearly highlighted the transformation mechanisms of this mixture and
have therefore allowed us to identify the origin of P1 and P2.
We will see that this evolution is linked to a transformation of the eutectoid mixture
from lamellar to globular. Indeed, the destruction of the lamellar structure leads to
the collapse of P1 in favor of the P2 peak whose origin is due to the development of
the globular structure.
[1] A. Riviere Solid State Phenomena -ISSN: 1662-9779, Vol. 184, pp 167-172
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Dislocation anelasticty in Al-Si/Ge alloys obtained by directed solidification
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Prospects of obtaining strength and high plastic hypereutectic Al-Si alloys by
solidification at increased rate in eutectic point offset to Si side in phase diagram of
this alloy was discussed in [1]. To understand elementary mechanisms determining
dependence of strength properties on Si content, comparative analysis of
concentration dependence of flow stress at constant dislocation deformation in
macro and micro scale is performed. Here Al-Si and Al-Ge alloys are considered.
They have eutectic phase diagram with limited solubility of components.
Concentration dependences of flow stress at micro plastic dislocation deformation
for these alloys were found by the internal friction method [1-3] at a frequency of
about 100 kHz. Young’s modulus defect (∆E/E) and internal friction (δ – logarithmic
decrement) at this frequency are determined mainly by dislocation oscillations.
Investigations of amplitude dependent Young’ modulus defect and internal friction
as well as flow stress σy at dislocation deformation about 10-8 as a function of Si or
Ge content (denoted as C) demonstrate an extremum in eutectic point. However, in
the case of Al-Si alloys the maximum of dependences of ∆E/E (C), δ(C) and
minimum of σy (C) in eutectic point was observed. In contrast, for Al-Ge alloys
minimum of ∆E/E (C), δ(C) and maximum of σ y (C) took place.
In the case of Al-Ge this effect on anelastic characteristics ∆E/E and δ is caused by
a large decrease in the fraction of a plastic α-Al solid solution due to an increase in
the same fraction of hard eutectic at the increase of germanium content up to the
eutectic point of 53 wt%. It induces the decrease in ∆E/E (C), δ(C) and increase in
σy (C) with increasing of Ge concentration up to the eutectic point.
With the increase of silicon content in Al-Si only up to 15wt%, corresponding to
offset eutectic point, anelastic characteristics depend mainly on plasticity of α-Al.
The elongation at the fracture of a sampleis about13%. It is much larger than 0.025%
in Al-Ge. Contribution of oscillation mobility of dislocations in subgrains on
anelastic characteristics ∆E/E and δ is crucial. But this contribution depends also on
the participation of Si atoms in α-Al solid solution and decreases with the increase
of Si concentration. It induces the increase in ∆E/E (C), δ(C) and the decrease in
σy(C) at increasing Si content to the eutectic point.
S.P. Nikanorov, L.I. Derkachenko, B.K. Kardashev, B.N. Korchunov, V.N. Osipov, V.V.
Shpeizman. Structural and physicomechanical properties of directionally crystallized aluminumsilicon alloys, Phys. Solid State, v.55, 6 , 1207-1213 (2013).
B.K. Kardashev, B.N. Korchunov, S.P. Nikanorov, V.N. Osipov, V.Y. Fedorov, Elasticity,
anelasticity, and microplasticity of directionally crystallized aluminum-germanium alloys, Phys.
Solid State, v.56, 7, 1363-1367 (2014).
S.P.Nikanorov, V.N. Osipov, L.I. Regel, Structural and Mechanical Properties of Directionally
Solidified Al-Si Alloys, J. Mater. Eng. Perform., 28, 12, 7302-7323 (2019).
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Abstract:
Interfaces created by strengthening an Al-4% wt. Cu alloy with SiC fibers change
significantly the behavior damping usually observed on this structural hardening
alloy.
Using the Isothermal Mechanical Spectroscopy technique (IMS), the present study
aims to identify the involved mechanism in this behavior change.
Experiments were performed between room and solidus temperatures on two
samples; an Al-4% wt. Cu matrix alloy and the same alloy reinforced with
20% SiC Whiskers. During heating, for each measurement temperature, experiment
started after a hold time long enough for a complete stabilization of the
microstructure. Indeed the samples reached stability such that their hardness does
not evolve and therefore the transient effects due for instance to  and 
precipitation were not observed.
The structural modification of the matrix alloy is the basis of the damping observed
its origin is provided by a non-thermally activated mechanism in the IMS spectra.
The internal friction peak maximum is about 0.2 Hz. This peak disappears
completely after annealing at solid solution temperature and successive slow
cooling; it gives way to a low frequency background. This peak has therefore been
linked to the θ precipitates, which gradually form on the grain boundaries of the 
phase. This phenomenon is not visible when whiskers strengthen this alloy. Indeed,
the matrix-reinforcement interface completely alters the isothermal internal friction
spectrum. It exhibits a relaxation peak, which the maximum moves in frequency
when tests are carried out at higher temperature; this behavior is characteristic of
thermally activated phenomena.
According to the model of Caillard [1], its origin is due to dislocation motion
segments within the dislocation network surrounding the Whiskers.
[1] Caillard, D., and Martin, J.L., “Microstructure of aluminum during creep at
intermediate temperatures—III. The rate controlling process” Acta Metallurgica, 31,
813. (1983).
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The AlSi10Mg alloy produced by casting (AC) and additive manufacturing (AM)
technology of laser powder bed fusion (L-PBF) has been investigated through
mechanical spectroscopy. In addition to the grain boundary peak PGB the Q-1 curves
of both materials exhibit two other relaxation peaks, P1 (H = 0.8 ± 0.05 eV; τ0 = 1011 ± 1
s) and P2 (H = 1.0 ± 0.05 eV; τ0 = 10-13 ± 1 s), depending on the interaction of
dislocations with solute elements (Si and Mg). Relaxation strengths of P1, P2 and
PGB of AM alloy are greater than those of the AC one owing to the finer structure of
Al cells and the higher amount of Si and Mg in supersaturated solid solution induced
by the rapid solidification typical of the L-PBF process. After successive MS test
runs relaxation strengths of P1 and P2 peaks in both the examined materials decrease
due to the precipitation of Si atoms and dislocation density recovery. Such decrease
is more pronounced in AM alloy where change of cell shape and increase of cell size
is observed. Dynamic modulus of AM alloy exhibits an anomalous trend in the first
test run that is no more present in successive runs. The irreversible process giving
rise to such anomalous behavior is the closure of pores of nanometric size.
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In this study, the recrystallization process in deformed high-purity aluminum was
investigated by using the internal friction (IF) and hardness measurement. In the
heating process, two IF peaks were detected when the heating rate is 2 °C/min: a
sharp peak (P1 peak) at ~139 °C and a wide peak (P2 peak) at ~278 °C (0.5 Hz). In
the subsequent cooling process, the P1 peak disappears while the P2 peak remains.
The P2 peak shifted towards higher temperatures with increasing frequency and can
be ascribed to grain boundary relaxation. For the P1 peak, however, its position did
not change with increasing frequency but shifted towards higher temperatures with
increasing heating rate in the range of 1–5 °C/min, and the corresponding modulus
varied abnormally in the temperature range of 115–160 °C. These facts indicated
that the P1 peak is a non-relaxational peak and can be ascribed to the recrystallization
process. The recrystallization activation energy deduced via the shift of peak
position with heating rate by using the Kissinger equation is 57± 3 kJ/mol, which is
as same as that deduced from the classical isothermal recrystallization process as
assessed by microhardness measurement. The classical isothermal recrystallization
temperature can be deduced from the peak temperature of P1 peak by simply
adjusting the heating rate. This provided a method to determine the recrystallization
temperature via internal friction measurement in a continuously heating process,
which needs only two or three samples.
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In this study, we will use the results obtained on single-crystal Cu-Al alloys to
accurately determine the two characteristics of Zener relaxation in dilute FCC solid
solution: the influence of the measuring temperature and the dependence of the
relaxation force Δ on the concentration c of the solute atoms. The Zener peak first
increases and then decreases as the measurement temperature increases as pointed
out by LeClaire-Lomer [1, 2]. This result is confirmed by the study carried out by
André Rivière and al on the copper-manganese rich alloy (Cu-60 at %, Mn) [3]. This
behavior can be explained respectively by the influence only of neighboring atoms
at lower temperatures (increased relaxation) and of more distant atoms at higher
temperatures (decreased relaxation).
For this purpose, we used different concentrations (3, 7, 9, 11, 14 and 19 at %, Al)
[4] of single-crystalline Cu-Al of the same orientation [111].
At lower temperatures, the Zener peak is a Debye peak and the relaxation force Δ is
directly proportional to c2 and at higher temperatures, the relaxation peaks are wider
and Δ is not proportional to either c2 or c2 (1- c2 ) as suggested by Welch and
LeClaire's theory.
[1] A.D. LeClaire, W.M Lomer, Relaxation effects in solid solutions arising from
changes in local order II - Theory of the relaxation strength, Acta Metallurgica 2(6)
(1954) 731-742.
[2] D.O. Welch, A.D. LeClaire, Theory of mechanical relaxation due to changes in
short-range order in alloys produced by stress (Zener relaxation), Philosophical
Magazine (16) (1967) 981-1008.
[3] S.A.E. Boyer, M. Gerland, A. Rivière, Thermally-activated anelastic relaxation
in a high-manganese Cu-Mn alloy studied by isothermal low-frequency internal
friction, Materials Science & Engineering A 685 (2016) 139-144.
[4] S. Belamri, A. Rivière, J. Woirgard, Isothermal internal friction study of the
Zener relaxation in Cu-Al single crystals, Materials Science Forum, (119-131)
(1993) 83-88.
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Titanium is a material of special interest because of the combination of low
density, high mechanical properties and high resistance to corrosion. -Metastable
titanium alloys are used in many domains and especially landing gear assembly of
aircraft [1]. This type of alloy typically is heat treated at 950°C for one hour (50°C
above the -transus) followed by quenching to have a homogeneous  structure. The
alloy can undergo different heat treatments after homogenisation depending on the
aimed microstructure. A typical heat treatment is a 3 hours dwell at 600°C to grow
a thin  microstructure in the  grain [2-3].
Mechanical spectroscopy in an interesting method to analyse the change in
microstructure, allowing dynamic measurement. A periodic stress is applied to the
sample and the shift between the signal and the response is related to the dissipated
energy. Changes in microstructure typically shows change in internal friction.
Samples of Ti5553 (-transus 850°C) produced by TIMET have been cut to 1x4x30
mm and homogenised at 1000°C for 2 hours under argon atmosphere. They were
then cold rolled to a thickness of 0.6 mm. The mechanical loss was measured in a
forced torsion pendulum at a frequency of 1 Hz. The samples were heated above
the -transus (927 °C) and cooled down at the rate of 1°C/min. This cycle was
repeated four times in total. We can see on figure 1 that two peaks are observed. The
first at 740 K (467°C) is attributed dislocation movement in the α phase probably
controlled by vanadium diffusion. This peak cannot be observed during the first
heating because the α phase is not present. There is a sharp peak at 1137 K (864°C)
that is attributed to recrystallisation. In fact, this peak only appears in samples that
have been cold-worked. The temperature of this peak is only 10 K above the βtransus. It is possible that the fine α microstructure that should appear during the
heating restrains the movement of dislocations. When the α phase dissolve, the
mobility of dislocations increases leading to a fast recrystallisation and a sharp
internal friction peak.
After the second cycle only a background seems to remain at high temperature. The
lowering level attained can be explained by some grain growth: the internal friction
decreases until it reaches saturation in cycle three and four.
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This research is promising as a way to control the recrystallization in Ti5553.

Figure 1: Internal friction spectra over four thermal cycles

[1] R.R. Boyer, R.D. Briggs, The use of β titanium alloys in the aerospace
industry, J. Mater. Eng. Perform. 14 (2005) 681–685.
[2]P.J.Arrazola,A.Garay,L.M.Iriarte,M.Armendia,S.Marya,F.LeMaitre,Machinabili
ty of titanium alloys (Ti6Al4V and Ti555.3), J. Mater. Process. Technol. 209
(2009) 2223–2230.
[3] J.C. Fanning, R.R. Boyer, Properties of TIMETAL 555-a new near-beta
titanium alloy, in: G. Luetjering, J. Albrecht (Eds.), Titanium 2003: Science and
Technology, IV, Wiley-VCH, Hamburg, Germany 2003, pp. 2643–2650.
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In this study, the effect of substitutional Ag on the stress-induced ordering of oxygen
in the Ti-15Zr-15Mo (wt%) alloy was investigated by dynamic mechanical analysis. The
Ti-15Zr-15Mo-xAg (x = 0, 1, and 3) samples were produced by argon arc melting,
submitted to a posterior homogenization heat treatment, hot rolling, and solution heat
treatment. The dynamic mechanical analysis was performed in the tensile mode, at a
maximum strain amplitude of 0.02%, between 425 and 725 K, at 1 K/min, and frequencies
from 10 up to 30 Hz. The results showed a broadened and asymmetric anelastic relaxation
peak around 450 and 725 K
in all samples, with step
decay in Young’s modulus
typical of stress-induced
ordering phenomena. The
peaks shifted towards high
temperature
with
the
increase of the frequency,
indicating a thermally
activated process. The peak
fitting stated the presence of
oxygen-type
processes,
produced by the interaction
of matrix (Ti-O) and
substitutional
(Zr-O)
Fig. 1. Qp-1 and Tp relationship of the peaks as a function
elements,
and
one
of the Ag quantity.
clustering (Ti-O-O). The
amount of Ag exhibited a significant effect on the Qp-1 and Tp relationship (Fig. 1) and in
the diffusional parameters D0 and τ0 of the metallic matrix, which could be related to the
changes in the bcc crystalline structure’s atomic bonding. Thus, the results show that the
interaction of interstitial oxygen in the Ti-15Zr-15Mo alloy can be tunable by the addition
of Ag, which could bring novel insights about industrial applications beyond the
biomedical area [1].

[1] J.E. Torrento, D.R.N. Correa, M.R. da Silva, C.R. Grandini, Journal of Alloys
and Compounds, (2021) 159641. (In Press).
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Twins in Mg are unstable due to their extremely low stacking fault energy, the twin
boundaries can easily shrink or grow even under extremely low stresses [1-2],
allowing for considerable amounts of external vibrational energy to be absorbed [3].
Therefore, it is very important to understand the effect of twins on damping
properties of Mg. In this study, the twins were introduced into pure Mg through by
pre-deformation, the strain amplitude dependent damping in pre-strained pure
magnesium is investigated by using cyclic vibration. The strain amplitude dependent
damping curve exhibits a hysteretic loop as the strain amplitude was cycled. At the
high strain amplitude regime, damping value is obviously greater when the strain
amplitude increases than the damping value when strain amplitude decreases. For
the low strain amplitude regime, the opposite trend is observed. The intersection
points at which the damping behavior transitions between those two regimes occurs
at a certain strain amplitude, denoted as 𝜀𝑡 , where its value increases
commensurately with increasing pre-strain, as seen in Fig. 1.
(a)
(b)

𝜺𝒕

Fig. 1. Strain amplitude-damping curve of pre-strained pure Mg during cyclic vibration; (b) The
value of 𝜀𝑡 of the pure Mg at difference pre-strain degree

This hysteretic loop phenomenon is attributed to the difference in mechanical energy
consumed by the motion of twin boundaries during the cyclic vibration, as seen in
Fig. 2.
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(a)

(b)
Twin boundary
occur motion

Twin boundary
not motion

(c)
Greater stress
Growth

Shrinkage
Lesser stress
Low strain
amplitude

High strain
amplitude

Fig. 2 Schematic diagram of strain amplitude-damping curve during cyclic vibration:
(a) specimen without twins; (b) specimen with twins; (c) motion of twins during cyclic vibration

The hysteretic loop indicates that there already exists twin damping. Therefore, the
strain amplitude value of the intersection may be used as a referable parameter to
detect the twin damping.
[1] Y. Li, Y. Cui, H. Bian, S. Sun, N. Tang, Y. Chen, B. Liu, Y. Koizumi, A Chiba,
Sci. Technol. Adv. Mat., 15(3) (2014) 035003.
[2] M. R. Barnett, Z. Keshavarz, A. G. Beer, D. Atwell, Acta. Mater., 52(17) (2004)
5093-5103.
[3] H. Watanabe, Y. Sasakura, N. Ikeo, T. Mukai, J. Alloy. Compd., 626(25) (2015)
60-64.
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Due to a large number of defects (macro pores and micro defects) in porous
materials, when the external load is applied, the strain lags behind the stress and
consumes energy [1-3]. therefore, porous magnesium has better damping properties
than bulk magnesium alloy. In this article, the porous Mg97Zn1Y2 composite
material was prepared by melt foaming method. The strain amplitude dependent
damping curves of porous Mg97Zn1Y2 composite material is shown in Fig. 1(a).
When the strain amplitude is small, the damping value of porous Mg97Zn1Y2
composite material is obviously better than that of Mg97Zn1Y2 alloy, and the
damping properties is improved with the increase of porosity.
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Fig.1 (a): Damping-strain amplitude curve of porous/Mg97Zn1Y2 composite; (b): Damping value of
porous/Mg97Zn1Y2 material when the strain amplitude is 4×10-4

The compressive strength of the composites decreases with the increase of porosity.
The compressive stress-strain curve is shown in Fig. 2. During the compression
process, because of the stress concentration, the internal defects of composites will
initiate cracks. With the increase and expansion of cracks, the pores edge, pores wall
will occur bending, tearing and fracture and other irreversible plastic deformation,
and so on, the pores layer by layer collapse, gradually compacted.
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Fig. 2 Compression stress-strain of porous/Mg97Zn1Y2

[1] Q.Y. Li, G.F. Jiang, J. Alloy. Compd., 680 (2016) 522-530.
[2] G. L. Hao, F. S. Han, J. Wu, X. F. Wang, POWDER METALL., 50(2) (2007)
127-131.
[3] P. Sivashankari, A. Krishnamoorthy, IJRTE, 8(3) (2019) 758-763
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Ni-Fe-Ga alloys belong to a family of functional ferromagnetic shape memory
alloys. Thermal treatment along with composition changes are the simplest means
of controlling the functional properties of Ni-Fe-Ga alloys. Changes in the degree of
atomic order and precipitation of the γ phase are usually considered as factors
determining their properties, while the role of point defects, in particular, quenchedin vacancies, is either ignored or analyzed in terms of their impact on the ordering
process. However, point defects are among the main factors affecting the mobility
of linear and planar defects and thereby the functional properties of alloys. Recently,
we have found that quenching of Ni55Fe18Ga27 single crystals into the martensitic
phase leads to a hyperstabilization of the martensitic phase. This phenomenon has
been explained by sweeping of quenched-in point defects by moving interphase
boundaries during the reverse martensitic transformation [1]. Positron annihilation
experiments show that thermal treatment strongly affects the concentration of
vacancies in the Ni-Fe-Ga system. Quenching from high temperatures results in a
vacancy concentration reaching 2500 ppm [2].
In this work we study elastic (effective Young´s modulus) and anelastic (linear and
non-linear internal friction, Young's modulus defect, anelastic strain) properties of a
Ni55Fe18Ga27 alloy, subjected to different heat treatments. Experiments are
performed over wide ranges of temperatures (between 12 and 370 K) and strain
amplitudes (from 10-7 to 10-4) by means of resonant piezoelectric composite
oscillator technique operating at frequencies around 100 kHz. Rectangular barshaped samples were cut along [100] A direction from Ni55Fe18Ga27 single crystals.
The annealing of samples for 20 min. at 970 K was followed by three different
treatments: 1) slow cooling in the air; 2) direct quenching into water at room
temperature (into the martensite); 3) step-quenching (quenching into oil at 390 K
followed by immediate quenching into room-temperature water). The air-cooled
samples showed the direct and reverse martensitic transformations close to 330 and
340 K, respectively, and the Curie temperature T c = 290 K. The samples directly
quenched into water were in a hyperstabilized state: upon heating, a small fraction
of martensite exhibited the reverse transformation near 400 K, while the remaining
main fraction of the martensite required a strong overheating up to a temperature of
about 580 K to retransform [1]. After quenching, the magnetic ordering becomes
smeared and shifts to Tc ≈ 270 K. The martensitic phase of the alloy, as analyzed by
TEM, presents at room temperature a mixture of 7-layered (14M) and nonmodulated (2M) structures.
It has been shown that elastic and anelastic properties of the Ni-Fe-Ga alloy depend
crucially on the thermal treatment because of the strong pinning of twin boundaries
by quenched-in point defects. The strain amplitude dependence of the internal
friction, Young's modulus defect and amplitude of reversible anelastic strain
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demonstrates stages that are attributed to the motion of twin boundaries inside
extended atmospheres of point defects, breaking of the twin boundaries through the
atmospheres and their oscillations outside the atmospheres [3]. It is concluded that
vacancies form atmospheres near twin boundaries, with the density (but not their
extension) that strongly depends on the concentration of vacancies. Two stages are
revealed in the temperature dependences of the elastic and anelastic properties of the
alloy that can be associated with pinning/depinning of twin boundaries by/from
different types of point defects, most likely vacancies and divacancies. Experimental
data evidence that point defect diffusion is defect-assisted, proceeding largely within
lattice regions adjacent to twin boundaries over the entire temperature range under
study. Studying the effect of temperature on the amplitude dependence of anelastic
properties of the alloy enables us to follow the evolution of the point defect
distribution in atmospheres around twin boundaries.
[1] S. Kustov, R. Santamarta, E. Cesari, K. Sapozhnikov, V. Nikolaev, V. Fedorov,
V. Krymov, J. Van Humbeeck, Solid State Phenom., 184 (2012) 355-360.
[2] I. Unzueta, D. Alonso de R-Lorente, E. Cesari, V. Sánchez-Alarcos, V. Recarte,
J.I. Pérez-Landazábal, J.A. García, F. Plazaola, Phys. Rev. Lett., 122 (2019) 165701
(1-7).
[3] K.V. Sapozhnikov, V.I. Nikolaev, V.M. Krymov, S.B. Kustov, Tech. Phys. Lett.,
45 (2019) 288-291.
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3D printing of polymers has been used in aerospace industries to create complicated
lightweight structures, in medical areas to print tissues and organs [1], and in a
variety of other sectors to meet the increasing need for weight-saving engineering
solutions.However, pure polymer products which are built by 3D printing lack
strength and functionality. Therefore, 3D printing of polymer composites solves
these problems by combining the matrix and reinforcements i.e., composite structure
by improving the mechanical properties.Alsovarious researchers have used matrix
system either epoxy resin or vinyl ester resin as listed in Table 1. Despite its wide
usage, resins have few drawbacks like microleakage and high curing time which
could be eliminated by 3D printing.
Table 1: Summary of previous work on embedding SMA wires directly into matrix

Applications Matrix System

Reinforcement

SMA Type

Structures,
Epoxy resin
automotive
and
aerospace [2]

Carbon/epoxy
Nitinol
wires
laminate
and (0.5mm dia)
SMA/epoxy
laminate

High
ER3 epoxy resin
damping
control
structures [3]

Ti–Ni
shortfibres

alloy Ti–Ni
alloy
shortfibres (0.2mm
dia) and SMA
particles (0.425 mm
dia)

In this work, we have focused on using 3D printed polymer matrix system. To
enhance the property, shape memory alloys (SMAs) are introduced in the structure
as a reinforcement. Shape memory alloys are a class of smart materials that can
recover deformation when heated above a critical temperature. SMAs exhibit two
main characteristics i.e., shape memory effect (SME) and superelasticity (SE) [4].
SMAs are available in a variety of shapes, including wires, springs, sheets, and tubes.
The SMA wires can be embedded in the composites for a variety of reasons, such
asenhancing mechanical properties, shape morphing of structures and for use as
actuators. Damping is one such mechanical property which can enhanced by
reinforcing SMA wires.In this research work, the samples were fabricated using 3D
printing of PLA and PETG with SMA wires embedded in two different forms i.e.,
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continuous and in discontinuous. The samples were then examined under a dynamic
mechanical analyzer to study the damping (internal friction) behavior of the smart
composites. It has been found that the incorporation of SMA wires into the matrix
had a significant influence on the dynamic mechanical properties. Also, the
continuous form samples had the higher value of tan δ i.e., it had good damping
properties in comparison to short fibre reinforced composites.
References
[1] N.B. Morgan, Medical shape memory alloy applications - The market and its
products, Mater. Sci. Eng. A, 378 (2004) 16-23.
[2] G. Sharifishourabi, R. Alebrahim, S. Sharifi, A. Ayob, Z. Vrcelj,M.Y. Yahya,
Mechanical properties of potentially-smart carbon/epoxy composites with
asymmetrically embedded shape memory wires,Mater. Des., 59 (2014) 486-493.
[3] S.M. Daghash, O.E. Ozbulut, Characterization of superelastic shape memory
alloy fiber-reinforced polymer composites under tensile cyclic loading, Mater. Des.,
111 (2016) 504-512.
[4] C.M. Wayman, Shape Memory Alloys, MRS. Bull., 18 (1993) 49-56.
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Shape memory alloys (SMAs) are metallic materials that recover their
original shape after being subjected to temperature or stress cycling [1, 2]. Although
NiTi is widely commercialized, it is seen as a costly alternative. Therefore, cost
effective and easy-to-process alloys such as Cu-based and Fe-based alloys are being
explored nowadays [3]. Fe-based alloys have serious processing difficulties and
have texture dependent properties. Therefore, Cu-based shape memory alloys are
seen as potential alternatives. In this present study, CuAlFe, Cu 70.1 at%, Al 24.1
at%, Fe 5.8%, along with quaternary additions of Mn and Ni, CuAlFeNi, Cu 72.35
at%, Al 21.8 at%, Fe 5.2 at%, Ni 0.65 at%, CuAlFeMn, Cu 73.8 at%, Al 20.2 at%,
Fe 4.9 at%, Mn 1.1 at% were manufactured by induction melting process, hot rolled
and then homogenized. The microstructural and phase analysis were performed
using field emission scanning electron microscopy and X-ray diffraction,
respectively. Transformation temperatures were evaluated using Differential
Scanning Calorimetry. Dynamic Mechanical Analysis (DMA) was performed to
find out the Internal Friction (IF) and vibrational analysis was performed to find out
viscous damping ratio (𝛇) in order to characterize the damping capabilities of the
newly developed alloys and the results were compared and analyzed. The peak
martensite and austenite temperatures and transformation temperatures As, Af, Ms,
Mf of the quaternary alloys decrease considerably in comparison to the ternary
CuAlFe alloy. The maximum tan 𝜹 = 0.0712 and maximum 𝛇 = 0.0931 was obtained
for ternary CuAlFe.
[1] T.N. Raju and V. Sampath, J. Mater. Engg. Perfor. 20 (2011) 767–770.
[2] J.A. Bezjak, Int. J.Innovative Res. Sci. Eng. Technol. 2 (2) (2013) 485–492.
[3] Kenneth Kanayo Alaneme, Eloho Anita Okotete, Engg. Sci. Tech. Int J. 19
(2016) 1582-1592.
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Abstract
Mn-Cu alloys are employed to reduce vibration and noise through their damping
mechanism in the alloys. However, it is found their high damping capacity sharply
attenuates after the alloys have been placed at room temperature for a long period.
In this paper, the crystallization morphology of the Mn-Cu-Al based alloys at as-cast
state was observed using EBSD. Their phase structures were analyzed by using
XRD. Their martensite starting transformation temperature (Ms) and damping
capacity were measured by using an inverted torsion pendulum device. The results
show that the damping attenuation at room temperature is attributed to the instability
of phase structures with the longer storage time. This lowers the volume percentage
of FCT phases in the alloys. Moreover, a minimum addition of Sn can prohibit the
sharp drop of Ms point, evidently suppressing the damping attenuation at room
temperature. However, as the Sn content reaches 3 wt.%, Cu4MnSn phases
precipitate and thus lower the damping capacity. This research will be helpful for us
to understand the damping attenuation mechanism and how to deal with the problem
for the Mn-Cu alloys.

Fig. 1. Phase features of the as-cast 1Sn alloy. a) inverse pole figure (IPF), b) phases distribution
map.
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Fig. 2. Effect of aging time on internal friction of as-cast alloys at room temperature. a) the 0Sn
alloy, b) the 1Sn alloy, c) the 2Sn alloy, d) the 3Sn alloy.
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The development of intermetallic titanium aluminides has been driven by the
aeronautic and aerospace industries because of the excellent mechanical properties
and low density of γ-TiAl based alloys. Up to now, several generations of γ-TiAl
based alloys were developed with increasing complexity of the alloy systems. Nb is
one of the most important alloying elements in γ-TiAl alloys and although it is
considered as a slow diffuser, its influence has not been fully quantified yet. In this
work we demonstrate, through mechanical spectroscopy measurements conducted
on several γ-TiAl based alloys with different Nb content, that Nb impedes the
diffusion of Ti atoms in the α2-Ti3Al phase. Internal friction measurements show a
relaxation peak P(α2), which is associated with short distance diffusion of Ti atoms
in the α2 phase, involving stress-induced rotation of dipoles Al-VTi-Al, whose
activation energy is dependent on the Nb content. The increase of the activation
energy is quantified as ΔEa(Ti)= 0.037 eV × at% Nb, being attributed to the nextneighbor interaction of Nb atoms with the local configuration of Ti-VTi. This
mechanism also produces a further broadening of the relaxation peak, which is
attributed to the near-next-neighbor interactions for high Nb contents. Finally, an
atomic model for the mechanism responsible for this relaxation is proposed allowing
to explain the observed experimental behavior.
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In this study, twins were introduced into pure Mg by pre-deformation, the strain
amplitude dependent damping in pre-strained pure magnesium was investigated
using cyclic vibration. The strain amplitude dependent damping curve exhibited a
hysteretic loop as the strain amplitude was cycled. The damping value was greater
during the high strain amplitude regime when the strain amplitude increased than
when strain amplitude decreased. For the low strain amplitude regime, the opposite
trend was observed. The results point to the damping behavior transitions between
the two regimes occurring at a specific strain amplitude, increasing commensurately
with increased pre-strain. This hysteretic loop phenomenon is attributed to the
difference in mechanical energy consumed by the motion of the twin boundaries
during cyclic vibration. The hysteretic loop indicates that twin dampening already
exists. Therefore, the strain amplitude value of the intersection may be used as a
reference parameter to detect twin damping.
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Wood is an important part of the forest ecosystem and is also a versatile raw
material with enormous potential for use, ranging from building materials and
materials to energy sources. The material wood is sustainable, resource- and energyefficient and recyclable. Due to the low bulk density of between 0.5 and 0.8 g/cm3,
it is suitable as a lightweight material in the transport sector, in which weight
reduction is a key factor against the background of energy savings and the associated
reduction in CO2 emissions. In the transport sector, the further development of
electromobility is a future-oriented topic in which the use of sustainable raw
materials is of great technical interest because it supports the “green character” of
the electromobility. For this reason, additional measurements of the mechanical and
acoustic behavior of wood are substantial.
Only recently, people have become aware of the acoustic properties of wood,
even though these have been part of the wealth of experience for centuries,
particularly in the construction of musical instruments. The selection of materials
for making musical instruments is essentially determined by the following
parameters: the material-specific speed of sound, the wave resistance, the sound
radiation coefficient and the dissipated vibration energy (material damping).
Fig. 1 shows the Young’s modulus plotted against the damping (in terms of the loss
coefficient 𝜂). The combination of the Young’s modulus and the damping value is
very individual because it depends on the musical instrument to be built or its
component.
Since the parameters time, temperature and moisture content influence the
mechanical properties of wood, it is considered to be viscoelastic. For instruments
with a resonance body (e.g. piano, harpsichord, viola, cello, double bass, cymbal,
harp, zither and certain organ pipes), spruce is the first choice of wood.
Wood is a material which, due to its molecular structure and its relatively high
modulus of elasticity, can be regarded as a low-damping material. This characteristic
is well known to musical instrument makers. However, the moisture content of the
wood can significantly alter its sound quality and, thus, its damping behaviour.
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Fig. 1

A material property chart for woods, plotting Young’s modulus
against the loss coefficient, 𝜂, with 𝜂 = tan 𝛿; (CFRP: Carbon Fibre
Reinforced Plastics); taken from Wegst [1].

In order to study that moisture influence, the individual drying behaviour of
nearly 130 years old spruce and new spruce wood was investigated by transmitted
light microscopy. Moreover, measurements on the release of moisture using a
moisture meter as well as frequency-, time- and strain-dependent damping
measurements were performed. The material damping of new spruce wood was
found to be generally higher than that of old spruce wood. Furthermore, the results
showed that the damping of new wood is less sensitive to moisture content changes,
which corresponds to a stable tone colour. These properties may be an important
criterion for mass-produced musical instruments. However, based on its generally
lower damping, old or well-stored wood has the advantage of being used in highquality instruments designed for music experts who attach importance to the
optimisation of the sound quality which is significantly determined by the
fundamental tone and corresponding partial tones.
[1]

U.G.K. Wegst, Am. J. Bot., 93 (10) (2006) 1439-1448.
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A large number of works [1,2, etc.] have been devoted to the study of the
sound waves transmission through thin plates (including composite ones). In most
of them, to describe the mechanics of plate deformation the simplest relations of
plate theory are used. As a rule these theories are based on the introduction of a
number of well-known simplifying hypotheses and the assumption that only
tangential components of the stress tensor are mainly formed when a sound wave
propagates through it. In order to further develop the previously obtained results [3],
in this paper a discrete layered model of multilayer plate deformation [3] will be
used to formulate the problem of sound wave transmission through a composite
plate. This model allows us to obtain solutions that are practically close to a solution
based on equations of the three-dimensional theory of elasticity.
Let us consider a plate of infinite dimensions the midplanes of which is
assigned to the orthogonal Cartesian coordinates. We assume that the plate rests on
a system of rigid ribs located in tangential directions with pitches a and b
respectively and consists of M  N  1 layers having thicknesses h k  ( k  1, M is
the number of the layer). Within the thickness of each layer (  hk  2  hk  2 ) for
the displacement components Uik  , U3k   i  1,2 approximations
 k 1
 k 1
zk   k 1  k 
zk   k 1
k
 k  ui
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w
 w 
2
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2
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are accepted.
Let us assume that the plate is a partition separating two adjacent spaces V1
and V2 . In addition to this, at the distances z  l1 and z  l2 from the plate, two
absolutely stiff barriers of infinite dimensions in the directions of the x and y axes
are located. One of them performs harmonic vibrations with the angular frequency
 and the amplitude U  in the direction of the z axis, and the other is fixed and
has a low-stiffness deformable coating in the form of a transversely soft layer of
thickness hc . We will assume that the z  l2  hc boundary plane of the coating is
fixed and that, due to the deformation of the z  l2 boundary plane, points on it
undergo the determinable displacements U  U  x, y,  , V  V  x, y,  ,

W  W  x, y,  . To determine the pressures p1 applied to the boundary plane of the
first layer of the plate and the pressure p 2 applied to the boundary plane of the Nth
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layer of the plate, classical wave equations based on the model of an ideal
compressible fluid have been used [4].
The solutions of equations of plate motion, as well as the wave equations and
equations of coating motion [4] in this case should satisfy the kinematic coupling
conditions
,
w(1)  v1z , w( N )  vz2 , W  vz2
, U *  v1z
z 0

z 0

z l2

z  l1

where w , w
are deflections of the boundary planes of the first and  N  1 th
layers, respectively.
The process of dynamic deformation of a plate has been described by the
equations of multilayer plat theory obtained in [3] with additional accounting of
transverse shear and transverse compression in each layer. The internal friction in
the material of each layer of the plate is taken into account according to the KelvinVoigt hysteresis model; then, the physical relations for the stresses
k
k 
k 
k 
are taken in the following
 
,  
;    ;   1,3;   1,3 and strains    ,  
(1)

(N )

form (  and  are the logarithmic decrements of vibrations for the axial and
shear strains;  is the time)
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Displacements components u1  , u2  , w  of the points of the front planes of
the first and last layers, as well as the points of interfaces of the plate layers are taken
as unknowns. Based on the expansion of unknowns in two tangential directions in
trigonometric series, we obtained an exact analytical solution of the problem of
multilayer plate forced vibrations when a monoharmonic sound wave propagates
through it. The sound insulation properties and parameters of the stress-strain state
of a plate made compound multilayer material have been studied.
This research was supported by a grant from the Russian Science Foundation
(project № 19-19-00058).
k

k

k

[1] P. Jeyaraj, N. Ganesan, C. Padmanabhan, J. Sound Vib., 320(1) (2009) 322-338.
[2] X. Li, K. Yu, J. Han, H. Song, R. Zhao, Int. J. Mech., 119 (2016) 370-382.
[3] V.N. Paimushin, R.K. Gazizullin, Mech. Compos. Mater., 53(3) (2017) 283-304.
[4] R.K. Gazizullin, V.N. Paimushin, J. Appl. Math. Mech. 80(5) (2016) 421-432.
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An advanced version of bending vibration surface damping for thin-walled
structures is proposed in [1]. This method suggests the use of an integral layer
damping coating which consists of two viscoelastic layers with a thin reinforcing
layer of high modulus material between them. To model a long plate with an integral
layer damping coating, a four-layer finite element was developed. In this element
the plate operates in accord of the Kirchhoff – Love hypotheses; the damping layers
are in a plane stress state; the reinforcing layer undergo a tension-compression. The
free vibration equation of a finite element model of a plate with an integral layer
damping coating can be written down taking into account the hypothesis of complex
internal friction in the following form
Mr*  K *r *  0 ,
where M is the mass matrix, K*=K+iC – complex stiffness matrix, consisting of
stiffness matrix K and damping matrix C, r* – vector of complex nodal

displacements. Using substitution r *  F *e i t , we come to a system of
homogeneous equations
(K *  * M )F   0 ,
(1)
Complex modes F j* of free vibrations and corresponding complex
frequencies  *j   *j  j  ij can be found from these equations. The damping
properties of the plate under F j* mode vibrations are determined by the logarithmic
decrement of vibration
 j  2j j . (2)
If the elastic moduli of the plate layer material [2] depend on the frequency,
then the matrix K* should be formed depending on the values of these moduli
obtained at the frequency  j . Therefore, the solution of system (1) must be iterated.
For this purpose, the following algorithm has been developed. A cycle is organized
for j=1, 2, …, n. For each j the following iterative procedure is performed: 1) the
real frequency  j( k 1) is set (here k‒1 is the iteration number); 2) a matrix K* is
formed with elastic moduli at a frequency  j( k 1) and problem (1) is being solved;
3) the real part of complex frequencies  j is selected at the current value of j from
the obtained complex frequencies  *j j=1, 2, …, n, which becomes the frequency
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 j(k ) at the next iteration. Iterations continue until the specified accuracy in

determining the frequency  j is achieved.
The 15 lower complex modes F j* and complex cyclic frequencies f j* of free
vibrations of a simply supported long plate with integral layer damping coating were
determined. The plate is made of aluminum alloy D16AT. Damping layers are made
of technical rubber. The material of the reinforcing layer is ELUR-P carbon fiber
reinforced plastic. The frequency dependences of the elastic moduli of both the plate
material and the damping layers material were taken into account. The real parts of
the frequencies f j* found during iterations turned out to be very close to the natural
frequencies fj of the undamped plate. In fig. 1 dots show the logarithmic decrement
of vibration  of the plates depending on the natural frequency f found using relation
(2). For comparison, crosses show the values of  at the same frequencies calculated
by the relative energy dissipation at resonance. The results obtained by two different
methods are in fairly good agreement with each other. The increase in  values in
both cases starting from f 2500 Hz and further can be explained by the influence of
the transverse compression energy in the damping layers at high vibration
frequencies on the dissipation.

Fig. 1. Logarithmic decrement of vibration  of the plates versus the natural frequency f.

This research was supported by a grant from the Russian Science Foundation
(project № 19-19-00058).
[1] V.N. Paimushin, V.A. Firsov, V.M. Shishkin, Russ. Aeronaut., 62(4) (2019) 564570.
[2] V.N. Paimushin, V.A. Firsov, I. Gyunal, V.M. Shishkin, Mech. Compos. Mater.,
52(4) (2016) 435-454.
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Polymer nanocomposites have received much attention, as they possess
remarkable improvement in the physical and chemical properties compared to pure
polymers. Understanding the segmental dynamics of polymer nanocomposites is of
critical importance since it is essential to optimize and obtain the desired
performance of materials. On the other hand, in the glass to rubber transition zone
of polymers, besides the local  relaxation, there are longer-scale segmental 
relaxation modes called sub-Rouse modes and Rouse modes also contributing to the
softening dispersion. In this work, the interfacial interaction and the  and 
segmental relaxation dynamics of PVAc/SiO2 nanocomposites with different
compositions were investigated by Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR)
and mechanical spectroscopy. With modification on the surface of SiO 2, the particles
show strong interaction with polymer chains, and have good dispersion in the PVAc
matrix. With the increase of nanoparticle content, both  and  relaxation of
PVAc/SiO2 blends shift to high temperatures, while the peak height decreases. Both
the relaxation times and activation energies involved in the  and  processes
increase with increasing SiO2 content. Without modification on the particle surface,
the particles tend to self-agglomerate and disperse unevenly in the polymer matrix,
leading to the concentration heterogeneity of polymer chains. And the  and 
relaxations of polymer nanocomposites show a complex dynamic behavior. This
work has great significance on understanding the effect of interface behavior on the
relaxation dynamics of polymer nanocomposites.

Fig. 1. Variation of the peak temperature deviations and peak height of polymer nanocomposites
as a function of SiO2 content for α and α' relaxations at the fixed frequency 0.1 Hz, where (a)
nanoparticles with surface modification and (b) without modification.
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Conducting polymers have wide technological applications in sensors,
actuators, electric and optical devices, solar cells etc. To improve their operational
performance, mechanical, thermal, electrical, optical properties, such polymers are
doped with carbon allotrope nanofillers such as graphene and nanographite particles,
fullerenes, single-wall and multi-wall carbon nanotubes and so on [1].
Our report is devoted to analysis and characterization of structure, elastic, electric
properties and of novel polymer nanocomposites, isotactic polypropylene (iPP) with
high crystallinity filled with flat thin layered nanographite and graphene
nanoparticles at different concentrations and sizes.
Dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA) for the iPP-graphene systems [2]
revealed variations of the storage (E’) and loss (tgδ) modulii with increasing of
contents of graphene nanoparticles and temperature. In the temperature range
between glass transition and degradation temperature defines the choice of optimal
nanofiller concentrations, when the Young modulus and tensile strength increase (by
50 and 25% respectively). Three relaxation processes (α, β, γ) at the E’ and tgδ
curves are possible for such composites (β relaxation is associated with generalized
motion in the amorphous regions during the glass transition, γ address to the mobility
of crystallites).
Similar data on DMA and other structural methods [3] for different ordered
carbon allotrope structures, including graphene nanoplates, in the syndiotactic PP
matrix in the temperature range from -60 to 160°C shown temperature decreasing of
E’, temperature and concentration dependent peaks of mechanical and dielectric
losses, as well as for graphene nanifillers (by 2.6wt%) in the iPP matrix [4,5].
Small-angle neutron scattering (SANS) [6] allows us to confirm changes in
measured mechanical properties by the fact that nanographite and graphene
nanoparticles in the iPP matrix form new aggregates, which possess fractal
dimensionality. Such intrinsic morphology of material is caused by deformation of
nanofillers, i.e. by structural defects in nanographite and graphene nanoparticles.
For explanation changes in the Young modulus, plastic, elastic, electric properties
and other features of these composites, we apply theoretical modeling describing
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gauge defect structures [7,8] with the tight–binding Hamiltonian [8,9]. We involve
the concept of Cosserat elasticity with the gauge orientation field [10] and study
topological defects disclinations and dislocations, point defects and grain boundaries
[7,11,12] in the nanographite and graphene nanoparticles affected morphology and
mesomorphism of the iPP nanocomposites. In terms of Cosserat elasticity, we
propose numerical modeling, which contributes to estimation and prediction of
mechanical behavior of novel nanocomposites in the wide range of nanofiller
concentrations and temperatures for required technical realizations.
[1] L.-J. Dai, C.-L. Fu, Y.-L. Zhu, Z.-Y. Sun, J. Chem. Phys.150, (2019) 184903-1184903-11.
[2]M.A. Milani, D. González, R. Quijada, N.R.S. Basso, M.L. Cerrada, D.S.
Azambuja, G.B. Gallan, Composites Science and Technology. 84 (2013) 1-7.
[3] S.V. Polschikov, P.M. Nedorezova, O.M. Komkova, A.N. Klyamkina, A.N.
Shchegolikhin, V.G. Krasheninnikov, A.M. Aladyshev, V.G. Shevchenko,V.E.
Muradyan, Nanotech. in Russia, 9(3-4)(2014) 175-183.
[4] S.V. Polschikov, P.M. Nedorezova, A.N. Klyamkina, V.G. Krasheninnikov,
A.M. Aladyshev, A.N. Shchegolikhin, V.G. Shevchenko,E.A. Sinevich, V.E.
Muradyan, Nanotech. in Russia, 8(1-2)(2013) 69-80.
[5] S.V. Polschikov, P.M. Nedorezova, A.N. Klyamkina, A.A. Kovalchuk, A. M.
Aladyshev, A. N. Shchegolikhin, V.G. Shevchenko, V.E. Muradyan, J. Appl. Polym.
Sci., (2012) 1-8. DOI: 10.1002/APP.37837.
[6] L.V. Elnikova, A.N. Ozerin, V.G. Shevchenko, P.M. Nedorezova, A.T.
Ponomarenko, V.V. Skoi, A.I. Kuklin, Fullerenes, Nanotubes and Carbon
Nanostructures, 29(10) (2021) 783-792.
[7] E.A. Kochetov, V.A. Osipov, P. Pincak, J. Phys.: Condens. Matt., 22 (2010)
395502-1-395502-11.
[8] M.A.H. Vozmediano, M.I. Katsnelson, F. Guinea, Phys. Rep., 496 (2010) 109148.
[9] I.V. Fal’kovsky, M.A. Zubkov, Symmetry, 12 (2020) 317-1-317-29.
[10] J. Li, C.S. Ha, R.S. Lakes, Phys. Status Solidi B, (2019) 1900140-1-19001406.
[11] O.V. Yazyev, S.G. Louie, Phys. Rev., B 81(2010) 195420-1-195420-7.
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Membrane gas separation is one of the most actively developing areas of
science and technology in recent years. In hydrogen production, palladium-based
membranes are conventionally employed in spite of their serious disadvantages.
Besides the high cost, these materials are subjected to hydrogen embrittlement and
coking that significantly limits their life cycle. The above alloys can be replaced by
palladium-free hydride-forming intermetallic compounds (IMCs), but new solutions
are needed to adjust them to membrane separation processes.
In the present work, the composite membranes based on polyethylene and
IMC LaNi5 were prepared through mechanical activation processing with
subsequent compression [1]. The physical features of the produced composites were
investigated before and after the hydrogenation process, including dynamical
mechanical analysis (DMA) experiments.
The obtained experimental results showed that the integration of the metal
hydride filler it the polymer matrix leads to an increase of the elasticity modulus and
slightly the material strength.
The authors gratefully acknowledge the financial supportof the Russian Science
Foundation, project no. 19-13-00207 and the Austrian Science Fund (FWF) under
projects grant I3937-N36, and grant P 28672 – N36.
[1] D.V. Strugova, et al., Int. J. Hydrogen Energy, 43 (2018) 12146-12152.
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The behavior of the damping response as a function of temperature, frequency
and strain, is studied in samples taken from a “Weltklang” Tenor saxophone,
manufactured in 1969 in German Democratic Republic and used until 2018. The
saxophone is constructed in brass and covered by a silver layer. According to X-ray
fluorescence (XRF) studies the composition of the brass is 67wt% Cu-37wt% Zn.
Samples were taken from the column, the bow and the bell of the saxophone. Each
kind of sample was studied in the as-received state and after removing the Ag cover.
Figure 1 shows the behavior of damping and square frequency as a function of the
temperature measured during the warming and its subsequent cooling down - one
thermal cycle - for samples taken from the bell in the as-received state and after
removing the Ag cover. The solvent grain boundary peak (SP) for the copper and
the solute grain boundary peak (STP) of the zinc were recorded at around 530 K and
750 K, respectively [1,2]. In samples without Ag cover a hysteresis for STP between
the warming and cooling runs for the first thermal cycle can be observed. It can be
explained by considering that above 773 K, the Cu - 50% Zn alloy transforms to a
disordered beta phase (bcc) [3]. Then, the mobility of dislocations increases which
allows the recovery of the internal stresses; leading to a decrease in the peaktemperature of STP during the cooling. Indeed, the recovery of the whole
dislocations involves also the recovery of the dislocations lying at the grain
boundaries. In addition, as the cooling at the pendulum is made with a slow rate, the
ordered beta prime phase develops during the cooling, from around 750 K [3],
leading to the increase in the dynamic modulus during the cooling.
In the present work, the behaviour of the peak temperature and peak height for the
SP and STP during different thermal cycles performed up to different temperatures
are discussed considering the mobility of dislocations at the grain boundaries and
the phase transitions accordingly to the phase diagram system for the Cu-Zn system
[3].
The damping behavior for a sample in the as-received state, after the warming
up to 1000 K, exhibits a decrease in the peak temperature of STP, but also a decrease
in its height. Besides, the peak height for the SP is also decreased during the cooling.
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These changes in the damping spectra could be controlled by the appearance of CuAg precipitates at the Ag rich interface. These precipitates can block the movement
of the grain boundaries. Moreover, the contribution of melting processes at the
interfaces from Zn-Ag and Cu-Ag could be also occurring.
In both thermal cycles shown in Figure 1, heating up to 1000 K led to a strong
increase of pressure in the measurement system due to outgassing of samples which
was higher for the silver-plated sample than for the samples without silver. Vapor
could be related to the evaporation of Ag2CO3, as determined from Fourier transform
infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) as a function of temperature studies. Moreover, the
surfaces from internal side of the saxophone exhibit zones of black dust and holes
prior and after heating visible in microscope images, in agreement with the above
mentioned. The appearance of Ag2CO3 could be promoted due to the combination
of the spit and the breath from the players accumulated through the years, which
could deteriorate progressively the instrument especially when it was not dried after
usage.
On the other hand, amplitude dependent damping measurements performed at
room temperature (RT) exhibit a decrease in damping as the oscillating strain
increases. This might be explained by an instability in the dislocation’s arrangement
in the samples, as it is for example promoted by the vibrations while the instrument
is played with increasing loudness. This instability would agree with the decrease in
the damping values as a function of time which was measured in an ageing treatment
of the samples under vibration at RT for 48 hours. These ageing mechanisms are
discussed in the present work. In addition, complementary studies of
thermogravimetry, FTIR as a function of temperature, XRF, scanning electron and
laser light microscopy, and energy dispersive X-Ray spectroscopy were also
performed.
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Fig. 1. Damping (Q-1) and square frequency (f2) measured during warming (full symbols) and
cooling (empty symbols). In each curve only one of every three measured points was plotted for
clarity. Samples taken from the saxophone bell. Circles: samples in the as-received state.
Triangles: samples after removing the Ag cover by mechanical polishing.
[1] R. Schaller, G. Fantozzi, G. Gremaud (Eds.), Mechanical Spectroscopy, Trans Tech, Switzerland, 2001.
[2] M.S. Blanter, I.S. Golovin, H. Neuhäuser, H.-R. Sinning, Internal Friction in Metallic Materials. A
handbook, Springer, Berlin, 2007.
[3] T.B. Massalski, H. Okamoto, P.R. Subramanian, L. Kacprzak (Eds.), Binary Alloy Phase Diagrams. 2 nd
ed., ASM International, Materials Park, 1990.
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Indicatory surface of anelastic-elastic properties of alloys, foam polystyrene,
nano composites of multiwalled carbon nanotubes and polyethylene, polyvinyl
chloride
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Temperature dependencies of internal friction (IF) Q-1(T) and elastic modulus
E(T) (indicatory surface of anelastic-elastic body) and 2D and 3D atomic force
microscope (AFM) microstructure of Ti3Al alloy after mechanical treatment and
after hydrogenization H are presented in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2.

a

b

b

c
Fig. 1. Temperature dependencies of Q -1(T) and E(T) a - (indicatory surface of anelastic-elastic
body) and b - 2D and c - 3D AFM microstructures of Ti3Al alloy after mechanical treatment

The thermally activated IF maximum at ТМ ≈ 400 К is caused by the process
of the reorientation of interstitial hydrogen atoms in dumbbell configurations H-H.
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a

b
Fig. 2. Temperature dependencies of Q -1(T) and E(T) a - (indicatory surface of anelastic-elastic
body) and b - 2D microstructure of Ti3Al alloy after hydrogenization H during t H  14400 sec

The quasilongitudinal ultrasonic (US) velocity V║ = 504 m/sec, elastic
modulus E = ρV║2 = 15,24 МPa, “fast” quasitransversal US velocity V┴1 = 280
m/sec, shear modulus G = ρV┴12 = 4,704 MPa, Puasson coefficient μ = 0,3532,
specific density ρ = 60 kg/m3 of foam polystyrene (C8H8) are determined from the
oscillograms [1].
Conclusions
1. The correlation between internal friction Q-1, elastic modulus Е and temperature
may be presented as a surface (“indicatory surface of anelastic-elastic properties”)
of alloys or nano composites, which gives an additional information about influence
of the mechanical and thermal treatment.
2. The measurement of internal friction background Q-10 after different heat
treatments gives information about the changing of the fields of the heat tension σ i
in nano composites, alloys before and after satiation.
[1] A.P. Onanko, O.V. Lyashenko, Y.A. Onanko, J. Acoust. Soc. Am., 123, № 5, Pt.
2 (2008) 3701.
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Feature of indicatory surface of anelastic-elastic properties of alloys, foam
polystyrene, nano composites of multiwalled carbon nanotubes and
polyethylene, polyvinyl chloride
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Temperature dependencies dependence of internal friction (IF) Q -1(T) and
elastic modulus E(T) (indicatory surface of anelastic-elastic body) and 2D and 3D
atomic force microscope (AFM) microstructure of Ti (VT3) alloy after mechanical
and thermal treatment are presented in Fig. 1.

a

b

Fig. 1. Temperature dependencies of Q -1(T) and E(T) a - (indicatory surface ofcanelastic-elastic
body) and b - 2D and c - 3D AFM microstructures of Ti (VT3) alloy after mechanical and
thermal treatment

There was the IF maximum Q-1M1 in Ti3Al at TM1  400 K with activation
energy H1 = 0,77  0,1 eV, relaxation time constant of this maximum IF 01  1,9.1014
sec, relaxation frequency factor f01  5,3.1013 Hz, probably conditioned by the
relaxation mechanism caused by the reorientation of interstitial hydrogen atoms in
dumbbell configurations H-H at the ultrasonic alternative deformation  [1].
The IF maximum Q-1M2 in Ti3Al at the temperature TM2  440 K is discovered with
the value of activation energy H2 = 0,85  0,1 eV, relaxation time constant of this
maximum IF 02  1,8.10-14 sec, relaxation frequency factor f02  5,5.1013 Hz. 2D and
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3D AFM microstructure of Ti (VT8) alloy after mechanical and thermal treatment
is presented in Fig. 2.

a

b
Fig. 2. AFM microstructures of Ti (VT8) alloy after mechanical and thermal treatment: a - 2D
and b - 3D

Conclusions
1. The growth of internal friction maximums Q-1M heights testifies the growth of
structural defects concentration in alloys or nano composites.
2. The annealing of structure defects in alloys or nano composites bends out of shape
the type of internal friction Q -1(Т) temperature spectrum.
3. The possibility to trace on the same alloy or nano composite the dependencies of
internal friction Q-1(Т) and elastic modulus E(T) from the different continuously
changing factors temperature or irradiation.
⃗⃗ from
4. The polarization angle – the deflection of elastic displacements vector U
⃗⃗ , n
⃗⃗⃗⃗μ
wave normal direction n
⃗ φP⃗ = (U
⃗ ) and elastic anisotropy integral coefficient A
are the most universal characteristics of anisotropy and testify about anisotropic
deformation ε.
[1] A.P. Onanko, Metalphysics and new technology, 33, № 2 (2011) 253-261.
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Indicatory surface of elastic properties of SiO2, foam polystyrene, nano
composites of multiwalled carbon nanotubes and polyvinyl chloride,
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The non-destructive internal friction (IF) Q-1 method is related to the reservoir
prospecting and exploration technologies and reservoir productivity parameters
analysis of the positions of the IF maximums, the relaxation time τ and their
contribution to the damping of elastic vibrations [1].
The temperature dependencies of IF Q-1(T) (Fig. 1) and the elastic modulus E
(T) (Fig. 2) (indicatory surfaces of anelastic-elastic properties) of SiO2 are presented
in Fig. 3, Fig. 4 and Fig. 5.

Fig. 1. The temperature dependence of Q-1(Т) in quartz SiO2

The small background IF value Q0-1 ≈ 2.10-6 to Т0 ≈ 385 К was observed.

Fig. 2. The temperature dependence of E (T) of quartz SiO2

Fig. 3. The temperature dependencies of Q-1(Т) and E (T) (indicatory surface of anelastic-elastic
properties) of quartz SiO2
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2

Fig. 4. The temperature-pressure dependencies of elastic modulus E001 = ρ(VP[001] ) (indicatory
surface of elastic properties) SiO2

2

Fig. 5. The temperature-pressure dependencies of elastic modulus E001 = ρ(VP[001] ) (indicatory
surface of elastic properties) SiO2 after solution satiation ρNaCl = 180 kg/m3

Conclusions
1. The diminishing of internal friction Q-1 in SiO2, which was observed after the
protracted ultrasonic deformation ε during t ≈ 4.103 sec, can be related to activating
of admixtures, which diffuse to the dislocation segments, besiege and fasten them,
what the density of active dislocation loops diminishes as a result of, that and causes
the diminishing of internal friction value.
2. The discovered increasing of internal friction Q-1(I) may be related to that the
electrons of certain energy co-operate with dislocation segments LC under ultrasound
deformation εUS and is instrumental in their tearing off from points defects.
3. As the result of the mechanical study the presence of a strong effect between
polyvinyl chloride (C2H3Cl)n, low-density high pressure polyethylene (C2H4)n and
multiwalled carbon nanotubes was confirmed.
4. As the result of the mechanical study the presence of a strong effect between
polyethylene (C2H4)n and methylene dark blue squaraine dyes was confirmed.
[1] Y.A. Onanko, N.P. Kulish, A.P. Onanko, Metalphysics and new technology, 33,
№ 13 (2011) 529-533.
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The damping behaviour recorded in three archaeological bones recovered from
the Archaeological Site (AS) from “Boca de Lega” in Santa Fe, Argentina, is studied.
The damping peak related to the viscous movement of the collagen fibrils due to the
triple helix to random coil transition (THRC) from the collagen, is studied from
the behaviour of the parameters of the Havriliak-Negami (HN) expression for
dynamical modulus (eq.1). HN is fitted to the damping spectra from the
archaeological bones, exhibiting different degree of diagenesis, and then, the
different mesostructures in the bones promoted by the diagenetic processes can be
 (T )
inferred.

 (T ) 
G * (T ,  )  Gu (T )  (G(T ) / 1  i  (T )
)

(1)


where G* = G’ + i G’’ is the complex modulus. T, GuandG(T) are the
absolute temperature, the circular frequency, the unrelaxed modulus and the
relaxation magnitude, respectively. (T)=0e(H/kT) is the relaxation time, with H the
activation energy. Besides,  and  are phenomenological parameters that described
the symmetrical and asymmetrical broadening of the relaxation peak, respectively.
Indeed, the behaviours of the parameters calculated from the HN expression
are considered as a function of the Ca content and the amount of substitution of Na
and K, related to the Ca2+, in the dahllite. Therefore, the behaviours of and 0
calculated from the damping spectra can be related to different stages of diagenesis
in the remnant collagen in the archaeological bone. H in the relaxation time and the
relaxation strength for the HN expression was calculated following the procedure
described in Ref. [1]. Ca and their substitutions were evaluated from a wide study of
scanning electron microscopy (SEM) plus energy dispersive X-Ray spectroscopy
(EDS). In addition, the extra porosity in archaeological bones, due to the diagenetic
processes during the burial at the AS, was determined from 2D image analysis from
SEM micrographs.
In order to take a reference state for the HN-parameters, additional MS
measurements both as a function of temperature and strain were also performed in
fresh bones and fresh bones after controlled ageing treatments. Figure 1 shows the
tan() spectra measured for fresh and two archaeological bones, with different
degree of diagenesis, in the temperature range from the THRC onwards. PA peak
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is related to the viscous movement of the collagen fibrils promoted by the THRC
due to the break of the hydrogen bridges. PB peak was only recorded in fresh bones,
and it is related to a subsequent stage of massive bulk deterioration of the collagen,
involving firstly an additional shrinkage from the mesostructure and finally the loss
of the mechanical integrity of the bulk collagen [1]. The maximum temperature for
the measurement of archaeological bones has depended on the kind of sample.
However, often these samples cannot reach describing the P B peak, since the
subsequent contraction from the mesostructure cannot be soported by the bone, due
to the large deterioration in the remnant collagen fibrils. It explains the high
brittleness from the archaeological samples. Dotted lines in Figure 1 represent P A
peak, for the bone samples, reconstructed by means of the HN expression after
determining their parameters from the experimental data. As it can be seen from the
Figure, the numerical fits to the experimental data are reasonably good for all the
cases. It was found that a decrease in the calcium content due to diagenetic processes
in around 100%, leads to an increase both in  and in 0 in around 11% and in more
of one order of magnitude, respectively. In contrast,  only increases in around 4%.
The values for HN parameters for a fresh bone for  and 0 are smaller than in
archaeological bones in around 30% and in more than three orders, respectively. In
fact, in fresh bone the P A peak is described with a 0 in the range of 10-15. This
behaviour is related to the fast frictional movement of the fibrils after the loss of the
triple helix superstructure, and it is in agreement with a decrease in the damping
values as a function of the increasing strain amplitude; in a narrow temperature
interval between the 490 K and the peak temperature for PA. In contrast, for fresh
bones  is around 6% higher than for archaeological bones, indicating a less
damaged mesostructure than in archaeological bones.
Figure 1: Damping spectra for:
Circles: Fresh bone. Inverted
triangles: Archaeological bone 4.47
wt.% Ca. Triangles: Archaeological
bone 0.28 wt.% Ca, with marked
substitution from Na and K. Dotted
lines: Damping peaks calculated
from the HN expression for
temperatures higher than the
THRC
transition,
whose
temperature is shown by the vertical
arrow. Inset: Magnification for the
temperatures zone near the peak
temperature. PA and PB see
explanation in the text.

1) M.L. Lambri, E.D. Giordano, P.B Bozzano, F.G. Bonifacich, J.I. PérezLandazábal, G.I. Zelada, D. Gargicevich, V. Recarte, O.A. Lambri, J. Renew. Mater,
4 (2016), 251-257.
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Temperature dependence of internal mechanical losses of gypsum stone with
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1. Introduction
The peculiarities of materials structure and composition determine internal
friction in them. It affects the elastic and strength properties, and reflects the damage
of the material. Scientists studied the internal friction of materials [1] in metals [2],
composites [3], rocks [4], natural materials [5], geopolymers [6]. The aim of the
work is to establish the dependences of the loss coefficient of gypsum-containing
rocks of complex structure on temperature.
2. Materials and methods
Experimental studies used specimens of gypsum stone from the
Novomoskovskoye deposit. The samples were cylinders 40 mm in diameter and 70–
80 mm in length, and they had piezoelectric transducers at their ends. The samples
included three groups: without silicon layers, two-layer with a flint layer located in
the end part of the sample, and three-layer with a flint layer in the middle part of the
sample. Some specimens contained interlayers of carbonaceous clays, which had a
reduced strength and burned out on heating.
The Q-1 resonant measurements used an experimental laboratory-scale setup
consisting of a GW Instek SFG-2110 digital generator and the GW Instek GDS71022 oscilloscope.
3. Results
The figures below show examples of temperature dependences of inverse
quality factors Q–1 and resonant frequencies f0.
The specimen GK-11-2
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Fig. 1. Photo (a), dependencies f0 (T) (b) and Q (T) (c) for specimen GK-11-2
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3. Discussion and conclusions
Studies have shown that with an increase in the temperature of gypsum stone
samples, mechanical losses increase, and resonance frequencies decrease. At the
same time, Q–1 maximum was at temperatures of about 95 оC and above 110оC. The
increase in Q–1 is associated with the evaporation of physically bound water and
mechanical losses during resonant oscillations. The reason for the first maximum of
Q–1 was the dehydration of gypsum and its transition to hemihydrate gypsum CaSO 4
2H2O → CaSO4 0.5H2O+1.5H2O. The reason for the second maximum of Q–1 was
the transition to anhydrous gypsum with the complete removal of chemically bound
water.
This work was carried out with the financial support of the RFBR grant
(project No. 20-05-00341).
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Ionic liquids (ILs) present interesting properties which make them attractive
for several applications and that can be tailored according to the different applicative
requirements, by means of a proper choice of the cation and/or the anion. Despite
the large amount of research carried out in recent years on ILs, there are still some
challenges to be tackled to foster their widespread use. One of the central issues is
their high viscosity, which limits liquid handling and transport properties [1, 2].
We present a mechanical spectroscopy study of several ILs composed by quaternary
cations and various anions having different conformational flexibility. Indeed
flexible ions are capable of a fast structural reorganization on a local level, which
weakens the charge network and promotes fluidity, while rigid ions have fewer
degrees of freedom for relaxation [1, 2]. The experiments are performed by means
of an innovative method which allows the measure of the mechanical modulus of
the ILs and of its variation during the main phase transitions occurring by varying
the temperature, in both the liquid and the solid states [3-5].
The obtained results evidence the occurrence of a relaxation process in the
liquid phase of the ILs with flexible anions and the analysis of the data provides
information about the possible involvement of nonequivalent configurations as well
as their energy separation. For ILs having rigid anions instead, a fast dynamic at
local level in the liquid phase is not observed since the transition to a solid state is
favored. For these liquids, the measurements can also suggest the formation of
aggregates, whose organization can result in aggregation and domain formation.
[1] F. Philippi, D. Rauber, B. Kuttich, T. Kraus, C.W.M. Kay, R. Hempelmann, P.A.
Hunt and T. Welton, Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys. 22 (2020) 23038-23056.
[2] F. Philippi, D. Rauber, J. Zapp, C. Präsang, D. Scheschkewitz and R.
Hempelmann, Chem. Phys. Chem. 20 (2019) 443 –455.
[3] O. Palumbo, F. Trequattrini, F. M. Vitucci, A. Paolone, J. Phys. Chem. B 119,
(2015) 12905-12911.
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Mechanical and optical thermal noises play an important role in many precise
opto-mechanical experiments, in which positions of test bodies are monitored by
laser beams. Much of the experimental and theoretical research in this area was
driven by the physics of gravitational wave interferometers, where thermal
fluctuations induced within the mirror’s multi-layered dielectric coating are
expected to be the dominant source of noise in the frequency band between about 10
and 300 Hz [1].
Coating thermal noise is directly related to structural dissipation inside the
material through the loss angle [2]. In view of future upgrades of gravitational wave
detectors, increasing the mechanical performances of reflective coatings, by
lowering the loss angle (φ) and retaining their outstanding optical and morphological
properties, is fundamental.
The mechanical characterization of substrates and coatings can be performed
measuring φ in small disk-shaped samples, on which different coatings materials can
be deposited. The φ measurements can be performed through the ring-down method,
exciting the resonant mode of the sample and measuring the exponential decrease in
the free oscillation amplitude. The sample has to be held by some kind of suspension
or clamping, making the coupling between the two negligible: in the Gentle Nodal
Suspension (GeNS) system the sample is placed in equilibrium from its centre on
top of a sphere, providing a mechanically stable support without affecting the
measurements [3].
Coating loss angle can be derived by a differential measurement of the sample
before and after the coating deposition. To perform a precise coating mechanical
characterization, the substrate on which it is deposited must be pre-characterized and
must be stable with respect to its dissipative behaviour. Many different materials are
used as substrate for coating deposition and studies. Among amorphous materials,
fused silica (SiO2) is widely used in coating thermal noise research. Mechanical
losses of commercial SiO2 substrates even if very low at room temperature, show a
frequency dependent behaviour and are subjected to ageing. Despite the annealing
treatments reduce the losses, the level of stability obtained over time is not sufficient.
These effects compromise the accuracy or even the detectability of the coating loss
angle. The source of this deterioration can be related to the ground, unpolished
lateral surface according to the edge effect model [4]. The effect of spurious losses
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can be quantified from the loss angle separation of different classes of mode shapes,
since different resonant modes store different amount of elastic energy at the edge.
In this work we show that the polishing of the samples edge reduces the amount of
spurious losses and ageing effects coming from the absorption of impurities through
the edge itself.
A new procedure through CO2 laser polishing of the edge surface is proposed,
explained and put in place. The results of these procedures, in terms of roughness
and losses behaviour will be shown (see Fig. 1). The loss angle measurements are
compared with edge losses model and other existing models.

Fig. 2. Reduction of ageing effect of the mechanical loss angle after CO 2 polishing procedure.
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Recently, a new method of obtaining nanocrystalline iron by means of its
electrodeposition on a given substrate material, which involves the use of an ionic
liquid, was reported [1].
In the present work for the electro-deposition of iron on a copper substrate, an
ionic liquid of 1-butyl-1-methylpyrrolidinium trifluoromethylsulfonate, (Py1,4)TfO,
with a purity of 99% (IOLITEC GmbH, Germany) was used. The water content of
the as received (Py1,4)TfO was measured to be 341ppm by using Karl-Fischer
titration. In addition, Iron(II) chloride, FeCl2, with a concentration 0.2mol/L (from
ALFA, Germany) was used as the salt. The electrodeposition on the copper substrate
(working electrode) was performed at 363 K with a voltage of -1.7 V. Copper
substrate was annealed under high vacuum at 800 K during 120 minutes prior the
electrodeposition process. Platinum and iron were used as reference and counter
electrodes, respectively. For more details about the electrodeposition process see
Ref. [1]. Samples were electrodeposited during different periods of time, 10, 20, 30,
40 and 50 minutes. Mechanical spectroscopy (MS) measurements [2] (damping, Q 1
, and natural frequency, f; f2 being proportional to the elastic shear modulus) were
performed in an inverted torsion pendulum, as a function of temperature, T,
frequency and strain. MS studies were performed also as a function of temperature
under the application of a direct magnetic field, HDC, of 30 kA m-1. The magnetic
properties and structure characteristics of the electrodeposited samples have been
determined by magnetic hysteresis loops and X-ray diffraction (XRD) studies
performed on the samples both in the as-electrodeposited state and after the
annealing during the MS studies. Magnetic hysteresis loops were recorded trough a
computer-controlled A.C. digital hysteresis recorder based on a Rigol DG1022
(China) synthesized wave function generator and Rigol DS1052E (China) high
speed digital oscilloscope; at20 Hz and at room temperature (RT). XRD studies were
performed in a LD-554800 (Hürth, Germany), with high resolution module, using
Mo-K as incident radiation.
Figure 1 shows the damping spectra for an electrodeposited sample during 50
minutes measured during different heating runs, without HDC. These heating runs
correspond to three successive thermal cycles which involve heating runs up to 973
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K and their corresponding cooling down to RT. The first heating run (circles)
exhibits the solvent grain boundary damping peak (SP) and the intermediate
temperature grain boundary damping peak (ITP) at around 590 K and 630 K,
respectively; corresponding to copper substrate [3]. In fact, in a copper sample
without electrodeposition these two peaks were recorded only.
It should be noticed that at around 790 K the solvent grain boundary peak for
the iron electrodeposited layer was found.
During the second heating run, which was performed without annealing after
having reached the maximum temperature during the first heating run, a marked
decrease in the peak height of SP of the Cu occurs and a new peak seems to arise at
around 670 K. Moreover, during the third heating run, which was performed after
an “in situ” annealing at 973 K during 20 minutes after having reached the maximum
temperature of heating run #2, the peak height of this new peak increases markedly.
This new peak could be related to the diffusion of copper along the Fe particles in
agreement with previous works [4]. Fe particles could develop in the copper matrix
due to the annealing during the MS tests as a result of the promotion of the Cu+Fe
intermediate phase, accordingly to the phase diagram [5]. Therefore, in the present
work, for the Cu samples with a layer of electrodeposited Fe, the driving force
controlling both the damping behavior as a function of the thermal cycles and this
new peak will be studied through coupling the results of the above mentioned
experimental techniques.
Fig.1:
Damping
spectra
measured during heating for an
electrodeposited sample. The
maximum temperature for each
heating run was 973 K. Circles
denote the first heating run. The
second heating run (triangles)
was
performed
without
annealing after having reached
973 K. The third heating run
(diamonds) was performed after
an “in situ” annealing at 973 K
during 20 minutes.
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